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Components of Ferranti Transformer

In the Ferranti Audio Frequency Transformer

the primary inductance is made large by using
a great number of primary turns, a core of
large cross section and a short mean core path.
The mean core path is made as short as possible and is at the same time not short enough
to make the D. C. saturation appreciable. The
core loss has been made negligible by the use
of a laminated core of ample cross- section
with properly insulated laminations of high resistance alloy steel. The leakage inductance
is made very small by interleaving the secondary coil between two sections of the primary
coil. The mutual capacity is kept low by the
use of air as the principal insulation. The

dielectric constant of air is as against
for paper and oiled cambric insulators.
I

3

or 4

The dielectric losses in the coils are reduced
to a minimum by the use of skeleton coil forms
and the elimination of all between layer insulation. The self capacity of the coils is reduced by winding each coil in sections and thus
making the between layer voltage low. Further, the leakage inductance and the self capacity of the secondary coil have been balanced
so as to prevent the amplification falling off at
the higher frequencies and yet at the same time
eliminate the large resonant peak that occurs
in most transformers in the neighborhood of
5.000 cycles.

Ferranti Transformers Are Specified for the

SKYSCRAPER
Principal parts for the SKYSCRAPER. including base. front and shields correctly dri'.Ied. I set of three special coils. I audio transformer type AF 5. I pushpull input transformer type AF 5 C. I pushpull output traits.
transformer type OP 8 C for standard speakers, or I OP 4 C for Dynamic Cone speakers. with drawings
and complete instructions for building.
LIST !'RICE: $95.00. Instructions separate. $1.00.
13.-

FERRANTI, Ltd.
Hollinwood, England

iu cab,

t.,r

copy of Nrr I928

lirnnrJi

Year

FERRANTI, Inc.
130 West 42d Street, N. Y. C.
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oRMICA

îhutPuncMCo/d
APhenol Fibre Sheet that punches
perfectly when cold and still has insulating and moisture resisting qualities
of the first rank is difficult to make -in
fact, it has only recently been possible.

Formica punching stock is now available
that will yield perfectly smooth edges in
the punch press even when cold- in
sheets up to 3/32 of an inch thick.
This stock greatly simplifies matters for
manufacturers who do their own fabricating. For those who prefer to buy
parts already fabricated, Formica has an
unusually complete array of machinery.
Quick delivery is possible in quantity.
?

FORMICA INSULATION CO.

4614 Spring Grove Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

öRMICA.
Made from Anhydrous Bakelite Resins

SHEETS

TUBES
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What May We Expect of
Television?
By FRED D. WILLIAMS

By G. B. Gelder

17

By James .Millen

IS

By Donald .1!cNicol

20

By A. I/all, :1.R.C.S.

23

Vice -Pres. Raytheon

IIA'l' television has arrived, cannot he.
denied. It is here. even if in the form
of a crude yet mighty interesting experiment. In fact. it is going to be the
broadcasting stut'.v all over again. Most of us
can rc,,,II those days when a lone radio amateur. here and there, operated a radio telephone transmitter and gave phonographic.
concerts over the air for such radio enthusiasts as were willing to build a receiving set and time in. And just as broadcasting was fostered. developed and popularized
by the efforts of a handful of radio amateurs, so may we expect radio television to.
develop until it attains that ultimate perfection we have every reason to expect.

The Mathematics of Radio, Part X
By John F. Bider, a.csoeialc Editor 24

Departments

It is well, however. to issue a note of
wtarning at this time. In the first. place, let
us be rya son ,Iola with television technique.
Those who hope to 'ee large screen images,
with detail comparable witlt the excellent
motion pietnres of today. and with the entire
world before them. are doomed to keen disappointment. We might as well disillusion
them from the Very start. 'television technique. at this time. cannot handle more than
a very small screen size. say 1t/2 by la/2 inches,.
while the detail is only of the modest variety.
A face. hand. large type. a simple mechanism- thew can be proahued fairly well, so

Commercial Developments:

Applications of the Photoelectric Cell in Industry
By Milton Btry.clein, P1í./1.

Constructional Developments

ell
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that the imagination

!

is not too severely
strained. In a face. for instance, it is possible to see the eyebrows and the teeth in
the case of good transmission and reception.
However, it is useless to expect to identify
individual hairs or gold teeth.

by

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc.
Bryan S. Davis,
President.
Publication

James A. Walker,
Secretary.
Office -Lyon Block-Albany.

Chicago Office -58 E. Washington St.

Entered as second class matter at the post
office at Albany. N. Y.. January 9, 1925, under
the act of March 3, 1879.

-A.

E. M. Bacon,

Adt'crtising Manager.
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G. Rudolph, Manager

52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York City

Yearly subscription rate $2.00 in U.
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HOSE concerns who con-

stantly being undertaken by the Scotract with Scovill for the
vill research department.
manufacture of radio parts
All Scovill condensers are made under
enjoy distinct advantages.
the Scovill -owned Lowenstein Patent
Not only do they receive
No. 1,258,423, dated March 5, 1918.
parts of superb quality and carefui
The following concerns have been
workmanship, but they have recourse
licensed to manufacture under this
to the valuable development work conpatent:
Hammarlund Manufacturing Company, New York City
General Radio Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Thompson -Levering Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pilot Electric Mfg. Company, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
American Specialty Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Scovill means SERVICE to all who require parts or finished products of metal. Great factories equipped with the last word in laboratories, and modern machinery manned by skilled workmen, are
at your disposal. 'Phone the nearest Scovill office.

i
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

--

--

- -

Waterbury, Connecticut

- -

NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA
PROVIDENCE
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
IN EUROPE
THE HAGUE, HOLLAND

--

Member, Copper and Brass Research Association
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EDITORIAL
September 1928
ON THE VALUE OF RESEARCH
the progress of radio in its
general aspects that each month produces at least one new commercial
application. The full significance of
these new developments is not always appreciated until business is involved.
The injection of money into a vague
scientific proposition invariably inspires creativeness and activity to an astounding degree
and results in a commercially practicable
device.
Talking motion pictures have a long history. The basic system remained idle until
the recent institution of a commercial venture
when, nearly over night, it became an
extremely valuable business enterprise. What
has been a mere laboratory development is
now the medium for a strong competitive
force in the motion- picture industry.
Who imagined that the talking motion
picture would become such a powerful element in such a short space of time?
The finances involved in talking motion
pictures are almost beyond the imagination.
Millions of dollars are being expended in
studio equipment, let alone the amounts being
invested in reproducing installations for
theatres.
At this most interesting moment in the
evolution of the motion picture industry a
leading electrical manufacturer announces
the successful development of "radio movies."
Whatever the outcome of the radio movie,
the fact remains that commercial radio developments snap into line so rapidly that it
leaves one dizzy. Strides in other industries
of science open up new applications for radio
devices. The scope of the radio field continues to grow and there is every reason to
believe that eventually the fundamentals of
radio will be employed in connection with

SO rapid

is

every automatic contrivance in this very
automatic age. If things work out in this
manner the radio industry will undoubtedly
become one of the five greatest industries in
the world.
Much depends on whether the radio industry watches after its own business or lets
others watch after it. Individual companies
that are quick on the trigger will be the ones
that will expand their business into the true
commercial field.
The answer to the problem of expansion,
if it is a problem at all, is through research.
Research is one of the most important phases
in business today and is highly developed. It
is highly essential to the proper development
of the radio industry.
Research problems differ. One company
may be seeking new merchandising outlets,
another is confronted with the problem of
making use of waste material, another striving to strike the happy medium in advertising
psychology and so on. In every case, however, the modus operandi is practically the
same. It amounts to a study of conditions,
usually foreign to the organization.
It is very good practice to develop the
existing and no radio manufacturer can be
criticized for employing engineers to improve
on his product. But there is more to the radio
business than mere improvement. It is worth
the time and money of any radio manufacturer to study every phase of today's industries and all developments in other fields.
If anyone is particularly interested in what
research has done to aid numerous industries
we would suggest that they request a copy of
the booklet covering this subject, compiled
by the Policyholder's Service Bureau of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
M. L. %IUHLEMAN, Editor.
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How Radio Tubes are Made
By R. W. Ackerman

Chief Engineer, Radio Tube Division, Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc.
Radio tubes as manufactured today
consist of two or more elements enclosed in an evacuated vessel or bulb
generally made of glass.
In the original so- called Fleming
Valve or Tube there were two elements,
namely the filament or emissive element,
and the plate or collective clement. In
this Valve there was no control of the
electron flow of current from the filament to the plate by the incoming radio
signal. The Tube merely acted as a
rectifier or detector (a one -way street)
for the small radio currents by allowing
the current to flow in one direction and
practically no current in the reverse or
opposite direction. Today the Fleming
Valve is commonly employed to rectify
relatively large currents to operate in
conjunction with B" eliminators for
plate supply.
The addition of a third clement between the filament and plate revolutionized the two element valve making it
one in which the electron stream is directly controlled by the incoming signal.
This immediately made possible multistage amplifiers and oscillators, which is
the fundamental basis of radio broadcasting.
The structure of Radio Tubes calls for various metals, such as nickel and its alloys, molybdenum, tungsten. magnesium, thorium, copper, iron, brass, and some of the rare earth
metals, comprising barium and strontium compounds. The manufacture of the highest quality Radio Tubes involves great care in all details throughout the process. First of imporNickel is
tance is the selection of material.
perhaps the most common metal employed in
Radio Tubes. This metal is used because of
easy working, welding of parts, and the ability
of obtaining it in a purified state at a reasonable cost.
The plates of small Radio Tubes
are made of nickel. Plate supports, grid supports, and filament supports are made of nickel
wire of various weights and dimensions.
Molybdenum is used to wind grids. It has
the advantage of being relatively non -absorbent
to gases as compared with nickel, therefore.
parts subject to severe heat conditions are made
of molybdenum, such as grids mentioned above,
and plates of high power tubes.
Tungsten finds its application to Radio
Tubes because of its relatively high melting
point. Filaments are therefore made of tungMagnesium has the property of uniting
sten.
with various gases, therefore. a small amount

is placed in the tube and is heated for the
purpose of completing the job after the vacuum
pumps have taken out most of the gases. This
heating hastens the chemical reaction, forming
magnesium compounds and vapors that collect
practically all the gases left. The magnesium

ready to assemble the various elements.
is cut to proper size and
tabbed. and welded to the filament
supports of the mount.
The next operation is the grid mounting.
The grid is slipped over the filament and
The plate is
welded to its stem supports.
now slid over the two stem supports provided
and welded in place. The grid and plate is
now anchored at the top with either a mica
support or a glass cylindrical bead with nickel
wire supports. The filament hook. made of
either molybdenum or tungsten, is now placed.
After the mount is completed it is turned
over to the mount inspector. and after it is
passed it is ready to he sealed in.
Sealing in is accomplished by a machine
with successive positions and flames of various
The exhaust tubing of the
temperatures.
mount is slipped in place to hold the mount
in a vertical upright position. Then a cleaned
bulb is placed over the mount. The bulb is
rotated mechanically in successive positions
with gas flames playing on the bulb just opposite the flare flange until the neck of the
bulb softens and contracts to strike the flange
for scaling. The excess glass neck below the
seal drops down. Then successive positions of
coiling take place until the bulb is ready to
After the tube is sealed in it is
remove.
ready for the exhaust. This consists of manifolds that hold up to ten tubes coupled to
various stages of pumps starting with high
vacuum mercury pumps or aspirators, followed
I.y a series of oil pump backers until atSpecial premospheric pressure i s reached.
cautions are taken to trap out water vapor
and condensible gases by means of very low
now

vapor with its residue then condenses on the
glass walls of the tube coating them with a
silvery deposit commonly seen on Radio Tubes.
Thorium is another metal that is very essential
It is impregnated into the
in tube filaments.
tungsten in the process of drawing the filament mane times through successively smaller
diamond dies until the proper size is reached.
This metal renders the filament more emissive
and hence more efficient at lower burning
temperatures.
Copper and iron find their way into the
manufacture of tubes in the form of stem
leads. A special heavy iron wire is wrapped
with copier and drawn down through dies
until their combined diameter is the proper
size desired. Thus a small iron wire with a
thin shell of confer is formed. known as
Copper clad possesses prac"copper clad."
tieally the saine expansion and contraction as
glass and can be fused into glass without
fear of cracks due to unequal expansion. hence
the tube will not lose its vacuum because of
Brass is not employed
cracks thus formed.
within the evacuated space but admirably lends
t. the manufacture of base pins and contact prongs in the hase.
Barium and strontium in the form of special

First the filament
scraped,

ielf

chemical compounds are used to coat the filaments of the popular so-called A. C. tithes of
The filament is made of
the present day.
Bickel ribbon or one of the several alloys of
nickel. and is crated with the abrvt chemical
compounds to render it highly emissive at a
very low burning temperature.

Lead.

wih

n

large nerrentaee of tin. is em-

ployed in the form of solder to join the stem
leads with the base prongs. to insure perfect
contact. and hence to lessen tube noises clue to
All nf these various materials
norm ci ntact.
before being placed in a tube are given most

temperatures.
Several tubes up to ten in number are
placed on the manifold for exhaust. and are
heated in an oven that drops over them while
This
the exhaust pumps are in operation.
clears the gas from the pores of the glass.
The elements are now heated by means of an
external radio frequency induction ccil to drive
out remaining gases. After several such cycles

rigid inspection.

The plates are stamped and formed in die
Two symmetrical pieces are pressed
together on forms to make the finished plate.
The plate with other nickel parts are cleaned
and passed through a hydrogen furnace to
presses.

the magnesium is heated externally until it
vaporizes on the walls of the tube. Then the
tube is sealed off and passes to the baser where
the leads are properly inserted. the glass bulb
cemented to the hase, and placed in the basing
After the
machine to harden the cement.

gases.
as far as nossible, inoculated
The grids are wound with special mnlvldenum
wire nn special grid winding machines and
form.
on
proper
mandrel,
or
pressed
the
The first step in the manufacture of Radio
This is made by first
Tubes is the flare.
cutting special glass tubing to a definite length
and passing the pieces thus cut through a flare
machine. which merely forms a flan -- about
The flare
a smarter of an inch on one end.
It is placed
is now ready to make the stem.
in the stem machine on the stem block through
which the various stem leads and element sun.
forts are placed. The straight portion of the
flare now passes through successive gas flames

Filtrate.

basing operation the tube is passed through
the testing department where it is either sent
on to he cleaned, branded and labeled. or rejected for poor readings. The last step is the
final inspection and packing where the tube is
carefully inspected for boxing and shipping.
All the above processes require the utmost
care and supervision to guard against defects
Besides the general superand poor quality.
vision a most important department in the
manufacture of radio tubes is the engineering
staff that are constantly on guard to check
factory to maintain the standards
tip on the
laid down by the engineers. It is here where
all the design and development work is carried

nf various temperatures until it is soft and
.A
clamp
flattens around the stem leads.
flattens the st -nn at the proper moment. and an
air blast blowing through the exhaust tubing
Flows a hole through the press for the exhaust.
Then the stem passes through cooling flames.
and comes rut ready for the annealer where
it is gradually cooled to avoid temperature
strain. The stern is now placed in the bending
machine which cuts off the nickel supports
to the required length and bends them in
The mount is
proper shape for the mount.

before the tube is ready to be manufactured for the public.
The gratifying success that has been accorded Gold Seal Radio Tubes -their Golden
Tone -their long life -rest squarely on the
care with which the above processes are
carried out.
not

Gold Seal

Radio
Tubes

Made Right- Packed Right -Sold Right
Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc.

New York and Chicago
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EVERY FACILITY

FOR EXPERT RESEARCH
THE Research and Development Laboratory of Automatic Electric
Inc., manufacturers of Strowger Automatic condensers, is one of
the most completely equipped of its kind in the world. The use
of its many sensitive and complex instruments enables the development
engineers to know exactly rather than to guess what occurs in any
electrical circuit at any time.

The design and manufacture of satisfactory condensers for radio purposes
is dependent upon such exact scientific knowledge. The reliability and
efficiency which have become synonymous with the name Strowger in
automatic telephony, are incorporated to a like extent in the line of filter,
by pass and high voltage condensers now available to the radio trade.
The company's research facilities are always at the disposal of any interested parties requiring condensers of special design for special purposes.

[See that your radio set is equipped]
Strowger Automatic condensers

A.G.BURT,

Jik

1033 WEST VAN BUREN STREET
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

REPRESENTING
'

TROWGEk A ATOMATI

CONDENSEI(S
MADE B
Automatic Electric Inc.
CHICAGO, S
U

A
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"The Technical Journal of the Aeronautical Industry"

AVIATION ENGINEERING
(A companion publication to "Radio Engineering'.)
AVIATION ENGINEERING will be published monthly and mailed on the first of each
month. The first issue will be that of October, 1928.

Advertising will be carried for companies manufacturing machinery, tools, materials,
engines, and any equipment essential for the construction and operation of aircraft and
airports.
The Editorial Policy of Aviation Engineering will be to present non-biased technical, engineering and industrial material for the benefit of engineers, executives and technicians
interested in the aviation industry.
Departments covering airports and airways, news of the industry, new developments, new
aircraft, and radio communication will be included in the text.
EDITORIAL STAFF:
Major, R.A.F.

r!

A. A. BEARD, Editor
Commercial Flying
Consulting Engineer

G. C. B. Rowe, Managing Editor
Formerly Managing Editor of Radio News

)C

Wm. Purcell, Associate Editor
Formerly Chief Metallurgist. Curtiss Airplane

"AVIATION ENGINEERING" IS NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS
1;

er3

t

Ú
11

e.0 e
Ce

BRYAN DAVIS PUBLISHING CO.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.
Please check your classification.

Engineer
Technician

Manufacturer

Engineering."

1

$3.pá

for

Year
years'

C9

subscription to "Aviation

!4%
r!

Name

Distributor

Anything else

n-Lv

Enclosed find

s

u
Co.

Address

Town and State

Ch`i
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The Guidin9
Haunil
Hour after hour a graceful
monoplane throbs across a
vast ocean, searching a path
from continent to continent
through fog and storm. Like
a mighty helping hand rising
from the depths, radio points
the way and keeps a wondering world informed.

The tiny wires which constitute the
radio apparatus are the unseen nerves which are
sustaining the navigator of the air on his trackless route.
They must respond instantly to every command. Without the radio apparatus, which is an essential part of
every long distance plane, the conquest of the air would

-

be impossible.

Dependable magnet wire and coils are indispensable
for one failure -one short circuit -might mean disaster.
Dudlo takes pride in its belief that in making copper
wire products which stand the severest tests. it is contributing to man's triumph over the elements.

L

DUDLO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
S6

Earl St.

Newark. N..J.

los W. Adams St.
ChIcae:,. IIl

Division of
THE GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION
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THE New Temple Model go Dynamic
sets another standard of tone value.
It is a table model for A. C., D. C.
or Battery Operation.
In quality it is amazing. The low notes
clear down to the lowest register are reproduced in their true values, round
and mellow, absolutely lifelike in their
realism. The treble notes and overtones
-all important for faithful reproduction
display a tonal splendor that sets the
actual broadcast right before you. Volume
aplenty for a small auditorium -yet it may
be operated at a whisper without loss
of quality.
Model 5o Temple Dynamic is a worthy
addition to the famous Temple
line of reproducers
every
comparison means a sale

-

-

-

-

r..
Model 15
Air Column Speaker

-

Model 15 is the refined and
improved air column speaker
the same type of speaker upon
which Temple success was
founded -but now better than
ever. It is a true exponential
design, mathematically correct
and perfect in its quality
;moo

1933 S.

-price

Western Ave.

Model 20
Air Chrome Speaker
Model 20 Temple Air Chrome
Speaker represents a sensational
new development in loudspeakers.
The open radiator consists of
two sections instead of one, driven
by the powerful Temple Double

Action Unit, thus substantially

$29 increasing the volume $29
7 and tonal rang:-price
7
Write for Full Particulars

Arm

uk.s.et

TEMPLE, INC.
Leaders in Speaker Design
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(hEP
WITH

FtAKfPROOf
CGODAY- tomorrownext year -for
olne, connections can't loosen
years
ked with Shakep of Washers.
when
Vibratio tightens the grip oft twisted
teeth th /bite into the steel-only pplied
pressure an loosen this grip,
1

Whereve lock washers are used, there
akeproof. The spring of t
place for
teeth exert an even tension on all sides:
And their p -feet construction permits a
closer, neater job with a consequent saving
in bolt lengths. Shakeproof washers can't
tangle. They speed up production and do
away with expensive starting delays.

There is one way to prove what Shake proof Washers can do for your production.
Have your secretary mail us the coupon at
the right and make the rest for you>self.
,

Free
/ /Shop Test
Samples

SHAKEPROOF

LockWasher Company

2509 N. Keeler Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

//

/

Type

tt

-

T.q,:

Externa/

15

- Cololter

4

/
Typc

2o- Lug

Terminals

/

//
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SHAKEPROOP LOCK
WASHER CO.
North Keeler Ave.,

X3119

Chicago, III.

Ple,l..Sella me samples
Shakeproof Lock Wasncrs
to fit holt size
Shakeproof Locking Ter
Size

Firm Name
Address

Town

By

/

/ /J

e

State
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B -16, B -L
Rectifying Units are

fullwave rectifiers

bvith an output of 1 to 3 amres at 6 to 8 volts D.C. for

trickle chargers, dynamic
speakers and "A" power devices. List price, B -12 $4.50,
B -I6
55.00.

...

Tried and Proved
B -L Rectifiers furnish smooth, unfailing, uniform
power to all electrical equipment and apparatus

-dynamic speakers, power devices, chargers etc.
-requiring low voltage rectification. They are

highly efficient and have been adopted as standard by many of the largest manufacturers.

... Noiseless .. .
Durable and Compact. Built of Metal and Composition discs -They are long lived ... nothing
to get out of order. Install them and forget them.
Furnished in standard capacities single or full wave-or built to your specific needs. Outline
your requirements and we will send you samples
and full information.
An interesting booklet, describing the characteristics and some applications of B -L Rectifiers, is
yours for the asking
A post card brings it.
B -L Rectifiers are Bone Dry

-

Unit is a single ave rectifier for replacing charger
lbs. Furnished with either Edison
r double- contact screw base. List
rice, C- 110 ... $4.00, C- 210... $4.00.
-110, B -L Rectifying

...

Manufacturers -Send for information
on B -L Rectifying Elements for your
power equipment ... Jobbers -Some
desirable territories open ... Dealers
-Order from your jobber, or write
us for name of nearest distributor.

iliManufactured by

The

BENWOOD -LINZE CO.
St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Bone Dry

Durable

Ilk

. . . .

Compact
Noiseless

www.americanradiohistory.com

-24, B -L Rectifying Unit is a full ave rectifier for supplying direct

rrent to excite magnetic field coils
(dynamic speakers. Li st price.. $6.00.
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A IDFCMISI

FULFILLED

THE New :ter° Kit. are complete
to the la.t detail with panel.
drilled and all part. included.
Large blueprint. are furul.hed
.o that no .kill i. required to
build a receiser that I..uperior
to an manufactured %et.
The \eu 129 :tern Green nook
de.cribe. 25 Deceit er. and 'l'ran.-

oum a one dnitter. -e2 erg thing from
tube Short Wale .tdapter to the
Acro Ses en -for A. C., D. C., and
Shield Grid Tube.. Send for your

coy toda.

1

J5DNCOR$PORATE UCISD
Prin. ?li%, 1611 E. Idnruetrootl Ave., Chicago,

111.

p

Kt

LTJ

FOR BUILDING

SIICRT WAVE AND 1312CADCAST RECEIVERS AND SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTERS

Pagc

Radio

°he Jrclinowlecitieol Slam/arc/
of Qua/fly since 188/L

THE ZAPON COMPANY
STAMFORD , CONN.
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND DETROIT

NEW HAVEN

-

NEW YORK

PORTLAND

-

LOS ANGELES

OAKLAND

SAN fRANCISCO

SEATTLE
.1116,
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R. M. A. Board of Directors Plans

Wider Services
Plans to Provide Facts on Television Under Wa\. Cooperative
Advertising. Interchange of Radio Patents and Statistics Regarding the Industry Included in Service Plans
und DPW services l'or
the radio Ilubli and halas try by the Radio Manufacturers Association are under
way. The R. M. A. Board of Directors. at their first meeting of the
I112s- I:I2tI year at Buffalo on August
Bulb. prepared for expansion of netivities. The Buffalo meeting was
the first of the new elniinist ration
headed by Ii. II. Frost or New York.
since his election as l're -ident at the
Chicago Convention and Trade Show
of the 1: \i 1 in dune.
WIi11:K

Facts on Television
A new and immediate enterprise
of the R. \I. A. is to give the radio
industry and the public exact filets
regarding the development of television. The it. \I. A. Board. deploring presentation of television tu the
publie until it is "ripe." and convinced that pruutture exploitathni
of half -baked television apparatus is
and would be injurions to the interests of the radio industry as well as
the public. diresMd that the exact
truth anal real facts regarding television experiments and what may be

kith couthaled 1111- to -theinformation for members.

41eveloped,

the 1929 Trade Show to Some eastern

11li111l1e

city. the past Iw(o Trade Sh(ows hay ing been hell is Chicago.

Radio World's Fair
\luny proposals for increased industry

and member survive were
the round -table discussion
of the IIireetors. who revived reports on the Highly successful stony
season of list year. 111141 of the prospects for the coming radio events.
including the fall shows at Neu York
and Chicago and the Fifth Annual
Radio Industries Banquet September
Isth, at the Autel Astor in New
York. With the space at the Madison
Square Garden World's Fair.
(opening September 17th, reported over
92 per rent sold by Mr. G. Clayton
Irwin of the pudic \biiufaetiirers
Show Association, the It \I . Board
deeided tu open tap the fall public
shows in New York and Chicago to
the exhibition of phonographs.
made

at

ah, were taken by the It.
hoard to secure more reliable
statistics regarding the radio industry than solo are available. The
fragmentary and inailegnute figures
which are 111tí being circulated fall
í1n short of meeting the needs of the
radio industry. in the opinion of the
It. M. A. Board of Directors. and
measures to secure much wider and
wore 4o1111;1ete statistical information
for all branches of the industry were
1,tde leil.
In lining up the R. M. A. for the
fir's -'n year. the Association's fiscal
year beginning August 1st. President
Frost appointed the following as
chairmen of the various It. M. A.
\1. A.

eonmdttee.s :

R. 11. A. Committee Chairman

1,111.1

Iloadensti11g Committee. It. t:.
Erskine: Contact Committee. A. T.
llaugh ('redit t'oumaittel T. Sheldon: Dist
of Publications
Committee. L. E. Parker: Engineering
hiyisioll. iI. It. ltiehaload: Fair Trade
I'taot ice Committee. \V. L. Jacoby:
:

expeeted. by the industry and the
public. be given in authoritative aunona,emeuts.
.\ special eonloittee
tuas directed to aulke a thorough survey of tclevi-imii and formulate n
carefully digr<Iell statement for the
public and the industry. President

.

:

1'iaaaee Committee. .Bohn C.

Foreign

Trades t'uauaitt(M

Kiley: Legislative t'ommittee.

Frost appointed on this committee
as chairman. Mr. Ii. B. Richmond of
Cambridge. \lass. Director of Engineering of the It M X. together with
Mr. B. G. Erskine of Emporium. Pa..
Mr. A..1. Carter of Chicago. Ill.. and
\Ir. M. F. Burns of New York. all of
whom are identified with television
development.

III{RIIF:RT

Ir..iJrnl

Cooperative Advertising
Support and development of broadcasting. cooperative radio advertising, and other inter -industry activities were planned by the R. M. A.
Board, together with the extension of
R. M. A. service for individual members.
The plan for interchange of
radio patents. recently approved by
the R. M. A. membership at their
annual meeting in Chicago. is to be

industry Statistics
sieps

l(

M

11.

FROST

\ fur

1128 -29.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII',.I'..I

Planning the Third Annual Trade
Show for next spring. the R. M. A.
Shots Committee. now headed by Mr.

Morris Metcalf of Springfield. \lass.
was directed to secure information
regarding facilities and aI ouna1,datious in a larger number or eastern
and
was

middle western cities. There
strong demand fur transfer of

a

Tally:
II.

G.

C.

C.

Colby: Membership Committee. iI. II.
Eby: Merehaaelisiag Committee. L. E.
Noble: l'atelit l'omatittee. Le Roi
\Villiams: Publie Relations & Education Committee. .1. It. Hawley: Resolutions Committee. 'l'. K. Webster. Jr.:
Show Committee. \louis
Metcalf:
St atisties Committee, L. A. Ila11unarhind: 'Prussic Committee. \Yin. Sparks.
Attending the Itufl'alo meeting
were fuir new lt. M. .\. Directors.
George II. Kiley of Brooklyn. It. G.
Erskine of Emporium. l'a.. N. 1'.
Bloom of Louisville. Icy.. and L. .1.
Ila11u11arlund of New York.
The Board also reappointed the
following executive utlicers: Bond 1'.
Geddes. Ex, cntiv,. Vice President:
M. 1'. Flanigan. Executive Seeretary.
.Bohn W. Vail Allen of Buffalo. Legal
Counsel. Frank D. Scott of Washington. Legislative Counsel. and G. Clayton irrwin. Jr.. Show Manager.

l'ugr

Reutio

II!

C A R D

ttl11

lilt0

W

ìL

L L

Knyinrrioq, firplorM1rr. 02$

CONDENSERS

.

Svrnl lin 1926
Anti-arctic in 192 S

CO<11111í1iitlEr
tl11W

Y in materials and equipment is Of paramount importance
.
in such ventures us Polar Exped' '
VAST and silent spaces, the Polar Regions! Vast, but to the listening ear not
silent when vibrant with the all pervading voice Of Radio.

Theervnson.r

BYRD, DYOTT, MACMILLAN, STOLLMcCRACKEN, are some of the names

identified with Expeditions placing

their confidence in Cardwell C lensers for the equipment needed to keep
h with eivilizat and posthem in t
sible succor when in desperate need of it.
WHO will say
that the equipment selected for

ventures like
these is not deliberately and
wisely chosen?

Intheair,onland
and sea CARD WELL CONDENSERS retain their preeminence in reputa

dependability

and performance. because they are fun damentally right in principle, sound in
construct' and time tested for dependability.
RECEIVING condensers in many capacities, notably the recently developed
taper plate ( best for short wave
receivers) are available.
CARDWELL transmitting condensers
for medium and low power are the choice
of a host of engineers and amateurs who
demand the best.
HIGH voltage transmitting condensers,
engineered and
built by CARD 'WEl.i., are being
supplied in ever
increasing numbers to discriminating engineers
and manufacturers.
You're not gambling when you choose
a Cardwell. The test of years has proven
them supreme.

Literature upon request

The Allen D. Cardwell Manufacturing Corp.
81 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"The Standard

®£

Comparison"
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Method and Apparatus for
Measuring Small Capacities

B eat -Note

The Use of Coupled Oscillators for Determining Small Capacity
J aloes at Various Radio Frequencies
By G. B. Gelder*

IT

is extremely hard to pleasure
small capacities Of a few micro microfarads accurately and con-

sistently at radio frequencies.
For this reason a beat -note method has
been developed whereby measurements
can be checked consistently to within
± .03 micro- ntcrofarads with an accuracy of 0.2 to 0.4';. This applies to
capacities of the order of S to 14 micro microfarads such as are encountered in
the inter -electrode capacities of radio
receiving tubes. The range of radio
frequencies at which this method may
be used is limited only by the inductance and capacity used in the oscilIatar. The set is mat interfered with
by outside oscillations and is very
sharp in tuning.
The iuineiple of the beat -note method of osci1laturs is nut new in operation
or circuit but it is believed that the
use of this Method for the measurement of small capacities is new to a
certain extent. Into an aluminum
cabinet two Hartley oscillators were
built : one of which was made to
usoillate at sa fixed frequency while
the other could be varied over a small
However. for
range of liegneneies.
siMcd of open it ni and convenience
both oscillators may be made variable.
Itetwocu the two oscillator coils was
ph 41 another coil which is in series
milli a crystal detector and a head set.
This coil is called a "pick -upi" coil.
By setting the fixed oscillator at some
or pre -determined frec. 01Vea¡eel
qocac.\_ and varying the frequency of
the other o,1111:ttar by means Of the
va rialitt coo dcuser, a beat note will
Im obtained between the two oscillators
as their frequencies near the sa nie
valao. This beat mate will be picked
up by the "pick -up" coil mind heard in
the head set. By tuning the second
oscillator to the exact frequency of
the first osillatnr a "load spilt" will
be obtained ar silence will be registered
in the head set.

I

lators is identical except for the capacity across the inductance coils. The
condenser in oscillator No. 1 is fixed
while that of No. 2 is variable in this
case, however, both may be stade
variable for convenience. The complete wiring diagram is given in Fig.
1.
All of the inductances are of the
plug -in type and the number of turns
per coil depends' upon the desired frequency. The wavelengths covered by
the coils are:
No.

II.

Type

M.

,
less

.016
.050
.190
.470

t'
1'

Turns

15
'27

55
84

wavelength

50-150 meters

100 -300 meters

200-600 meters
300 -900 ureters

The inductances L, are radio frequency choke coils consisting of 300
turns of No. 36 double cotton covered
copper wire wound ou a % inch
diameter form; R, is a 2 megohm grid
leak ; R, is a 30 ohm rheostat ; C, is a
:dao micro- microfared fixed condenser;
C, is a 2000 micro- nticrofared fixed
condenser; C, depends upon the frequency desired and C, is at special
vernier -type precision variable con denser having a range of 511 micro microfarads. :. fixed condenser of
-175 spics- tnierofarads should be

but

placed permanently in parallel with
this condenser when a large condenser
is used iu oscillator No. 1. L, is a coil
of the same type as Lo but of fewer
turns; and C is a crystal (fixed) It,.
R_, Al. C_, and B depend upon the type
of tube used, which was a type 201 -A
in this case.
Each oscillator should have separate battery supplies for both filaments
and plates. All of the apparatus
should be placed in a well grounded
metal (aluminumu cabinet with the
exception of C. the vernier condenser
and C. the capacity to be measured.
For convenience a ndlliammeter was
placed in the C. lead of oscillator
.

No. 1.

The aluminum cabinet used was 24
inches long by 'a inches high by 12
inches deep with a t,¡ -inch micarta
panel in time front for ueautiug rheostats, ndlliammetcr and phone jack.
All battery leads were brought out
of the back of the cabinet by means of
binding posts which were well insulated from the cabinet with the exception of the -A leads which were
grounded. Two well insulated binding posts were located on the left end
of the cabinet for connecting t', and
%ll apparatus
to the oscillator.

1

Construction of Oscillators
The construction of the two

05(11-

Research Engineer. Westinghouse Electric d Manufacturing Company.

The pick -up coil with detector and head set in series is placed between
the coils of the two Hartley oscillators. the whole system being installed
in an aluminum cabinet

rage is

Radin Ea//iucrrin!1.

and instruments mounted on the panel
were well insulated from the cabinet.
The condenser C, is a special condenser with a 50 to 1 ratio motion
ruade especially for this application.
It has a total variation of about 40
micro-microfarads with a minimum of
about 10 micro- aticrofaritds. The condenser is of the parallel sliding cylinder type with the outer cylinder
grounded and the inner cylinder supported Inside by means of a brass rod.

Application of Device
The method used in measuring small
capacities is as follows:
Set oscillator No. 1 at some predetermined frequency and by means of the variable
condenser in oscillator No. 2 tune it
to a frequency near that of oscillator
No. 1. When the frequency of oscillator No. 2 approaches that of No. 1 a
note will become audible in the head
set similar to that heard in a radio
receiving set when tuning in a station.
If the variable condenser is now
mowed slowly a place will soon be
found where there is no sound heard in
the head set. Note the variable condenser reading at this point. This is
the "dead spot" and the zero reading.

Since this dead spot is of some width.
about one or two millimeters on the
condenser scale. it is desirable for accnl:o.) to tune to either the right or
loft side of this spot. By right or left
silo is meant the right or left turn ia_ dir,ctiiii of the condenser shaft.
'h -Iii c :tpacity to be measured (C,
Fig.
is now placed in parallel with the
tuning condenser C, andt with oscillator No. 2 untouched from the previous setting, C, is now tuned to the
dead spot as before, being sure the
same side of the dead spot is used
each time. Note the condenser reading at this time. It must be remembered if leads are used to connect C.
in parallel with C. they should be attached to C, at the time of the first
tinting or zero reading: since in
measuring small capacities the capacity between leads may be as great
as the capacity to be measured.
'l'ho difference between the two
variable condenser readings when
tuned to the same side of the dead
spot. first w-iIlhout and second with
the capacity C. to be measured. is the
capacity wanted.
Greater accuracy
may be obtained when the tuning capacity used is such that the (-opacityto be measured is a great part of the
I

SC

ber. 1928

total tuning capacity. In this way
the variation in tuning due to the insertion of the unknown capacity
be considerable.

Alternate Method
.mother method of measuring the
capacity is by substitution. That is.
set oscillator No. 1 at some frequency

when C. only is connected across the
inductance of this oscillator, then start
oscillator No. 2 and tune it to the frequency or "dead slot" of the first oscillator. similar to the previous method.
Then, if oscillator No. 2 is allowed to
retrain untouched and C, in oscillator
No. 1 is replaced by the precision condenser and tuned by this condenser to
the frequency of oscillator No. 2. the
capacity of the precision condenser
ttill be equal to that of Cx.
The above methods have both proved
very satisfactory as to consistency and
ease of operation when measuring
small capacities at various radio frequencies. The only special apparatus
necessary is the precision condenser
C, which may be replaced by any reliable precision condenser of small capacity and low loss for ordinary commercial measurements.

The Control-Grid Glow Tube
A New Non - h'chanieal Relay Which Is Highly Sensitive,

Rugged and Inexpensive

By James Millen*
enterprising motor car sales
company recently attracted a
great deal of attention to their
show windows on upper Broadway, New York City, by having a car
on display which would be set in
notion whenever anyone touched a
certain indicated spot on the plate
glass window.
somewhat
11-hile
similar demonstrations have been
AN

Consulting Engineer, 61 Sherman St.,

31alden, .Sass.

given in the past by meats of costly
photoelectric cells. amplifiers. and
highly sensitive mechanical relays.
this demonstration is of particular
interest in that the entire cuutrol
apparatus was contained in it cabinet.
trot ranch different in size from a cigar
bus and retailing for less than $ititi.
The whole secret is in the control grid glow tube relay employed. This
inexpensive and ragged little device
serves to control directly. without
rosorting to the use of amplifiers or
del ii iii- instrument relays. an ordinary power relay switch. which latter
diviee ooilrols the power to the olieratiue motor.
As the posibtlities for the application of fho claw tube relay- to other
fields seems s to omising. it is felt
that the following data should prove
of considerable interest at this time.

wire anode and a nickel wire control
grid. all mounted within a glass bulb
of about the saine size and shape as
that Of an CX -201A receiving tube and
containing neon gas at low- pressure.
With the control grid connected to
the anode. the tube operates in the
saune general manner as the two element viitage regulator tube. having
almost infinite ingodautcc to the How
of current from the cathode to the
anode and relatively low impedance to
the flow of current in the reverse

LEAKAGE

RESISTANCE

,

Theory of Operation

The arrangement of the elements
in the control -grid glow tube. The
size

is

approximately that
201 -A

of

a

The tube itself greatly re-iutblos in
many respects. the well -known voltage
rcgnlatnr 1't glow' tubes used in sonic
types of radio "It" eliminators. In
fact 1111' may fundamental ditTerimce is
the inclusion of a third electrode or
control arid. The commercial form of
tube illustrated in lig. 1. has a ylinarieatl aluminum cathode. a nickel

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CATHODE

X
LOCATION
OF RELAY

FIG.2

The connections for control method
by varying the leakage resistance
between the grid and anode
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Applications
rugged mechanical potter control
relay inn be operated by this current,
ttliicll increases from I) to any desired
maxims m value that the tube has been
designed to handle safely. IIn the
case of the particular tube herein described, this maximum current could
not exceed S Ma.)
Fig. 2. shows the circuit arrangement for such a method of operation.
The mechanical relay may be inserted
in the battery line at the point indicated. The eouducting path between
the control grid and the anode may be
in the form of n fume. a photoelectric
cell. ur any other variable high resistance having a magnitude of from 50
to 5(N0 we_ohnts. .'t typical curve showing relation between the breakdown
voltage and the b-itkage resistance is
given in Fig. 3.
If the electrostatic capacity between
the anode and control grid is increased.
as in Fig. 4, rather than the ohmic
resistance decreased, as just described
in correction with Fig. 2, a charging
A

Diagram showing control method
by varying capacity between the
grid and the grounded anode

direction. (In other words, a rectifier.) The impedance for current flow
from anode to cathode is only about
20,000 ohms at S milliamperes. This
impedance is not constant but varies
inversely with the current in such a
mutiner as to maintain a substantially constant voltage drop of 180
volts across the tube.
The unique feature of the grid glow
tube, however. is that the voltage required to start the glow. and thus
reduce the internal impedance from
an infinite to a relatively low finite
value is subject to control within very
wide limits by means of the grid or
third electrode.
If the grid terminal is not connected
to anything. and thoroughly protected
from low -resistance leakage paths in
the socket, somewhere between 000
and 900 volts, depending upon the
particular tube. will be required across
the anode and cathode in order to
"start" the tube. This is due to the
grid, when "floating." accumulating a
high negative charge u-hich will rise
sufficiently to block the tube.
If, under such conditions. only 300
or so volts are applied, through a suitable protective resistor, across the
anode and cathode. the tube will not
"glow" and no current will flow, as
long as the grid retains its negative
charge. Should, however. ails conducting path be placed in the grid to
anode circuit, the grid charge will leak
off and permit tie tube to glow and
current to flow.

D.C.
BREAKDOWN

350
300

VOLTAGE

6-1 250
Ñ 200

ó

-

150
100
50

0

+

GRID BIAS VOLTAGE

FIG.6
Curve Illustrating the relation of
grid bias voltage to break -down

voltage

h 400
5 ó 300

°>

100

0

75
100
25
50
LEAKAGE RESISTANCE IN MEGOHMS

FIG.3
Curve showing relation between
the leakage resistance of Fig. 2
and break -down voltage

current will tow to charge the new
formed condenser. The accumulated
grid charge will thus pass into the
condenser, until the total grid charge
is sufficiently reduced to permit the
tube to glow. This method of control.
which is the one employed in the automobile window display demonstration,
may readily be tried out experiment ally by grounding the anode, and connecting the grid to a well insulated
plate. Bringing the hand near this
plate will then cause the tube to glow.
In the case of the window display.
the grid urns connected to a piece of
metal foil fastened on the inside of
Anyone
Ille plate glass window.
standing on the grounded metal grating
outside, and holding n land near the
metal foil would thus cause the tube
to glow and operate the mechanical
relay, which controlled the electric
nu it ors.

If a voltage be impressed between
the grid and the anode as is shown in
Fig. 5, the anode to cathode voltage

www.americanradiohistory.com

Another control method using
variable grid bias voltage. E2

a

required to start the glow will be as
b shown by the curve in Fig. 0. This
curve is a straight line. whose slope is
ty and downward in the direction
of positive bias.
The amount of energy which must
he
htutdled by a pair of control contacts placed in series with the
leakage resistor in Fig. 2 is n very
minute quantity. Accordingly it is
important that dirt and dust and moisture be kept out of the tube socket.
A good quality socket should be used
to avoid leakage in the socket itself.
If the sensitivity of smelt n circuit be
thought too great :t means of varying
the sensitivity can lie used as shown in
Fig. T. For n given value of voltage
between anode and cathode the ratio
between Z, and Z.: will determine
whether or not the tube is to break
down. The suns of Z, plus 7., governs
the sensitivity. that is-the energy
which is lost in the control circuit.
By reducing the sensitivity in this
manner the effects of extraneous leak age paths, such as socket insulation
resistance, will be lessened.
I hue to the rectifying action of the
grid glow tube. the voltage. E. in Figs.
2, 4, 5, and T, may be either A. C. or
The
D. C. as is most convenient.
curves, however. give values obtained
with D. C. and tvhi. h vary somewhat
from the values obtained when operating on A. C. In the case of Fig. 5,
the biasing voltage I7:, may also be
A. C. by fusing the drop in a resistor.

+
mow

El

m.

22

FIG.7
This method of control is less
sensitive than that shown in Fig. 2
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The Engineering Rise in Radio
By Donald Mel
Fellow A.I.E.E., Fellow I.R.E.
Past- President, Institute of Radio Engineers

PART iv
term which came into use in
the early days of "wireless" engineering, is. coupling. Of which there are
several degrees. Also, the terns, damping. which had to Ile reckoned with.
Briefly. dumping refers to the rate
at which an "eilhttion dies away.
Damp, d mteillutioux. therefore. are
those which decrease rapidly in
amplitude. The oscillations produced
by the early transmitters of the spark
type were rather highly damped, each
spark producing a train of oscillations
which quickly died mat.
A coupler is an apparatus used to
transfer radio- frequency power from
one circuit to another by ¡t ss s iatiag
together portions of these circuits. In
the more modern radio hookups coupling may he inductive. capacitive or
resistive.
Ii iuclaetire coupling where two associated coils are employed. very loom!
coupling is that in which the secondary current exerts no appreciable reaction m the printery coil. LOORC coupling) Is that in which there is an appre(gablc. but slight. reaction effect front
secondary to primary. causing changes
in the clamping of the oscillations both
in the primary aid the secondary
coils. Cow coupling permits interactions between the two coils which
chauges the decrements and frequencies of the oscillations.
By amplitude. is meant the maximum value reached by an alternating
quantity. either positive or negative.
Decrement. or logarithmic decrement
may be regarded as n constant of a
simple radio circuit. being 3.1416 times
the product of the resistance by the
square root of the ratio of the capacity
to the inductance of the circuit.
These various ternis cause into use
gradually as the phenomena they represent carte to be better understood.
In the year 1900, the mathematics of
the sohject was in the lead of experimental demonstration. One reason for
this being that it is not always a simple matter to design an apparatus or
devise a circuit arrangement which
will accomplish fully a predicted purA new

pose.

The elements cif the transmitter asby Marconi consisted of an
induction coil capable of producing
sparks from six to twelve inches in
length between the terminals of the
secondary winding. oscillator spheres.
Leyden jar condensers. Morse sending
key and antenna.
it long as the inductions coil type of
transmitter. with open gap discharger,
was employed there was little hole of
being able to send out electric waves
which could be confined to close limitations of frequency (wave length).
SP n1bled

While this situation continued there
was little to be gained IT making receivers selective. although it was perhaps well that while widespread cf.
forts were being made to improve
transmission, continuous attention was

directed toward improving receiving
circuits and devices.
CHAPTER

4

Production and Transmission of
Electromagnetic Waves
The induction eoil. condenser form
of transmitter used by Marconi in

the order of a million. Because of the
intermittent nature of the process of
charge and discharge, actual radiation,
of energy took place about one onehundredth part of the time the transmitter was operated.
It was not long after the first attempts were made to employ wireless
signaling for practical purposes that
the need was sensed for a type of
transmitter which would send out a
continuous train of waves of sustained
amplitude. It was anticipated that
waves transitittod Iiv an apparatus of
this type would resemble those emitted
by an organ pipe. rather than the succession of explosion -like discharges
sent out by the induction coil, condenser. slat rk -g;tp arrangement.

The Arc Transmitter
A search through the records of the

The wiring of induction -coil type
of wireless telegraph transmitter.
On the iron core is wound the primary (in heavy line) and on top
of that the secondary (in light
line). The terminals of the secondary, or high tension winding, extend to the spark -gap, while the
primary winding is in series with
a battery, sending key and circuit breaker. A condenser is inserted
across the terminals of the circuit breaker. In practice a condenser
was connected across the spark gap or in series with the secondary

circuit

18'.16.

continued for many years as the

only practical means of sending out
signals. (See Fig. 5.) It was several

years before any other method was
discovered of producing electric waves
of the Hertz type. and although in the
course of events the machine alternator method. the arc method and the
tube oscillator canoe into use, the induction coil was in many installations
still employed as late as the year 1923.
Depending upon the oscillatory discharge of a condenser the process of
energy transmission is intermittent.
The condenser had to be first charged
and then discharged. resulting in the
production of successive groups of decadent oscillations. A group might
consist of from twenty to one hundred
oscillations, and in general the frequency of oscillation employed was of
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prior art with the thought of uncovering inventions. or proposals. which
might be utilized in devising improved
methods of wave transmission, disclosed that Professor Elihu Thomson.
in America, in 1892, in a patent application' proposed a method of producing
high- frequency currents from a direct current source. by connecting a condenser and an inductance to an open,
metallic spark -gap. which also was connected through two additional inductances to a source of direct current.
The arc formed was constantly extinguished by means of an air -blast or a
magnetic blowout. The principle of operation was that before the are was
formed. and just after it was extinguished. the condenser was given a
charge from the direct current source.
Re- establishment of the are permitted
an oscillatory discharge to take place.
The inventor stated that oscillations
up to 50,000 per second could be produced by these means. ( See Fig. 6)
William Du ßois 1)udcll. who had
carried on research work in the Central Technical College. London. 18931900, in the latter year read a paper
on the subject "Rapid Variations of
Current Through the Direct -Current
Arc.

Dudell showed' that if a suitable arrangement of condenser and inductance
were connected across the terminals
of a continuous current arc. the gap
between rods of carbon. a High -frequency current was set up in the condenser circuit and a musical sound
produced by the arc. Dudell proposed
the use of his oscillator as a transmitter for wireless telegraphy. observing that the arrangement should have
particular applicability where it was
desired to transmit electromagnetic
waves tuned to a definite frequency.
1. U. N. l'at. 500.630.
2.

British Pat. 21.629. (1900).
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Three years after 1)ude11's device
was described. Valdemmar Poulsen, of
Copenhagen. Denmark. contributed a
very inutortalit improvement by inclosing the arc in a vessel containing
hydrogen or coal gas. and forming the
arc between a metal terminal, the positive; and a htrge curium terminal, the
negative. By subjecting the arc area
to the influence of a strong magnetic
field, much higher frequencies could be
obtained than by meats of the double
carbon gap in air.
Poulseu's apparatus was a logical
experimental development of the
Thomson are method, and the singing
arc of I)udell. When the are in gas
is shunted by a suitable condenser in
series with an inductance. oscillations
are produced in the condenser circuit
having a frequency of a trillion or
more. depending. of course. upon the
capacity and indaota lice ,values. By
coupling the condenser circuit to an

elevated and grounded antenna trains
of undamped electric waves may be
transmitted.
Poulsen brought the arc oscillator
into the field of practicability as a
transmitter. In the original Dudell
are it was not possible to obtain frequencies high enough for the purposes
of practical wireless telegraphy. The
highest values reached required very
large units of capacity and inductance.
For a tva ve length range of from 3(0
to 8.000 meters, the frequency must,
of course, range from 40.01NI to 1.000, (lOO per second. and this was accomplished with the early Poulsen apparatus.
The introduction of the arc method
of producing oscillations set up the
world over an entirely new crop of
investigatiuss which. in the main. resulted only in minor, detail improvements: in some instances variations
in the elements employed in assembling
the transmitter permitted of similar
results being obtained by somewhat
different means.
Arguments were advanced purporting to show that the Poulsen arc was
not a true singing arc, but this was of
little consequence as for the purpose
of producing oscillations at high frequencies this was not essential.
Mr. S. G. Brown, in England. in
1906, described a device employing a
revolving aluminum wheel against
which a copper spring pressed lightly.
The spring and wheel were connected
through an inductance and a resistance
with a source of direct current, and
also by a circuit made up of a condenser in series with a coil of wire.
When the wheel was rotated an arc
formed at the loose contact. causing
high- frequency oscillations to be set
up in the condenser circuit.
About this saine date, Frederick K.
Vreeland, in America. proposed the
use of a mercury vapor tube arc which
had the merit that difficulties with the
arc electrodes was considerably minimized, and the terminal voltage could
be made much higher. Voltages up
to 6,000 were applied per tube. and

although Ilure did not seem to be any
need for s u c h high primary potentials,
the possibilities in that direction
seemed preferable to the alternative of
using a number of arcs in parallel. as
was at the time proposed for increasing the energy available with the carbon arc method. In connection with
this particular development it may

DR. E. F. W. ALEX AND!

It.ta\

here be started that l'eter Cooper
Hewitt. in America had duuanstritteil
the sensitiveness of the conductivity
of mercury vapor to the varying influence of a magnetic bold.
Before leaving the subject of the arc
oscillator until it may again be taken
up in connection with the development of radio telephony. it may be
stated here. as an indication of how
the method was exteualetI to meet the
growing needs of wave telegraphy in
following years. that the Poulsen arc
generator was developed up to units
of 4170 K. \C., ranging down to units
of 2 K. \V.. in thirteen sizes, the most
widely used set being of 5 K. \\'. size.

Up to the year 1920. eight hundred
stations, ranging up to 25 K. W. had

been equipped. and eleven units of
2I0 to 410 F. W. were built and

installed.

Sustained Oscillation Frequencies
It was several years after the invention of the am oscillator that the
apparatus found its way into practical
use on a couumerial scale. Throughout the years I:nln -1907, there teats 110
end of discussion anent the new subject of continuous waves for wireless
signalling. Lot the number of stations
employing "spark- systems had greatly
multiplied the world over. and there
was continuous striving in efforts to
eliminate deficiencies of spark systems. Immediately following the early
trials in England. when the needs of
distance and of tuning were uppermost in the minds of the engineers, it
was evident that one serious deficiency
of the spark method was the long
inactive interval between the first
spark of one wave train and the last
oscillation (of effective amplitude) in
the preceding train.
Reference has been made to a
method of producing high- frequency
currents, invented by Elihu Thomson,
in 1892. Following this. in 1896, Tesla,
in America. invented' a system for the
prodretion of high- frequency currents,
nn important element of which was a
synchronous rotary discharger. The
method ten years later was employed
as standard in the majority of the
radio telegraph stations In operation. It
consisted of an iron -core step-up transformer, the primary supplied from
available alternating -current mains.
The secondary of the transformer had
connected across its terminals a rotary
discharger and the primary of an air core transformer, with at condenser in
each leg. In the portent application
Mr. Tesla made no reference to the
possible use of the system for wireless
3. British l'ut. '2..1,1. 1806.
1,ßn11.
British
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telegraph purposes. and it was not
until later years when the secondary
terminals of the oscillation trans former were connected to antenna and
earth respectively that the transformer
largely replaced the original induction
coil for the production of electric
waves.

The Subject of "Wireless" in
America
From some of the records submitted
and discussed in this work so far it
may be understood that in America,
during the years immediately following hertz's anuouucements in 1888,
outstanding scientists possessing the
requisite engineering knowledge to follow closely events transpiring abroad.
and to carry eon original research, were
Elihu 'l'hounsou. Prof. Trowbridge.
Prof. Malheur. Dr. \I. I. Pupin. E. .i.
llouston. F. D. Crocker and Nikola
'fella, all previously mentioned herein
iu connection with stated develop ments.
'Flt the hundreds of electrical engineers. electricians and amateur experimenters in America. the discoveries of hertz held little beyond
It was mot until
academic interest.
\1r. \ farcititi appeared on the scene in
1896. that the practicing engineers and
experimenters directed their attention
to studies of the principles of space
signalling. It was not until 1597 that
informative literature reached this
country. appeaaing in the technical
journals.
One of the earliest illustrated descriptions of Marconi's apparatus
which appeared in America was published in the magazine Telegraph Age.
issue of November 1. 1897. The article
was reprinted from the London Electrician of an earlier date. The article
presented all umderstanduble story of
the equipment used in the 1896 and
1897 trials in England. including the
elevated antenna and the earth couneetion. In the Journal of the Franklin
Institute. issue of December. 1897. appeared it review of Marconi's first
These descriptions
dentoustrathals.
were followed at occasional intervals
by additional references to what was
being done in England and other
European countries.
One of the earliest of the experimenters here was Reginald A. Fessenden, horn in Canada and educated at
Trinity College. Port IIope, Ontario.
Front iss7 until 1590 he was chemistin-chief. in the laboratory of Thomas
A. Edison. and during the following
two gars wits an electrical expert in
the service of the Westinghouse Electric and \lanufacturimg Company. at
Newark. New Jersey. Later. he was
professor of electrical engineering at
Purdue University and at Western
University of Pennsylvania.
Ill 1896. 1897. he carried on some
experiments with electric wave detectors, the results of which were incorpttrated in at thesis.
Following a series of investigations
into the variation of radiation with

Radio F.nyiuccrinll, ¿i

Professor Fe :semdeu e011that it should be possible to
construct an alternating-current generator of sufficiently high frequency
and output to provide ample radiation
for wireless signaling purposes.
In
1900. an order teats placed with an
electhml manufacturing eougat ny for
such an alternator. but owing to diffrequency
1111ded

ficulties which developed in design and
manufacture the machine was mut delivered until 190:I. The first machine
was of umc K.W. output at 10,000
cycles. A second machine was turned
out in 1906. whi, h. with a one-half
K.W. output, vats operated at 75,000
cycles.
ln the following year machines were constructed which had
frequencies of 1011.00 cycles and outputs of one to two K.W.

PROF. REGINALD A. FESSENDEN

These alternators embodied many
ingenious mechanical arrangements.
The armature (having a resistance of
about six ohms) was driven up to a
speed of 10.000 r. p.m.. the frequency
obtained being 1;0.111Ni cycles per second.
Driven by a steams turbine a frequency ítí 100.1NHI cycles per second
was obtained.
These machines were new to the
electrical art and in their design and
construction were employed engineers
whose nattes in the course of time
became known the world over in connection with space telegraphy. These

were: Steinmetz. Alexanderson, Ilaskins, Dempster. Geisenikonter, Stein
and \hanshendel.
The first important use made of the
new alternator by Professor Fessenden. tvaS at his Brant Rock, Massachusetts. experimental radio station,
in the year 1906.
Machines of this
type. further improved by Alexander son. were destined in the years following 1918 to play a large part in the
establishment of permanent commercial radio telegraph service between
America and England. France. Ger-
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unary. Italy, Poland. Norway. Sweden.

Ilitvatit, . lapait
Republic.

and the Argentine

l'rotssor I'essenden's

use of

the

alternator at Brant (lock shall be
referred to in a subsequent chapter
dealing with radio telephone work.

High Frequency Electric Currents
At the outset it twins clear that one

important difference between
telegraph equipment and
radio telegraph equipment was that
each radio station required its own
power plant. The caapatity and range
of the shaion were dependent upon
the power employed and upon the
amount of energy controlled tttt radiation purposes. Ill Enid lino telegraphy
and iu suhataaime caLlia_ the voltages
required were very switll compared to
radio voltages and in the case of hand
line telegraphy front two to thirty or
more individual stations could be
connected in a single line conductor.
power being required ut the two
terminal stations only.
til, -iously high -frequency alternators. being of slueial design and
special comstncti, a. were sure to be
costly and their use justified only at
stations where a tt ttsiderable amount
of traffic tits to be handled or at stations intended for working very Doug
distances.
The 'l'hoaiwarD11411.11- 1'oulscu arc
apparatus had certain advantages in
thi, respect which tint
the system
mere adaptable for small and nteditun
sired staatious and for isolated stations
Where there was not at hand sources
f comuaerciaal primary power.
The alternator idea did not Had
particular favor in England and it
was a decade or more before machines
of this type were installed there to
furnish power for overseas service.
Professor .1. A. Fleming. who had
been associaucd ill an engineering
capacity with \Ir. Marconi since 1898.
\tas in doubt as late its 1904 about the
practicability uucl efficiency of high frequency alternators for radio telegraph signaling. His views evidently
were based on previous experience
which iudicaled that in order that
pure. tree waves might be radiated in
detached form front a transmitting
system. it was necessary to have very
high freapteucies and very sudden
reversals of electric force.
Nor was Fleming alone in this view.
Professor C. R. Cross. in America, on
one occasion. stated: "Alternating
currents in the sending antenna will
not produce IIertz waves in the ether.
Motions of some kind would he produced. but they would be of a quite
different character. i:lertzfan waves
are produced only by the disruptive
discharge." in the early legal eon tests between Marconi and the de
Forest interests in the southern district court of New York, Marconi
started:
"The difference between
Iiertzian oscillations and ordinary
alternating current is most certainly
Wm/tinned on page 301
very

hand line
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Audio -Frequency Oscillation'
A

Practical Method of Eliminating A.F. Oscillation in Coupled Circuits
Fed from a Common "B" Supply
By A. Hall, A.R.C.S.2

most prevalent cause of
\.I. oscillation is the hackconptiug that is produced by
the source of `li" supply. having it resistance which is common to
the plates of all the tubes; dry -cell
TIII:

batteries and

1). C.

eliminators with

instance. three stages of resistance
coupling are employed. by substituting
odor forms of coupling so that no two
cousecutivc methods are alike. This
expodient at its best is only a palliative. and in the case of reversing the
connections to the transformer may
amyl ifIcation t1turaetermmoli fy its
istics: furthermore, it may transform
an audible whistle or howl into an
oscillation above audibility which will
oxalis.. general distortion.
ity preventing the A.C. components

trouble are certainly minimized. but
there is still a possibility of feed -back
from an earlier A.F. tabe.

Circuit Isolation
It had been shown that as a result
of feed- back, when using two stages
of transformer coupling with a 1.0111111011 "Ii" supply the overall amplification was by ao means the product of
the two stages :as measured separately;
in fact, this ideal condition could only
be obtained by feeding each plate with

L.S.

FIGI
The A.F. choke, Z, together with
the 2 mf. condenser, that is grounded
effectively block any back

couplings

potential-dividers, probably show the
greatest tendency in this direction.
The effect of shunting the "li" sourse
with large coudcusers is to ameliorate
the conditions. but only such a minute
:mount of energy is required to be fed
back to the detector Mile to cause A.F.
oscillation audible or incipient) that
even a comparatively low resistance.
such :ts is prodnecd by the length of
l

foil in a reservoir condenser. nosy he
snitieient. In this connection it should
he mentioned that soar makers of

large paper- dielectric condensers tap

the foil throughout its length and
thus minimize this effect. It is pos.:01e. therefore. that immunity front
\.l'. iuteracti.m r:nmut necessarily be
obtained by shunting condensers across
Inn "R" supply.
Reverse Reaction
'l'he next step is to arrange that any
...eillations fed Lack are not of phase
%with the normal u, ihluitioms thus pro -

reverse reaction.
'''his is aellitved l.y reversing the conneetionls to the primary or secondary
of one A.F. transformer. or where. for

docitg

a

florin

of

..n amplifier connected with plate teed resistances giving an overam amplification which equals the theoretical product of the two separate A.F. stages

plate circuit of the last tube
from passing through the "II" battery
or eliminator by the choke -feed method.
%where the loud-speaker is mimwteii
to
from the plate through it
illation
ground, the chancein the

t'isle
-

Fig. 3. The input and output waves
of the amplifier shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4.
showing no distortion.
below, shows the same waves, but
a common battery of 200 ohms is
used without the plate feed resistors.

The output has

a

high.fre-

separate supply. or nearly be obtained ttith a separate "II" battery
foot.
the detector.
.t wilco-frequency
chokes of high induct :ntee interposed
to the "It" circuit of each tube were
shown to prevent effectively any back ..11pling. provided a shunting eon a-as connected to ground as
shown in Fig. 1. It [was next suggested
that. instead of chokes, wire -wound
resistances capable of carrying the
necessary current would be mudt
ebeaper and %v001(1 fnitit nut only the
-.:tme function of preventing backcoupling and giving results equivalent
to a separate battery for each tube. but
world also by avoiding the necessity
of tappings proude a meat:-. of evenly
exhausting the whole "II" battery. It
is seldom that the full voltage of "II"
battery is required for any but the last
tube. and by using resistaauees as already described any required reduction
for the other tubes can be arranged.
it

lont

quency ripple superimposed

(.0)1

AAA
FIG.4

'Courtesy al 'wireless World (England'.
Chief En,inrer, Ferranti. Ltd.
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The Mathematics of Radio
Regarding Vacuum Tube Characteristics and Their Relation to the
Voltage Amplification of Audio Frequencies
By John F. Rider, Associate Editor
PART X
HE association between the
vacuum tube and the coupling
unit located in the plate circuit
is very close. In the radio -frequency amplifier it governs total amplification and in the audio frequency
amplifier it governs tone quality
by virtue of its effect upon the transfer of energy between the output
circuit of the vacuum tube and the

T

"raw" A.t'. does not influence the electrical constants of interest to us. The
factors governing "amplification constant" or "mu." "mutual conductance
and "plate resistance" are likewise
applicable to D.C. and A.C. filament
type tubes.
We find a definite relation between
the amplification constant or mu of a
tube. its mutual conductance value
and the plate resistance. This is true
of all types of tubes. To summarize
ive find that the amplification constant
eaUUaat. be appreciably increased without increasing the plate resistance.
'l'he mutual conductance expressed as
Gm is equal to the amplification constant divided by the plate resistance.
Expressed in a formula it is
I: (amplification constant or naa)
Gan=

-

It (plate resistance)

We further find that the plate resistance can be decreased by decreasing

circuit
with the three batteries. "A, B and
C ", supplying the correct voltages
for filament, plate and grid
A conventional vacuum tube

coupling unit. If all the audio frequencies present in the vacuum tube
are transferred to the coupling unit,
in the amplitude relations present in
the vacuum tube, they will be present
in. and made audible by the loud
speaker. That the present
loud
speaker cannot faithfully reproduce
the complete audio- frequency spec trum is beyond the discussion at this
time. We are interested in energy
transfer from the tube to the coupling
unit. Let us first consider the audio
system. It is true that this is contrary to the arrangement employed in
the regular receiver. the audio system
following the radio, but we will assume that license.
Before we can discuss energy transfer between the tube and the audio
coupling unit. and the importance of
certain impedance relations between
the two, we must consider the source
of the energy, the vacuum tube. Fig.
52 shows a conventional tube circuit,
utilizing a three-element vacuum tube,
filament, plate and grid bias batteries.
According to the illustration, a battery
source of filament potential is employed. The tube discussion which
will ensue, is however not limited to
the D.C. filament type of tube, but is
applicable in every way, to the A.C.
tube and the screen-grid tube. The
fact that the filament potential is

the distance between the filament and
plate, but under these conditions. the
distance between the grid and plate
would be likewise decreased. with a
consequent decrease in amplification
constant. It is true however that the
amplification constant of the tube is
also governed by the mesh of the grid
and the diameter of the grid wire.
But the distance between the filament
and grid does not influence the amplification constant, hence a small filament. close to the grid may provide a
large value of mu with a fairly low
value of amplification constant. Such
conditions are somewhat realized ill
the present crop of A.C. tubes.
Progressing further we are advised
(Thermionic Vacuum Tubes. Van. der
Riji. page 256) that the larger the
value of mu or amplification constant,
the smaller is the permissible input
voltage for a constant value of plate
potential. In other words. an increase in amplification constant value
of tube. reduces the permissible A.C.
input grid voltage. Herein lies the
reason for not using high mu tubes as
output tubes in an amplifier, and on
the other hand. for the comparatively
low value of amplification constant for
all of the power tubes in use today.
By reducing the amplification constant, the permissible input grid voltage is increased in value.

Measuring Tube

Characteristics

At this juncture, one wonders why this
cursory discussion of vacuum tubes.
The answer is simple. The above considerations find definite application
during the subsequent discussion. A
more detailed discussion of vacuum
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tubes will be made later, but the above
facts are essential at this time. In
fact a simple method of determining
mu. plate resistance and then calculating mutual conductance, is shown in
Fig. 53. This arrangement permits
the determination of the dynamic
plate impedance. rather than the D.C.
resistance, which is equal to the plate
voltage divided by the plate current.
The plate resistance values mentioned
ill tube tables are usually the dynamic
values and the word resistance is used
in place of impedance, since impedance
too, is expressed ill ohms.
With respect to Fig. 53, Rl is a 10
ohm resistance. 112 is a calibrated
4000 ohm resistance, variable in
nature. R3 is n 30,000 ohm variable
calibrated resistance and SW is a single pole, single throw switch. A
source of A.C. voltage. such as a 1000
t'yele oscillator. is connected across the
extremities of R1 and R2, one lead
connecting to the end of R1 connected
to the plus side of the "C" battery and
the other lead connects to the end of
It2 connected to the "B" minus. A pair
of phones are connected to the terminals designated as Phones. The
value of "I3" potential and "C" bias

"B".

R3

Rf

PHONES

SW

R2

FIG.53

A.C. SOURCE

By means of this circuit the amplification constant and plate resistance can be determined, the mutual
conductance then being calculated

potential applied to the tube is governed by the desired testing voltage.
The method of testing is as follows:
First the amplification constant is determined by applying the A.C. voltage
as mentioned. opening SW, varying
R2 until the signal in the phones is
balanced out. The value of mu is then
equal to

\lu =

R2
R1
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The plate impedance is determined
by closing SW. varying R2 and R3

until the phones are silent. when the
plate impedance is equal to the setting
of R3. The mutual conductance value
is then equal to 11111 /Rp (plate impedance; previously designated as R)

Energy Transfer
When considering energy transfer
between a vacuum aille and a coupling
unit, it is customary to designate the
tube circuit as shown in Fig. 54. E is
the voltage available from the tube
and the plate resistance is shown as
Rp. The coupling unit usually spoken
of as the `load" upon the tube is connected as shown, to the points designated as X. This coupling unit load
may be the primary of the audio frequency transformer, the plate coupling resistance of a resistance coupling
unit, or the plate coil of the tuned
double impedance unit, illustrations of
which will be shown as we progress.
One of the properties of the vacuum
tube is that the full amplifying power,
as expressed by the amplification constant, is obtained only when the load
upon the tube is infinite. Not that
the amplification constant of the tube
varies with the impedance value of
the load, but that the amount of signal voltage present in the tube, the
result of the input grid voltage multiplied by the amplification constant
of the tube is not available across the
load unless the impedance of the load
is infinite with respect to the plate resistance of the tube. Infinite impedance is of course an impossible value,

Rp
COUPLING
UNIT

E

FIG. 54
E is the voltage available from the
tube and Rp the plate resistance.
This is the customary manner of
designating these quantities in a
tube circuit

since it is not of a definite figure. But
the impedance ratio between the load
and the tube must be of a definite
value in order that the major portion
of the available tube voltage be transferred to the load. Fortunately the
difference between infinite load impedance and a certain value of impedance with respect to the tube plate
resistance does not make an appreciable difference in energy transfer.
That is, if the load impedance is of a
certain definite value, the amount of
A.C. signal voltage transferred to the
load is a major portion of that available from the tube, and if the load
impedance is increased to what we
call infinite value, the additional voltage obtained from the tube is very
small in magnitude. Hence we see

that the ratio between the tube output
resistance, expressed as the plate resistance. and the load impedance has
a definite bearing upon the results obtained with a certain tube -load combination.
During the progress of audio amplification we are interested in the transfer of all signals in the tube to the
load. In other words all of the signal
frequencies present in the tube should
be transferred to the load. Unfortunately however, the impedance value
of the average load comprised of a
winding on a core of iron. silicon
steel or some alloy, is not constant
with frequency, whereas the tube output resistance is constant. Therefore
we are confronted with the problem of
a constant impedance feeding a varying impedance, since the audio frequencies present in an audio amplifying tube during the progress of
musical or speech reception may extend from 30 to 8000 cycles, or at least
to 5000 cycles as the maximum. It is
therefore evident that the magnitude
of the energy transfer between the
tube and the load will vary according
to the frequency of the voltage within
the tube.
Take for example the audio frearrangement
transformer
quency
shown in Fig. 55 -A. Here the primary P, is the load upon the tube VT
whose plate resistance is represented
as Rp in Fig. 55-B and the primary
as
of the transformer is represented
ima resistance since its equivalent
pedance is expressed in ohms. The
voltage transfer between the vacuum
tube and the load is governed by the
A.C. voltage across the resistance.
which represents the primary winding. The designation E represents the
voltage available in the tube and the
value El is the A.C. voltage transIf
ferred to the transformer primary.
we call the impedance of this primary
of
R when expressed in ohms, instead
applying the usual impedance desigto
nation Z, the voltage transferred the
the primary or developed across
load, is equal to

El

=E

R
x

R plus Rp

In other words if the voltage available in the tube is 10 volts, the value
of tube plate resistance (Rp) is 15,000
ohms and the impedance of the transformer primary at a certain frequency
the
is 150,000 ohms, the voltage across
transformer primary as shown in Fig.
55-A and 55-B is

El =10

150,000
x
150,000 plus 15,000

=10

x .93

= 9.3

volts

We made mention in the previous
chapter, that the reactance of a winding decreases with a decrease in frequency and increases with an increase
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in frequency. With the resistance at
a constant value, it is self evident that
the impedance varies in proportion.
In the discussion of the reactance and
the impedance of transformer primaries it is safe to consider the reactance as being equal to the impedance, since the ratio between the reactance and the resistance of the primary winding is sufficiently high to
make the resistance value neglible in
Hence
the impedance calculation.
future reference to the impedance of
audio frequency coupling unit windings will he the reactance value.

-ARp

Et

E

j

r

-BFIG.55
B of the above figure is a generalized diagram of A and represents
the true electrical characteristics
of the vacuum tube circuits.

Comprehension is facilitated by using
but one term.

Variation of Impedance With
Change of Frequency
We observed in the above illustration of voltage transfer that 93% of
the maximum voltage was delivered to
the transformer primary when the
impedance of the load was equal to
approximately 10 tintes the tube plate
resistance. But this load impedance is
not constant. it varies with frequency.
If the value quoted is that of the
transformer primary at 1000 cycles,
what about the voltage transfer at
frequencies between 30 and 1000
If we obtain 93% voltage
cycles?
transfer at 1000 cycles, satisfactory
energy transfer will be obtained at all
frequencies above this value, since the
voltage transfer increases as the load
impedance is increased and the impedance of the load mentioned increases
with frequency. Hence we must determinate the voltage transfer at the
lowest frequency to be encountered.
Since the plate resistance of the tube
is constant at all frequencies in the
audio band, the sume amount of voltage is available at 30 or 5000 cycles.
The first step is the determination of
the impedance of the load at the lowest frequency, say 30 cycles. This
value is governed by the inductance of
the primary winding. It is logical

Radio Engineering, September, 192e
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IIence we see the need for a
low tube plate resistance and a high
load impedance. The above data is
sufficient to show the method used to

A.

Vacuum

tube working into

a

double

impedance

generalized circuit.

that if we obtain satisfactory voltage
transfer at 311 cycles. we will obtain
satisfactory voltage transfer at all
higher frequencies. If the above

mentioned Iliad impedance of 150.000
ohms were that of the primary winding at :I0 cycles. further calculation
would be unnecessary. since only 77o
additional voltage transfer would be
possible between load impedance valves from 150.000 olaats and infinite
impedance.
At this time the cannot help but observe the advantages accruing when
the tube has a low plate resistance.
The lower the plate resistance, the better the voltage transfer between the
tube and the load of a certain Impedance value. Furthermore. it is easy
to observe the need for high load impedances when the tube has a high
plate resistance. To obtain faithful
reproduction in the audio system we
must of necessity amplify with fidelity
all the audio frequencies passed into
the audio amplifier from the detector.
As such we must obtain the maximum
voltage transfer between the audio
tube and the load on all frequencies.
To determine the extent of voltage
transfer over the audio band in question we consider the lowest audio frequency. Thu inductance value of the
transformer priuuiry is usually mentioned in the manufacturers' s eeitications. Suppose that the iudartauce
value is quoted as being 100 henrys.
According to the reactance formula
(we ignore the impedance formula
since the ratio between renetiutce and
resistance is oftimes 411011 to 1I mentioned in the previous chapter

load.

B

is

determine the voltage transfer between an audio amplifying tube. and
the primary winding. of an audio frequency transformer utilized tu couple
this tube to a subsequent amplifier
tube. The low notes. that is the presence of low notes in the audio system
is an oft discussed problem. The
above data show's the method of calculating the possible voltage transfer
at lotw audio frequencies. between the
tube and the load. Mind you that at
this time we are not considering
trotter amplification or putter transfer
between the tube and the load. That
will come later. Neither are the considering transformers wherein the primary circuit is timed. We are considering the average type of audio -frequency transformer and hate observed
the importance of the impedance relation between the tube and the load
for voltage transfer.

the

At 1000 cycles the reactance of
this transformer is 625.000 ohms and
the voltage transfer is

Pure Resistance Load

A. Vacuum tube working into a
resistance load.
The electrical
characteristics are indicated in dia-

gram

E1=10

B

628,000
x
628,000 plus 15.000

=10 x .076
= 0.76 volts

The same method of calculation is
applicable when the load is a pure resistance, as in the case of resistance
coupled
audio -frequency
amplification, as shown in Figs. 56 -A and 56 -B.
Here we find a constant resistance
which does not vary with frequency,
hence the voltage transfer between
the tube and its load is constant or
uniform over the entire audio band,
that is when the resistance alone is
used without any additional units.
This, however, is not the case in actual practice, since we must consider
the coupling capacity and the grid leak
resistance. As the applied frequency
is increased. the reactance of the condenser decreases. with the result that
the effect of the grid leak is that of
a shunt resistance across the plate
coupling resistance. while this phase
of the problem is not involved in our
present discussion it is mentioned in
rder to reatuvc the idea that the action of the tube and the plate resist ance results in a combination with
uniform voltage transfer characteristics over the entire audio spectrum.
It is true that the use of a resistance
I

It is very evident that the voltage
transfer between the tube and the load
ais shown varies to an appreciable de-

SL=6.25x30x100
=.18,8-10 ohues at 30 cycles

This transformer primary has a reactance value of 18.8-10 ohms at 30
cycles and if we consider this value
as the impedance, and if used with
the tube meathmed, the voltage transfer at 30 cycles is equal to

El

= 10

x

--

18,S40
-

-

-

x

.556 (approx.

01)

Circuit arrangement for making

voltage
measurements in
A. C.

transformer
A. F.
circuit.
The
tube VTV funca

coupled

tions
as
a
tube
vacuum
voltmeter.

--

15.540 plus 15.000

= 10

VTV

Rl

slide rule

calculation)

=5.56 volts

A.C.

Rp

i
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as the plate load does produce uniform
voltage transfer between the tube and
the load, but only when the load resistance is alone and not associated
with other structures.
This data is not intended as disparaging information. but purely as
an explanation of the phenomenon involved. Mention ntust he stade at
this time. that while the resistance
coupled audio amplifier does possess
a fairly flat characteristic. the complete »nit does not possess an absolutely flat characteristic but falls off
at the low and at the high ends of the
audio scale. This is due to the presence of the equipment utilized in conjunction with the plate coupling resistance.
With respect to the voltage transfer
between the tube and the load when
the load is a resistance of say 100.000
ohms, the value of voltage across the
load resistance is the same at all the
audio frequencies involved. since the
value of the plate load resistance (loes
not change with frequency. With a
definite value of resistance, such as
the figure quoted, the voltage transfer
between the tube and the load is the

the tact. that the audio frequencies
present in the tube erre being transferred tu the coupling unit. which in
itself is an important item. The coupling unit may be resonant at sonie high
frequency or at some low frequency.
but the presence of these frequencies
in the output circuit of the audio
mauling unit is dependent solely upon
transfer of these signal voltages from
the tube to the load.
One of the characteristies of the
tuned double iunik'dltnce system of
andin- frequency lumplilientkm: as a
matter of fact of all impedance
coupled systems. is that large values
of inductance are usually used. and
the impedance of the plate load is
quite high nt even the lowest frequency. with the result that very satisfactory low frequency voltage transfer is obtained. It is not uncommon
to employ 225 henrys of inductance
for the plate coil of it tuned double
impedance unit. and the impedance of
such a winding at 30 cycles is approximately 42.25(1 ohms. With the
tube mentioned. the voltage transfer
at 30 cycles.

tical readings un the tube voltmeter
is the voltage :uuptifiratiom ratio of
the euupling unit under test. 'l'hese
measurements are made at various
audio frequencies and the response
t'haracteristits ut' the nuit under test
is determined. itp in the illustration
is a variable resistance set to simulate
the plate resistance of a tube. This is
necessary in ordre tu test the coupling
under conditions similar to that entailed if the voltage seuurce were a
vacuum tutee instead of the oscillator.
The formula for iutpedanee un page
311 of the :l agnat ixnur uvi.r miuutaled.
It uhnuld read 7. =w Ii' +(.CI. I'. The
calcnlaliotta. bourr, r. teen ont is

error.
('l'o be continued

3i
Rp

=10

x

42.250 plus 15.000
x .739

= 7.39

volts

It is understood of course that the
voltage transfer increases as the applied frequency is increased. The
tuned double impedance arrangement
is shown in Figs. 57 -A and 57-B.

A.C. Voltage Measurements

Circuit for making A.C. voltage
measurements on a tuned double
impedance coupling unit

as that obtained when the impedance of an inductance constituting
the load is equal to 100.1)10 ohms. In
other words. if the impedance of a
transformer primary at 150 cycles is
100.000 ohms. the voltage transfer will
be the saute its that if the transformer
primary were replaced with a plate
coupling resistor of 101.0110 ohms. In
order to obtain the 97.6% voltage
transfer available with the transformer primary at 1000 cycles, it
would be necessary to employ a plate
resistance of 028.010 ohms.
same

Double Impedance Amplifier
The calculation of voltage transfer
.when the plate load is the plate coil
of a tuned double impedance unit, is
the same as that employed for the
transformer primary and the resistance. Again we desire to mention
that the voltage transfer values obtained in these calculations are not
the operating characteristics of the
complete audio frequency coupling
unit. It is, however, an indication of

P

Ri

42.250

El =10

I

'l'he method of making A.C. voltage
measurements upon audio- frequency
coupling units to determine the operating characteristics. are shown in
Figs. SS. -al and 00. Fig. SS illustrates
the transformer measurement. I'ig. 59
that of the tuned double impedance
unit and Fig. 00 that of the resistance

coupler.
The operation of these units has

been described in RADIO ENGINEERI xa

writers. and eoncrete
operating instructions have been described by Mr. D'Arey in several
previous issues. Since the determination of operating characteristics is beyond the scope of the "Mathematics of
Radio." we will not dwell in detail
upon these measuring systems. The
coupling unit is located across one
arm of a bridge system. fed with n
signal voltage from a variable frequency audio oscillator. The output
of the coupling unit is then measured
with a vacuum tulle voltmeter. voltmeter readings being taken at the
various test frequencies. The vacuum
tube voltmeter is alternately switched
to the output of the oscillator and by
adjustment of the voltage divider resistance R to produce a certain reading on the vacuums tube voltmeter, a
certain voltage input ratio is obtained.
The value necessary to produce ideaby several able
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FIG.60
A .C.

Circuit for making A.C.

voltage
measurements on a resistance
coupled audio frequency stage.

DR. ALEXANDERSON TO DEMONSTRATE NEW TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT
ATELEVISION projector large
enough to show it life -size image
of a pe'rson's head or two entire
stowing ti_rnes in reduced form
has been developed by Dr. E. F. W.
Alexamlersuu. consulting engineer of
the General Electric Company.
The new projector will be demonstrated at the Radio World's Fair at
Madison Square t::udem. September
17 =28.

Production of an image twelve
inches square. :ts compared to the
three-inch image obtained by earlier
television receiving systems and the
projection of the image. whether moving or motionless, spun it screen
formed by ground glass plate are the
two notable development, incorporated
in Dr. Alexandersou's new projector.
The problem of projecting the image
was solved principally through the use
at the receiving station of a special
neon tube, known as the Moore crater
lamp. which gives :t highly concentrated light. The tube. responding to
electrical impulses from the photoelectric cells operating at the transmitter. casts its light through a forty eight -hole disc. each hole containing
a lens. The image is projected from
the disc to the ground glass plate.

l'n!/r

1S
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A pplications of the Photoelectric Cell

in Industry

Covering the Various Uses of the Alkali Metal Photoelectric Cell and the
Alost Desirable Circuits
By Milton Bergstein, Ph.D.*
PART II
THE circuit of Fig. 7 was designed primarily for automatic
titration (i. e. in quantitative
chemical analysis) but the
applications may be extended to
include automatic control of many
chemical processes. This particular
method of application of the photoelectric cell was devised by Millier &
Partridge.'
The device works directly from a
110 volt line.
Either A.C. or D.C.
can be used. but if A.C. is used the
condenser F should he inserted where
indicated. Ito and R, are resistances
adjusted to give the proper drop across

Bunnell standard telegraphy relay rewired to a resistance of about 3.000
ohms capable of operating on a few
milliamperes. Various A. T. & T.

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

2

tion but adaptable to the automatic control of
other chemical
processes.
The
a r r a n dement
works directly
from a 110 volt
line,
A.C. or

F

R4

5M GS.

D.C.

L
2

1

2
N

F

H
HEAVY
DUTY

3MF
201A

RELAY

R
500 To
50.000 OHMS

CONTROLLED

r

CIRCUIT

500 OHMS

Iii

110
11111111II111+

A

90V "B'

A,

standard relays may likewise be used.
Th a author has found them rather
satisfactory.
The grid leak R. of

LIGHT DUTY
RELAY

il
R3

V.

A.C.OR D.0

FIG 8

circuit similar

to that of Fig. 7 but
operated.
With this
arrangement the accuracy of control ofbattery
the relays is enhanced
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RI

R2

FIG.7

Photion Instrument Corp.
Müller á Partridge Ind. á Eng. Chem.,
Fol. 20, page 42a (1028).

'

3MF

to the inventors, found most satisfactory and they recommend the use
of tubes having an output of at least
four milliamperes with 90 volts on the
plate. The relay they used wits a

6V
'A.

RELAY

Circuit designed
primarily
for
automatic titra-

the filament and 90 volts on the plate.
199 and 120 -type tubes were. according

0HOTOELECTRIC
CELL

approximately five megoluus is connected as shown.
The action of the circuit is as follows: With the cell unillnminated the

BURET
RELEASE

normal output of the amplifying tubes
is sufficient to hold down the armature
of the relay. The resistance R, is
adjusted to snot a magnitude that,
when the photoelectric cell is illuminated. the photoelectric current is sufficient to make the grid negative by
several volts with respect to the filament. thereby decreasing the output.
The relay now opens and throws a
line voltage on the buret relay through
the protective resistance It,. Instead
of the buret relay various power
control heavy -duty relays may be inserted at R, for the control of mechanical processes. It is possible to
insert a cascade of relays as described
above instead of the telegraphy relay,
so that a range of power control operations may he conducted absolutely
mechanically.

Automatic Titration
When the device is used for making
a titration, light from a lamp passes
horizontally through the beaker of the
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R
t

TO

N

70
MEGS

L
LIGHT

r
1111

30 OHMS

11111111

FIG. 9

G
GROUND

I

u

fleeted from :ut opm
body such as
cloth or paper tlnuu;.h the hole in the
light-tight box to the cell.
By a cascade of relays materials
may lue graded automatically aceord-

CONSTANT LIGHT
SOURCE

LENS

T

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

-COLOR COMPARISON

BOX -

FIG.10
Constructional details of
comparison box

color

a

is

cur

pa

is

g to color or materials may be
red as to color. if a meter
inserted instead uf the relay.

Color Matching
the circuit of Fig. 9 increase of
light gives a decrease of current flowing through the amplifier tube. This
circuit is preferable to Fig. 2 in some
respects because the necessity for
adjustment of a "C" battery is eliminated. Iu all other respects the suggestions given for operation of this
circuit correspond with those given
for Fig. 2. This circuit may be used
fur any application for which any of
the preceding circuits are suggested.
Outside of the fact that it is battery
Tu

practically no
If the relay is
by a ntillianuneter this cirbe used for color matching
work. A suggested arrangement for
color niatchiug is indicated in Fig. I0.
The 1111111eleetric cell is in one
ompartment of it light -tight metal
box and the constant light source is
ill souther compartment. The box
should be grounded. The light may
IN' t'ocused un a piece of material by
a lens as indicated and the reflected
light shines on the cell. Several pieces
of material are inserted alternatively
fur comparison at the point T. In
order to cuhanee the degree of accuracy of eomparlson. color screens (a
Wail: of about 50 Wrattail filters is
obtainable from Eastman Kodak Co.)
may be inserted at S. The accuracy
of el mparison may he further enhanced by making comparisons, with
several different color screens. of the
electrical outputs caused by the two
materials. If the meter readings
flit. each different color
11 rresl14mti
screen thou the two colors being compared are identical.
The circuit of rig. 11 may be used
for extremely accurate comparison of
operated
faults to
replaced
cuit may

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

Other Applications
It stay be seen that if a ea sa ile of
relays is used instead of the individual relay a variety of control operations may be obtained depending up.
the color of the solution at the time.
The principle. of course, may be extended to solutittus is motion through
pipe lines. Oils flowing through a
pipe matY be separated according to
color with this device. The range of
applicability of such a device in mechanical processes is quite evident and
the application of this simple and inexpensive arrangement of the photoelectric cell to mechanical operations
sltoulil prove economically valuable in
chemical plants.
The application is not limited to
liquids. Instead of having a light
pass through the cell it may be re-

I.

DUTY
RELAY.

'A"

solution being tit rated (to avoid the
variation in intensity of light due to
change in the length of the optical
path through the solution and impinges uu the photoelectric cell. which
is located in a light -tight box except
for the opening in contact with the
beaker. The chauge in color during
the titration varies the intensity of the
light sufficiently to actuate the photoelectric cell and through the amplifying tube to operate the relay and
buret relay.
In earryiug out a titration a beaker
of water of the cellr of the final solution is placed in contact with the
opening on the light -tight box and the
intensity of the light is adjusted by a
resistance in series with the lamp
until the relay just opens. The beaker
can now be removed and tilled with
the solution to be tittated. Assuming
that this original solution is darker
than the final solution the relay will
be closed. because sufficient light does
not reach the photoelectric cell. The
solution is stirred automatically and
the hittet stop -cock is connected to the
buret relay. which stops the flow of
titratiog solutbat immediately when
the solution arrives at the final color
desired. The mechanical details of
this de'rice at re described completely in
the original article (see footnote) sad
811011111
be referred to to gain as
idea of how these automatic devices
operate.

:I'

Another photoelectric circuit
with numerous
applications. If
the relay is replaced by a mil liammeter t h e
circuit may be
used for color
matching

201A

-

I:

Fig. S is partially battery operated
and because of the possibility of exact
adjustments with the batteries the
degree of accuracy of control of the
relays is considerably enhanced. This
circuit may lae used to give a nicer
degree of distinction than Fig. 5.

.1

MEG.

1.

.1

MEG.

MEG.
201A

201 A

there

are

find with it.

HOT-WIRE
GALVANOMETER
.25
.1
MEG.
MEG.

.5

MEG.

171

112

11

VV

6
A+

A- BC+

FIG.11

C-

circuit designed for extremely accurate comparison of colors or for
measurement of intensity of a very weak light source. A revolving shutter
is inserted between the light source and the photoelectric cell
A
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colors or for measurement of intensity
of a very weak light source. A revolving shutter is inserted between the
light source and the photoelectric cell.
The adjustments required for this
circuit are best determined by experiment.
It must be remembered that if accurate comparisons are at all times to he
made. meters should be inserted in the
circuits so that the voltages of the
batteries and the voltage across the
filament may at all times be kept
constant.

Conclusion
The information given in this article
is necessarily of the briefest nature.

THE ENGINEERING RISE IN
RADIO
( Colitis lied from page 22)
not one of degree. It is clear to me
that there is no IIertziait wave telegraphy without the essential feature
for producing IIertziaa waves, which
is the lIerizian spark." This was the
"whip crack" doctrine. tvhieh in time
was shown to be in error.
Even with the Poulsen arc oscillator, a system in existence in 1903,
four or five years elapsed before this
apparatus was placed in service on a
scale which might demonstrate its usefulness. The delay was in large part
due to as misunderstanding of the
possibilities of the method. Dudell.
himself.' three years after his work on
the Thomson are idea held the opinion
that frequencies much above 10.000
could not be obtained by these means.
This, with Professor Fleming's statement' to the effect that an abrupt
impulse was essential. and that high frequency currents could not, without
a requisite suddenness of reversal,
produce radiation.

Proposals for Improvement of
Spark Transmitters
While the alternator of Felsenden
and Alexanderson. and the are oscillator as improved by I'oulsen were
bidding for consideration as producers
of snstaine(1 (r.eillatioms. innumerable
attempts were matte to improve transmitters of the spark type so that these
]night be expected to keep up with the
rapidly expanding needs Of wireless
signaling.
As a record of the trend of thought
on IIiis subject reference amity be made
to the work of S. M. Eisenstein and J.
Sahulka. I:i <custeiu. employing threephase current supply few energizing
the primaries of three transformers or
induction coils, in which the current
from each phase passed through the
primaries in turn. caused the production of oscillations at three spark gaps. one after the other.
By this means the trait-quitter could
be kept excited even when using a
current of comparatively low fre-

'The Electrician, 1903, l'al. LI, palle 002.
Praeredinlla,
to Waal inn al Electrical
Congress. Pt. Louis. Mo.. Vol. 3. page 603.
German patent, 176,011. 1906.
"

However, it is obvious how tremendous
the applications of the photoelectric
cell in industry really are. The engineer working with a cell for the first
time will doubtlessly be confronted
with considerable difficulty but the
effort he devotes to experimental work
will mot be in vain. for every eye added
to the blind machine is aawthci' nlan
sawed.

tain points is reached. The possibility
of application of the cell in long
distance high-temperature pyrometry
should also not be neglected.
It is impossible to suggest all the
applications of the photoelectric cell.
No doubt countless ones of great value
remain to be discovered.
The End)

In the entire article we have alluded
only to process control. The cell. of
course, may also be used as a safety
device to stop operation when the
danger point, because of interruption
of certain movements. of breakage of
certain parts. or of overheating of cer-

(in Part I of the article by Dr,
Bert/stein. which appeared in the
August issue, errors were made in the
diagrams of Fig. :i and Fig. 6. In
racle instance the grid and plate elements of the photoelectric cell were
shown rcrerxed. )

queasy. The purpose was to avoid the
inactive intervals between the sparks
of a train, previously referred to as
ol!iectiunable, and thus make the
energy supplied to the antenna approach in uniformity that of a sustained frequency.
This scheme was a step in the right
direction as. clearly, the inactive
intervals were in large measure

ally
short -circuited, its
terminal
Potential-difference being reduced to
zero. The voltage could increase only
gradually upon the cessation of a
spark. due to the inductance of the
circuit and the necessity for again
charging the condenser.
To remedy this condition Sahulka
employed a rotating commutator of
special design. The device differed
from the rotary discharger of Tesla in
that two condensers were employed,
alternately switched from a charging
circuit to the oscillatory circuit.
Automatically one bank of condensers
was being given a charge while a
companion bank discharged into the
oscillatory circuit. The surface areas
of the commutator segments were such
that the contacts for charging were of
shorter duration than those for discharging. This provided that the
discharge connection was maintained
long enough to reduce to a minimum
the breaks between successive wave

DETECTION WITH THE
SCREEN -GRID TUBE
Radio Engineering has published quite an amount of data
on the screen-grid tube relative
to its use as a radio-frequency
amplifier, an audio -frequency
amplifier and as a space- chargegrid tube.
It has been recognized by
engineers that the screen -grid
tube also offers advantages
when employed as a detector,
if the tube is properly applied.
Data on this particular application of the screen-grid tube has
been conspicuous by its absence
mains because progress has
been slow.
Radio Engineering is pleased
to inform its readers that first
hand data on this application
will appear in the October
issue. The article will cover
the results of the research conducted by Air. J. R. Nelson of
the Engineering Department of
E. T. Cunningham, Inc.
You will find this material
decidedly valuable.
Do not
miss

it.-Editor.

1,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,II

bridged] over. but there remained a
lack of eon :tansy between successive

discharges. and although it was not
recognized fully at the time the element that was wanting was an improved form of spark gap. which
subject will be dealt with in Chapter
6 of this treatise.
The solution proposed by Professor
Sahulka:' in Austria. sought to
.T.
accomplish the same purpose by mechanical instead of electrical means.
Iie pointed out that the main cause of
the inactive intervals between wave
trains in spark transmitters was that
during the whole time the spark continued the current source was practic-
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trains.

(To be continued)

AUDIO -FREQUENCY
OSCILLATION
(Continued from prallt 231

Plate Feed Resistances
Fig. 2 shows an amplifier connected
up with plate -feed resistances giving,
in fact, an overall amplification which
equals the theoretical product of the
two separate A.F. stages.
Fig. 3 gives the reproduction of an
oscillograph photograph of the input
and output waves of this amplifier
showing that there is no wave -form
distortion. Fig. 4 shows an oseillogram
of the input and output waves of the
same amplifier. using a el munon battery of 200 ohms D.C. resistance, but
without the plate -feed resistances. The
output is a wave of the same frequency
as the input. but of much reduced amplitude. having a high- frequency ripple

superimposed. causing a shrill whistle
in the loud- speaker.
Every receiver with A.F. stages employing a common "11" source is prone
to produce a change in wave -form and
amplification characteristic due to interaction of which Fig. 4 is an exaggerated case.
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Hammarlund- Roberts "Hi -Q 29"
By H. M. Kelley
TP.
Master D.C. Model "III -Q 29employs screen -grid tubes in a circuit especially developed for these
tubes by the Itatnma rlu nil- Roberts
Board of Engineers, consisting of the engineering departments of ten parts manufacturers.
The circuit employed uses two screen grid tubes working at maximum efficiency.
fltlteo wed by a sta milt rd detector and two
stage t ransfornter- coupled a nillo amplifier.
The special "tuned -grid. tuned ci reu its employed in the radio requenoy stages are primarily responsible for the receivers excellent "pick up"
and selectivity. These stages are really
band -pass filters, both plate and grid
coils of each stage being tuned to exact
resonance by separate variable condensers. This effleient circuit makes it possible to utilize a much higher proportion
of the theoretical amplifying properties
of the screen -grid tubes t hen would be
possible if some other and less efficient
circuit were used. This filter type of circuit has the added advantage of providing a degree of selectivity hitherto unobtainable without excessive "side band cut ting' with its accompanying loss of quality.
The shape of the tuning curve
closely approaches the flat -top, sharp cutoff curve long considered ideal by radio
engineers.
fdate''

Operating Principles
The remarkable performance of this receiver can best he understood by consideration of the prim -ivies involved in Its
design. The bibi-rat age R. F. transformers are quite unique in that they consist
of two exactly similar coils. One constitutes the primary of the transformer
and is connected in the plate cirerait of
the preceding tube. the other coil acts as
the secondary and is cu u acct ed to the
grid of the following tube. Each coil is
tuned to resonance frith t
desired .signal by means of a .10035 tuft. variable
condenser.
Hue to the rather unit quill
mounting arrangement the mut mil Indue
tance of coupling hot weeu primary and
seeoli do ry is very small.
However, this
dues not mean t hat the energy t muster
from primary to see
lary is inefficient.
On the contrary. when two tuned druits are coupled to each other. the max 1111111m
s coud11 my Volta g, is obtained when
the rchu ion I21rfl yl° Itili_ is sntisfled.
where f frequency to which both circuits
are tuned. M =m nl tua l inductance in henries. and
lut! It: one the effective radio frequency resistance of the primary and
secondary respectively.
In the ease of
the coils used in the receiver under dis eussiun t
max imam secondary voltage
obtained
is
wit In a dumpling uellieient
the order of , he per edit. The physical
arrangement of the coils. as shown in the
photograph of the dom plated reoeiver. was
chosen bt,ailse it
ecu1cd the simplest
way to secure such s loose coupling while
still keeping the coils close to each other.
-

a

a
of
of

broadcast station does not transmit on
single frequency. but rather on a baud
frequencies. The tvidth of the side
varies somewhat depending on the

transmitter adjustments and also on the

type of program bringy, broadcast. They
lit pueve r, generally conceded to be
about tire kilocycles wide for high- quality
t rausmission.
it is I henfore apparent
that the receiver should be capable of amplifying a band of frequencies srabstanare,

tinily uniformly if the orogra an is to be
received fail hfo Illy.
hence the desirability of fide wide flat top on the overall

response curve ..f n high -grade recrdver.
When the top of the response curve is
sharp instead of flat all the frequencies in
the baud are not amplified equally. Con
sequently certain of these frequencies
reach t lac detector much stronger than
others with the result that even the most
perfect A. F. amplifier and
speaker
I
will be unable to reproduce the program
with its original quality.
This is the
type of list ort ion referred to previously
as "side band cut ting.° and usually results in the loss or weakening of lase
high and io frequencies making the out Put
from the loud speaker 111111 acid 111 11M011.
Tale Iwo double t aura lt. I'. transformers
used
in
t he
I la ml lna rl toad
Roberts
"III -Q 21r necessitates the use of four
variable condensers -one to tune each of
the four coils.
Since all four of the
tuned circuits are identical these four
via riot bar condensers are rotated by a emuIlion shaft actuated by a new model drain
11ía1 having a snout di posit Ire drive without bneklash. The tuned input circuit to
the grid of t he first scrton grid tube.
often referred to as the antenna coil pler.
is of the cinyeuliunnl type having a
tapped primary making it adaptable to
different length antennas. The variable
condenser tuning this antenna coupler is
on n s n11rate shaft and has a separate
drum dial. thus enabling this circuit t..
be t lined to ixart resonance Wit h I hi- neceived s1111111. rewndf, ss of the type of
antenna used.
1

The Volume Control
floe volume emit rut is quite out of the
or unary and is made possible only by
th rhn rarleristVS of the screen grid
ill 1,S. It 1e011 sdst s of a 100 INN) ohm io0-

ionitr couuecte11 across the 15 volt
--lt. SU/ply. The .enter tap of his potentiometer pr..v ides It variable voltage
[which is impressed ou the screen grids of
1h,- ttvu It. 1'. :nuplifier tubes.
'fir nniplifteatiuu obtainable (rum these tubes
varied within wide fui it as the voltage
un the screen grids iS changed, being at
11111X1 1111t111 around
IJ volts and dropping
rapidly as the scn.u _rid potential is reduced. This provi.led :t very smooth eon trul ut' volume within wide limits without at-cet fug gnit
ur tuning in the
slightest degree.
1e01

I

.s

\\- ilk t.
screcu Grid tltbes have a very
low slue oC capa. ii
Int weeu plate and
grid. thus ihuu.st eut irely obviating the
tendency of feedback t !trough the tubes
themselves. causing self- useiil.it ion, this
adv:I mage is nullified if feedback occurs
in other parts it' the reoeiver.
'faking
this into cou -iller t ion every effort has
I,,eu made lo isolat. all circuits in which
coupling [night result ilk instability. The
uegat ive bias for ow grids
he It. F.
tubes is secured by the drug across individual lu ohm res.sters iu serfi s with the
negative leg or ,vuhi 222 Iole tlll:uuent.
Since the screen grids of both these tithes
are biased by the 110.11111 ohm potentiometer. a NM ohm isolating resistor is inserted in the lead tu etch of the screen
grids. which are in turn by- passed by
means of separate ono -half mid. by -pass
udeuse rs. The plate circa Its of these
Uabes me likewise isolated by individual
alters consist ing of separate radio --frequeunv choke eo ils and bV pass condensers.
addit inn to the slow., mentioned
preen ut tous tam eut ire R.F. end of the receiver is t houonghly shielded. Emit stage
is ,ml irely emli,e.l ill a ötutlg fitting a11111111111111
box which is securely fastened to
the metal chassis. The screen grid tubes
are so located that the leads lo the conirol grids are as short as possible and
farthest away from the plate -e1141s which
are also very short.
By placing these
tubes let weed the cans, as shown in the
photograph. the clin sides are used also
as
tube shields effect ivcly
preventing
cou plia_ belweeu the ache elements 11(1
of lier parts of the circuit. finds arr ngement pn.ci4es the mi ill tom nu coupling befwren 0111 put :nul input circuits, which is
extremely important.
t

.

.

.I

I

1

It

.

if

thus couserviug Spare.
l pue to
t he
inherent clmreteristios of
luus.ly don plod tuned circuits each of
these hou Illy tuned Ii. F. tramstorraers
really oins? it ores a band -pass filter.
Millie one of these double -tuned R. F.
t rulsfortners provides an unusual degree
of seleetiV it y. the use of two such stages
in casovule results iu a Vast im proventrut.

Rectangular Resonance Curve
The width and flat nets of a resonance
curve has an important lwa ring on the
quality
speeeh
the
received
and
music.
This is due to the fact that

if

The two screen -grid. band selector R.F. stages are completely shielded from
the other apparatus in the Master "Hi -Ci 29" receiver and are gang tuned.
The antenna circuit Is tuned separately.
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A-B-

8+

Al-

B+
90V

45V.

C+

8+

C-

C-

135V.

4.5V.

27V.

plate and grid circuits of
The schematic d.agram of the Master "Hi -Q 29" battery operated set. Note that both the circuits.
the screen -grid R.F. tubes are tuned, thus forming practical band selector

The Audio Amplifier
The a MU n- frequency amplifier Is of the
conventional type consisting; of two stages
of transformer coupling. The A.F. transformers used have a very fiat frequency
characteristic over the usual A.F. range.
A radio- frequency choke coil is placed between the plate of the detector tube and
the first A. }% transformer to prevent any
stray R.F. voltages from getting into the
A.F. amplifier. A 171 -type tube is recommended for use in the last stage. alti
h
other typos may be used if suitable 'A,"
"li" and "C" voltages are available.
Although the above deseription is based
on the battery operated model. a complete
all electric variation has been developed.
Arcturus A.C. tubes are used and some
slight changes in wiring are required.
Otherwise the operating characteristics
and set performativ are identical.

LIST OF ('ARTS REQUIRED
5- Hanunarllund So. M3. -17 .uisRi
Mfdllur

l'

to

td.

lenaera

1- Ilnmmnrlund No. HQ -' d Coil Set
2- Hammarlund No. SDR' Knob- Control
Drum Dials (WalnutI
3- Hammarlund No. ItFC -85 Radio Frequency Chokes
Mfg. Co., Inc.
7lanlmarl
5- Benjamin Cle -Ita -Tone Sockets. No. 9040
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
Sat g:uuo .110025 tnfti. Fixed Mica Con1
densr
.1511 mfd. Fixed Mica Conden1 -San ga mu

1- Durham
utuus

1- Yaxley
Cable

1

ser

Sa a game
11 -S

Resistor, 1%

Nu.

äl5)

-pr. Vaxley Nu.
.larks

Cable Connector

4'Y!

nleg-

Co.

and

Insulated Phone Tip

Yaxley Mfg. Co.
-Ampedes No. 1 -A

1

1- Carter No.

Metallized

international Resistance

1- Aulperite Nu.
2
1

Electric (b.
"HI -Pot" Potentiometer

with switch, 100,10(1 ohms.
Carter Radio Co.
2- Thordarson No. R -300 Audio

Transformers
'l'hordarson }tlect rie Mfg. ('o.
4-Parvolt :5 mfd. Series 210 By -Pass Condensers

112

Radiait Co.

Eby I:n graved It hit( lug Posts
I1. 11. Eby Mfg. Co.
"III -Q 29" Master Foundation Unit
(containing drilled and engraved Westinghouse Micarta panels, three complete
aluminum shields, drilled steel chassis,
shafts, binding post strips, Fahnat oek
clips. fixed resistance units, resistor
mu torts. bracket a. clips. wire, screws,
netts, washers. and all spreinl hardware
required to complete receiver)
llanun a Nand \Ifg

The S -M 720 "Screen Grid Six"
By McMurdo
radio reeel'er dealribed in the

T11E

following paragraphs tuts

been develis an attempt to provide effeetive ten to fifteen klhnryele selectivity. a quite regular revelation range
of two t hum sa nd nl i lu-s. a closer approach
to realism of reproduction than has been
had with preceding receivers. yet all at a
cost so low as to place the set within reach
of the great uuiJurit of fans.
The urw "Screen (:rid Nix" employs
three stages of high Frain It. F. amplification (using screen -grid tubes) with four
tutted eircuits, a detector, and two stages
of audio amplification utilizing the uctc
(lough audio
transformer system.
Since the "Screen Grid Six" design would
seem to represent not only a new high
level of radio receiver performance, but a
nety low level fa post almost regardless
of perfo rmanee it is felt that a description
of the engineering features of the desige.
together with other pulula of interest, will
not he unwelcome to R.tom l-Nt:l N.:eatl Ni;
rped

readers.

in

diameter.

art o'agr evil

S i 11't'r

Any student familiar with
will realize Ihai

resistances

the cut lnea of 3.3 ohms at 550 ureters met
11.1 ohms at 210 meters obtained upon the
roil. tuned by a .110035 taint. ruldeuser
represent an unusually good rircmit. it he
coil itself has n "figure of merit" praetirally double that of the many commercial
bulls tfuund tun the open market). This

Input coil. 1.1, is tuned by a single eundeus,r. u'l. actu:ued 6v the left -hand drum.
III. .\ representative antenna of 4(5) Irani

Tuned R.F. Circuits
The :n tenna Input eirult is followed by
three idem ieal tuned circuits. each housed
in iuditidmtl ...toper shielding cans 5111,
These circuits employ small
5112. 5113.
plug -in iutlit.wurrs 1.2, 1.3. IA, the 141.1.171111ut' which consist of 11816. turns of Nu.
29 enameled wire wu ii ru il upon a threaded
11101111101 bttkelite form 1% inches in diameter and 14_ inches 1011g. Two of these
tuned chou lts feed the two remaining
screen -grid amplifier tubes. sr, and S6.
while the third circuit feeds the detector
tube SO. The actual mea shred voltage
amplification of eue individual stage varies
trou 11 per stage at 5511 meters to 31) at
201 meters. lVhile this anlphlflcatiotl may
anent very low for a screen-grill It.F. am11

Antenna Input Circuit

For the "Screen (:rid Six" n tuned antenna input circuit was designed having
best
the very
possible characteristics
whir -h could be atta hu of in practice. This
ein -nit consisted la final form of n very
low resistance cull cousistiug of 30 turn:
of No. 20 enameled wire upon a threaded
bakcllte form 1 Inches long and 2% inches

capacity. 27 ohms resistance and 2$ tnirrnupled to the inhenries inductance tuns coupled
put coil through. optionally, a small primary coil of 20 turns, or a large prfnwry
of ID turns in series with n 75 munt midget
co udtawor. 1.'5. which tuas used to regulate
The voltage step -up provided
st lent it it y.
by this tuned nouons input ircult varies
ta'i'nt 64 at 2151 meters (15(5) K.C.) to 2$ at
t rte
middle of the broadcast band and
rises tu 1151 liures at :pad) meters. At 5.10
meters Is where the greatest step-up is
always needed. for the nmpl ifleat iout of
any practical It 1". amplifier always fulls
tuff at high wares.

"Screen -Grid Six" has two
tuning controls, a volume control
(3000 -ohm potentiometer) and a
selectivity control (75 mmf. variThe

able condenser).
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stage, It must be borne in mind
that the high amplification that may be
obtained from them in practice; that th"

maximum voltage gain which can be had
from these tubes in the broaden.+t band
with practical circuits will vary between
and 65 per stage, and that in under
obtain such amplification ,clertivity
must be thrown utterly to t e winds.
In the "Screen Grid Six," this ha.: pur
pusely not been done and the ,tfe. l tn
amplification of the three ahiel d. d R.F.
30

to

amplifier stages has been purpes.ly LIJ,i
at a low value in order that maxiwn:u pos
sible selectivity could be obtained in ti's.
circuits. The overall voltage ampliticat ion
of the three screen -grid stages. u,gleci ieg
the antenna coupler. varies from 2, sl timms

at 550 meters to 15,500 times at 20:1 nuetcrs.
It would. of course. be ideal if the curve
could be made flat, but, unfortunately, ha
a practically stable R.F. amplifier this cannot be nccom plished sufficiently effectively
to justify the complications the effort
would introduce. (The few means which
have been devised for flattening out the
eu rye have not been wholly successful to
judge from the popular desuetude into

which they have fallen.)

Shielding and Circuit isolation
passing
on
from the RA,.
amplifier. it is well to mention that every
precaution has been taken to render the
performance of this portion of the receiver as stable and dependable as possible. This can easily be realized from an
examination of the design which reveals
individual copper stage shielding for the
tuned R.F. amplifier eircu it s, Individual
by-- passing of all " B" supply leads by con densers directly In the stage shields, and
the isolation of all R.F. currents from
any common paths which might cause
coupling and instability. The antenna
input circuit is thoroughly shielded from
the three remaining It.I', circuits, and
when the receiver cabinet is in place. it
Is thoroughly shielded front extraneous
interference; It is then practically impossible to receive even the strongest local
signal if the antenna lead -in wire he
removed from the set. Yet with a 1 foot
wire for an antenna added, many stations
Before

The layout of the "Screen -Grid Six" receiver. The various parts may be
identified by consulting the list of parts on page 34.

broadcast band, and volume over the
entire band. is controlled by the potentiometer, Rl, which varies the potential
on the screen -grids of the R.F. amplifier
tubes, S4, S5, SO. The detector, SO, presents no unusual features, being the conventional grid -condenser, C13. and leak,
R7, type with negative filament return,
since this was found to give best results
itt the "Screen Grid Six."
The Clough transformers employed, TI,
T2, will be seen to consist of auto- transformers, resonating condensers and plate
resistors, all sealed In Individual pots.
These transformers have an effective
transformation ratio of about 4.3 for TI,
and 3.5 for T2, and through a unique
phenomena of resonance obtained from
proper proportioning of the auto-transformer windings, the condenser. and the
resistance, together with the plate resis-

come in with ample loud speaker volume,
so great is the pick -up of the set.
In order to compensate for varying
antenna characteristics, the option of two
methods of antenna coupling is provided
and one is equipped with a variable selec-

tivity control in the form of

a 7:1

mull.

antenna series condenser, ('S. The single
Inning condenser, Cl, tunes the antenna
circuit, and the triple gang condenser.
C2, C3. and C4, tunes the three remaining
RA,. circuits housed in shields Sill. 5112.
SH3. The construction of this condenser
is such that Its accuracy is permanently
assured through the use of a heavy dlecase frame which adequately protects and
permanently aligns all plate assemblies
which are double spaced. The condenser
accuracy is guaranteed by the manufac-

C2

CIZ

BP2 0

5

r

3

y

.Jn C4
SH 2

S5

CAP

D
6r
O

20
ó
r-

C3

S4

LI

C5
BP3 0

C7

tance of the tubes used, a rising low -frequency characteristic is obtained which
provides a hump in the amplification curve
just below 100 cycles.
The desirability of this curve cannot be
over -emphasized for It is in this range
that broadcast transmission begins to
fall off seriously and where average loud
speakers are most deficient in response.
In addition to this rising low note characteristic, hysteretic distortion, due to the
direct plate current of tubes flowing

turers to within 1% over the upper half
of the dial and to within 1 micromicrofarad over the lower half of the dial.
which accuracy is more than ample to
provide 10 H.C. selectivity (1% plus and
minus is usual tolerance for the finer ready- made sets).
Three compensators
are provided upon sections C2, C3, and C4,
which allow compensation, once the set is
assembled, for variations in tube and circuit capacities.
Oscillation over the lower portion of the

G

C8

ó

-4

T,r-

S6

"

ÌÌ

C10

uc

h

through transformer primaries, has been
practically completely eliminated by isolating the direct current from the transformer windings and causing it to flow
through the plate resistances, 1-2 The
effective voltage amplification of transformers T1 and T2 with a UR 112 -A first
stage tube and UR 112 -A or UR 210 output tube would be approximately 1100 or
about twice that obtained from an ordinary transformer amplifier employing 3:1
transformers which would give a voltage
gain of only 575 times as well as a bad
drop in low -frequency amplifcatian and
hysteretic distortion, even for the best
transformers now available.
The photographs, drawings, and parts
list presented herewith are believed to be
so clearly marked and keyed as to require practically no explanation.

Jol

( SH 3

-

-

R7

--,
i

LáG

TI

r

T2

R8

31

2

t q CI3

ó2

r 2 _- 3 ,

s-1

S

P

G

BóS9

u

F2

I

4

I

4

L

CI4

BPi
R2

C12

-J

111

o
13+45V
TO CABLE -

w

REDMAROON

d

A -B -C+
BLACK GREEN

A+
BLACK

o
o
8+4570135V. C -3V.
BROWN
BLACK-

o

8 +135V
MAROON

o
C -AMP
GREEN

0
6+180V.
RED

RED

The complete circuit diagram of the "Screen -Grid Six." It will be noticed that the wiring has been reduced to a
minimum as the negative "A" and "B" circuits have been grounded. The new Clough audio amplifier is employed.
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LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
1 B -S -M 701 Universal pierced chassis
1 E-S-M 809 dual control escutcheon
1 Dl -S -M 806L (left) vernier drum dial
1 D2-S -M
806R (right) vernier drum
dial
1 Cl -S -M 320R .00035 mfd. Universal condenser
1 C2- C3- C4-S -M 323 .00035 mfd. 3-gang
condenser
1 C5-S -M 342B .000075 mfd. midget condenser
3 SH1- SH2- S133-S -M 638 copper stage
shields
1 Ll-S -M 140 antenna coil
3 L2- L3- L4-S -M 132A plug -in RF transformers
3 S1-52- 83-S -M 512 5 -prong tube sockets
5 S4-S5- S6-S7-S8-S -M 511 tube sockets
1 T1 -S -M 255 first stage A.F.
transformer
1 T2 -S -M 256 second stage A.F. transformer
1 W -S -M 708 10 -lead, 5 -foot connection
cable
1 -S -M 818 hook -up wire (25 ft. to carton)
1 R1- Yaxley 53000 -P, 3,000 ohm junior
potentiometer
1 SW- Yaxley 500 switch attachment

2

i1 -J2- Yaxley 920 insulated tipjacks
RU1U, 10 ohm re-

3R2- R3 -R4- Carter
sistors
1 Rd- Carter AP -6, 6
stat

R5-- Carter H131í,
i CO- Potter No. 4,
denser

ohm sub -base rheo-

ohm resistor
mfd. bypass con6 C7- C8- CO- C10- (.11 -C12-S P r a g u e
or
Polymet tli mfd. midget condensers
1 C13- Polymet .00015 mfd. grid condenser with clips
1 C14- 1'olymct .002 mfd. bypass condenser
1 R7- Polymet 2 megohm
grid leak
1 RS- Durham .15 megohm resistor with
leads
1 S9 -Naald 481X8 cushioned tube socket
3 BP1- BP2 -11P3- Moulded binding posts
consisting of 8/32 screw, nut, and
moulded top
1 -Set hardware as listed below:
6 y," x 14, " hollow condenser studs
81%" x t4" hollow coil studs
1%" x 6/32 R.H. machine screws
6 1" x 6/32 B.H. machine screws
"U %
x 6/32 R.H. machine screws
37 6/32 nuts
46 Shakeproot lock washers
1

4

1 t

No. 10

x

1312

1

lt.il. wood

screws

lengths of spaghetti
lengths bus -bar
sets binding post insulating washers
3 sets instrument insulating washers
2 tipjack insulating washers
1 metal washer
18 long soldering lugs
3 grid clips
Accessories for GX250 Potter Tube
If UX250 (CX350) power output tube is
to be used in place of UX171A (CX371A)
for finest possible tone quality, tile list of
accessories for light socket operation
should be changed. An S -M 6a5 ABC
Reservoir power unit should be procured
instead of type 67011, a 43íi volt C battery
instead of a 90.5 volt type and a UX250
(CX350)
tube instead of a UX17IA
3
4
2

(CX371A).

Output Transformers
Some form of output coupler, toue filter
or transformer (between power tube and
loud- speaker) is desirable with a UX171A
power
goner tube, and vitaly essential with a
or UX21U power tube. S -M type
51 output tone filter is desirable with
UX171A output tube, autel may be incorporated in the set as shown.

The 5 -Tube Skyscraper
By Clifford Denton
WITH the advent of the screen -grid

potentials for Gin, the maximum
mutual conductance.
In using the above equation it can be
seen that if a load impedance of 10(L000
reef

tube,

numerous designers have
used it in radio -frequency amplifiers. In the majority of designs.
volume has been sacrificed to obtain

selectivity and stability.
Mr. Robert Arnold has succeeded in designing a 5 -tube set using two screen -grid
tubes in the radio stages which develop
unusually high gain while retaining
selectivity and stability when operating
on antenna or loop. On account of this
unusually high gain and the ability of the
set to bring in distant stations. It has
been given the name of "Skyscraper."
Since the radio -frequency voltage amplification depends only upon the load Impedance of the coupling circuits and the
mutual conductance of the tube and since
the mutual conductance of the tube is
approximately constant over broadcast
frequencies, attention should be directed
to the coupling circuits, as this is the
limiting factor in securing the maximum
amplification.
The equation expressing
this is:
Voltage amplification=load impedance x
mutual conductance expressed in ohms.
The mutai conductance of a 222 tube is
considered to be approximately 300
microhms when operating with the cor-

i

i

I

i

222

LOOP

1--

i--.
I
1

L__.

Panel view of the "Skyscraper"
receiver, which has two tuning
controls, volume and selectivity
controls, and a filament switch.
ohms is obtained the voltage amplification
per stage will be 30, and also if a correspondingly higher load impedance be obtained the voltage amplification will in-

i
i_______+
I

I

222

i

The value of load impedance of a
tuned circuit is governed by two factors;
the capacity -inductance ratio and the
equivalent radio -frequency resistance of
the circuit. 1'hvj "higher the ratio of inductance to capa(.[ ry, the greater will be
the impedance; the lower the effective
radio -free uencv resistance the higher will
be the impedance of the circuit.
Unfortunately we are not able to use very
high inductance- capacity ratios because of
the fact that the radio -frequency increases
greatly with the increase in inductance,
but from the standpoint of selectivity a
higher value of capacity to inductance is
desired as the selectivity of a tuned circuit
is proportional to the square of the
capacity.
The effective radio -frequency resistance
of a tuned circuit is mainly localized in the
Inductance of the circuit and this can be
decreased by the use of space wound
of as large a wire size as practicable, coils
approximately 22 or 24 guage. The say
use
of a tuned plate impedance with a grid
blocking condenser and grid leak for sup plying "C" bias potential to the succeeding tube is not advisable due to two
detrimental factors. Such a system will
amplify low -frequency disturbances. and
partial rectification will take place in each
PHONOGRAPH
PICK -UP

i_p

crease.

112A

20I A --,

L__J

LOUD
SPEAKER

112A

171

A

D

AERIALI

1-01°

LOOP

GND

o

A+5
(C+)

A(C+)

B+
180V

C-6V

(12V)

B+
DET

C-40.5V
(46

55V)

Two separate "C" batteries are employed, one for biasing the 171 -A tubes and the other for
the detector and first A.F.
stage, thus carrying out the complete Isolation scheme. The function of the
numerous resistors is explained in the text.
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stage, and for these reasons, the use of
transformer coupling is desirable.

Radio -Frequency Transformers
Having decided the characteristics of a
good coil it is now necessary to devise
means for utilizing this coil as a radio frequency transformer. The coil in its
final form is wound on a threaded bard
rubber tube; the plate coil is first wound
with a small guage wire in the bottom of
the groove; on top of this primary winding
the secondary is laid. The secondary wire
size is such that the wire lays on top of
the groove, the coupling ratio is 1 to 1
and the mutual inductance between the
primary and the secondary is as high as
can be obtained. The load impedance of
the tuned secondary winding is directly
transferred to the primary winding where
it is effective as a plate circuit load of
maximum impedance. The total load impedance of the coupling circuit is
ZTotal
Zlc =

1

Zlr

+

1

Znt

+

1

Zat

'

I
R+ (2-f1)'- 2'fc

Inasmuch as Z(pf) and Z(gf) are very
high, the resultant load impedance will be
very close to Z(lc). On account of the
very high load impedance obtained with
the use of such a transformer, it is absolutely essential to shield thoroughly the
radio -frequency stages, both electromagnetically and electrostatically. It is
also necessary that the radio -frequency
amplifying tubes be shielded as well, particularly with loop operation. The radio frequency energy should be prevented from
passing into the current feed lines and
from them re- entering another stage. This
has been accomplished in this receiver by
the use of aluminum box shields with
double walls between stages and resist ance -capacity filters in all "B," and in
most of the "C" circuits, and by the use
of by -pass condensers across all filaments
in the radio- frequency stages and detector.
These by- passing condensers in the
radio-frequency end of the set are non
inductive and hence have a much lower
reactance to the radio -frequency component
than the ordinary inductive type. Audio frequency regeneration is also prevented
In the detector and audio -frequency channel by the use of resistance -capacity
filters.
Detection is accomplished by the use of
anode bend rectification, which, as is well
known, is much superior to the grid leak
method of detection where quality, selectivity and volume are required. Due to
the tremendous amount of radio -frequency
amplification obtained, the sensitivity
which could be obtained by the grid leak
condenser rectifier is not necessary, so
that nothing Is sacrificed by the use of
anode bend rectification.
To prevent
further feedback as a result of several
currents flowing over a common circuit. all
parts of the receiver, except the detector
are fed straight from the 180 volt supply.
To accomplish this, non -inductive resistors
of the correct value have been calculated
for each circuit so that the correct current
will flow.
As a result of the use of all of these
resistance capacity filters, feedback and
motorboating are eliminated and both the
radio and audio channels deliver far
greater output without distortion than the
usual radio receiver. A further result of
-

The components of the "Skyscraper" receiver are so placed that there is
no crowding and yet the set is not unweildy. Double shielding is employed.

the filtering and shielding lies in the fact
that even on loop operation with full
volume the receiver remains absolutely
stable. Loop effects within the receiver,
resulting in extraneous coupling, are
eliminated by the use of one -half mfd.
blocking condensers between the "A"
negative filament connection at the socket
and the common battery connection.
Tuning condenser circuits are fully insulated from other components and shields.

A.F. Amplification
Push -pull amplification has been chosen
for two reasons; first on account of the
volume obtainable tending to overload a
single output tube, and secondly, to
eliminate grid distortion. With the push pull system, the grid voltage swing resulting from a given signal input is divided
between the two tubes by means of a
center tap on the secondary of the second
audio transformer. The center tap is connected to a common grid bias. Each tube
can, therefore, he worked at its maximum
permissible grid swing and because of
this, the signal input can be doubled without causing distortion resulting from overloaded grids.
Further with this system the even harmonics due to the tube distortion are
neutralized in the primary of the output
transformer and do not appear in the
speaker circuit. The average vacuum tube
has to be heavily overloaded before the
odd harmonics appear. Because of this
the two power tubes in push -pull can be
overloaded to the point just below that
at which distortion would be caused by
the appearance of the odd harmonics. This
permits of volume without distortion
several times that of a single tube.
Provision is made by means of jacks
whereby a phonograph pick -up or a power
amplifier may be connected in the circuit.
The output transformer specified is for the
standard magnetic speaker, but a 25 to 1
ratio transformer may be used for the
usual type of dynamic cone speaker.
In tests conducted with this receiver,
Chicago has been received in New York

with ample loud speaker volume on an
antenna consisting of an 18 -inch length of
bus bar. The average indoor or outdoor
antenna is more than sufficient for local
and distant reception.

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
transformer, type AF 5.
transformer, type AF 5C.
transformer, type OP 8 C, for
magnetic speakers, OP 4 C for dynamic cone speakers.
8-Remler
Universal variable condensers
SLW capacity .0005 mfd.
2- Remler
tube shields, type 58.
3- Hammariund
radio -frequency choke
coils, RFC 85.
Hammarlund shaft couplers, type FC.
3-Na -Aid sockets 424.
3 -Na -Aid sockets 428.
3Benjamin sockets 9040.
1 -Pair Benjamin brackets 80220.
2- National
drum dials, type VF with
type 28 illuminators.
2- Carter
connectors for screen -grid tubes
332.
1- Yaxley open circuit jack, insulated.
1- Yaxley jack 702 -A, insulated.
1-Yaxley junior rheostat, 8 ohm, No.
506.
1battery switch. No. 10.
1-Yaxley midget
aerial switch, No. 11.
1- Yaxley
Yaxley 7 -wire mounting plate and
cable.
2- Carter
resistors, types J -5 -15.
1Carter midget potentiometer MW -0M1.
2 -Tiny Tobe condensers.
14-Toby by -pass condensers.
10-Toby resistors, 2 -watt.
4-Eby binding posts, insulated.
10-Lynch resistor mountings.
1-Set of 3 special RF coils.
1-No. 10 guage aluminum base, drilled.
1Bakelite panel 8" x 24" x 3/16" walnut finish, drilled.
3- Aluminum
Co. of America standard
shields, drilled.
13- Rubber insert rings for feed lines and
through base. Acme flexible wire in
colors to match Yaxley cable, for
wiring.

1- Ferranti
1- Ferranti
1-Ferranti

3-

The Metropolitan Screen -Grid

5

By M. Seidman
FOR a receiver to function satisfactorily in New York, and I assume
the same is true of nearly all other
large centers, consideration must be
given to the fact that most of the homes
are within easy range of from fifty to
sixty broadcasting stations. The receiver
must, therefore, be selective. The majority
of residents in large cities live in apartment houses, and the difficulty of erecting
an antenna on the roof of the average
apartment house is one which most folks
find it hard to overcome. The best solution
of this problem is the use of a receiver
requiring for its satisfactory operation an
antenna which does not have to go to the
roof and which may be laid around the
picture molding of the living room or in
some other way be completely hidden from
view. The receiver we consider here will

perform with an antenna having a total
length of between thirty and fifty feet.
Another rather important consideration
in connection with the building of a receiver for use in urban territories is the
matter of having the receiver small enough
to be conveniently placed in the living
room without making it necessary to
crowd the room by the addition of an
extra piece of furniture. The receiver we
are considering is not very deep and the
front panel measures only 7 x 18 inches.
This receiver has a single stage of
screen -grid radio -frequency amplification,
feeding a regenerative detector. The audio
amplifier has three stages and is resistance
coupled.
Because of the fact that the total filament current required by this receiver

www.americanradiohistory.com

is slightly less than 1% amperes it may
be used with a very small storage battery and a trickle charger, such as a
battery having a 40 ampere hour capac-

ity. Where the receiver is operated on
dry B batteries the author recommends
the use of 135 volts in conjunction with
a type 112 -A power tube. With this combination the total plate current drain of
the receiver is approximately 15 milliamperes. This means that the average
life of a set of three heavy duty B batteries would be between nine months and
about a year and a half, depending upon
how much the receiver was used.
Where the receiver is to be used with
an alternating current supply and a high
voltage eliminator employed we recommend the use of a tone filter In the out-
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The wiring diagram of the "Metropolitan Screen -Grid 5," in which is shown not only the
type circuit but also the location of the apparatus.
put circuit of the last tube. and recommend also the substitution of a type 171 -A
tube for the type 112 -A tube recommended
for use in connection with batteries.
Since the antenna circuit of the National screen -grid tuning unit is provided
with an inductive trimmer any variation
between the tuning in the antenna circuit
and the detector circuit which would
ordinarily take place is counteracted by
a simple movement of this trimmer.
This unit is also provided with n special high impedance transformer designed
particularly for use with a -reen -grid

tube. and the radio frequency gain of this
receiver Is therefore very high.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
1-- National type 222 tuning unit.
1- National type 90 radio -frequency ehokc
coll.
1-Lynch R. F. choke mount.
1-Lynch live tube deck.
1-Lynch type 15 equalizer with mount.
1 -Lynch type 4/5 equaliser with mount.
filament switch.
1 -30 ohm rheostat.
2 - -Carter tip jacks.
1

-

9- Binding posts.
1- Sangamo .001 mfd.
1- Sangamo
2
1

-Tube

.3

mica condenser.

.0001 mfd. mica condenser.
mfd- bypass condensers.

-Acme eight -wire cable.

-Pair

Silver- Marshall type 540 mounting
brackets.
panel.
-CeCo type It. F. 22 screen-grid tube.
1-CeCo type F -12A.
2 -CeCo type G hi mu. tubes.
1 -CeCo type F-12A or J -71A power tube.
3- Ileavy duty B batteries or one National
type 71180 B eliminator.
1
1

-Front

1

Transmitter Construction Hints for 1929
By Frank A. Gunther*
as passed at the Inter
national Radio Conference held in
1927 will necessitate the use of an
entirely new language when referring
to the wavelength of a transmitter beginning January 1. 1929. By this the
writer means that no longer will waVe.
length specified in meters suffice. This is
especially so in the spectrum below the
broadcast band. Any point in the wavelength scale will be specified. as so many
kilocycles in frequency, the latter method
being a thousand fold more accurate. The
new bands allotted for amateur trans
nlissinn and the numerous number of comtnerial stations that operate will necessitate this use of frequency precision.
The above method of talking frequency
instead of wavelength is not harder
to
use. Perhaps it seems so because of its
novelty. It is all for the best however
as will he seen after the new regulations
are in effect.
Transmitting eq a tpment will also have
to be designed along the lines of more
precision than they have in the past.
IIowerer, before this can be accomplished
an instrument must be had that will allow
adjustments in frequency to be made,
which cannot be donne with the old type
wmvemeter. The difference is comparable
to a rule anti a micrometer. From this
point on calibrations of the emitted frequency of transmitters will he very much
more accurate than they have been in the
past.
TIIP, new law

New Frequency Meters
In Fig. 1 are shown several types of
frequency meters tn,be used in 1929. Each
frequency unit contains, a coil and condenser, which are so arranged as to cover
sufficient frequency to include one particular amateur band: for instance the
unit at the right covers 3,500 to 4,000 kiln cycles (new SO meter band) this being a
range of clot kilocycles on or:odically 11111

degrees of the condenser dial. A curve
drawn to cover 500 kilocycles on ma
degrees of the dial will show more precision than most any instrument previously designed for frequency calibration.
At double 3,500 kilocycles there is another
amateur band to be covered, namely
where the old 40 meter band once was.
This band is only 300 kilocycles wide
(7,000 -7.300 kilocyeles).
It Is impossible to use the 3.500 kilocycle

-

Radio Engineering Laboratories,
Wilbur Avenue, Long Island City.

100

Fig. 1. New types of frequency meters which are so designed that they will
cover a particular small frequency band, thus getting greater accuracy.
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International DX
night

7,000 to 7,300. 41.1 to 42.9

300

3,500 to 4.000. 75 0 to85.7
1,715 to 2,000.
150 to 175

500 Domestic, night
285 Domestic

Traffic transmission can best be accomplished in the 7,000 and 3.500 kDoc3'cle
bands, especially so in the latter. I)X is
best found in the 7,000 and 14.000 -kilo,.y.cic hands. If most of the transmission
is Io be done in the daylight hours the
14ro61- kilocycle band will allow the
uperat tun.

Low Power Transmitters
As the IJX -210 tube is the most widely
used of all tubes for amateur transmitting

Fig.

A

2.

low power short -wave

transmitter.

frequency unit at 7.000 kilocycles and attain any precision readings. First of all
the 7.4011 kilocycles hand is only 300 kilocycles wide and because it is of a higher
frequency, the use of a smaller inductor in
the frequency unit is required. This automatically increases the capacity over inductance

purposes the photographs and data shown
mill, therefore, pertain to low power
transmitters. The construction cost Of
such a transmitter is not prohibitive as it
may be in a higher powered set.
Several types of low powered built up
transmitting kits are shown. Fig. 2 shows
a transmitter built in a wide open type
wooden frame.
This set will transmit
it her
telegraph or telephone In any
amateur hand. All that is necessary to

Fig. 6. Low capacity variable condenser for short -wave work.

I

mounted directly on it. This tank condenser with the Inductance of the circuit
can be tuned to the lower end of the band
in which operation is desired, then by
means of the one plate variable condenser
the transmitter's range can he run through
an entire band. using practically the whole
condenser scale similar to the one explained previously in the new frequency
meter. A condenser of this type is very
valuable in that the lump capacity of the
tank condenser allows a good proportion
of inductance and capacity to be used.
This naturally stabilizes the complete
circuit and the emitted frequency as well.
Fig. 7 shows one of the plug -in transmitting Inductors that will be used. These
coils are designed so that each coil will
The
cover a different amateur band.
plug -in arrangement will allow instant
change from ally one band to another.
These inductors may be used in any type
circuit, of which there are many. In
other words no matter where an inductance

ratio and the condenser scale

100 degrees will cover a treamount of frequency. In the
laboratory this was tried and it actually
Therefore the
covered 5.290 kilocycles.
narrow 300 kilocycle band would be
crowded Into a very small portion of the

from

0

mendous

to

100 degree scale.

In order that the frequency meters
would not become too complicated, they
vskfe designed to have one single Indicating
detiec, which could be attached to any
-particular one that was needed. This
indicating unit is shown In the upper left
hand portion of the picture. It contains
a pick-up coil, a D.C. milliammeter and
The rectified coma crystal detector.
ponent of the crystal detector operates
this millinmmeter and thus furnishes one
of the sharpest indicating devices known.
An instrument of this type Is of primary
importance in the construction and adjustment of

a

1929

transmitter.

Operating Frequency Bands
Amateur transmission is divided in
various branches, namely: DX Hunting.
Traffic, Telephone, rag- chewing and experimenting. Sometimes an amateur may
enter into more than one of these fields.
In order to decide which of the new
amateur bands is to be used. it is first
necessary to come to a conclusion upon
the problem of what most of the transmission
fission is to be like. By the decision of
what type of transmission is to be accomplished will the selection of the operating
band depend. However, there is one more
thing that has a bearing on the decision
to be reached: will most of the transmission be attempted in daylight or darkness?

The following table of the various new
amateur bands will show for what and
when each particular band is best suited:

Fig. 4. Interior view of the transmitter shown in Fig. 3.
operate this trau --miller is a power source
of 4011 volts di r'et current plus the standard filament supply. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
describes a more modern type of all metal
transmitter which Includes its own power
supply. This set is adapted by means of
plug -in coils to any amateur band and
may be used either as a telegraph or telephone transmitter. In the lower half of
this unit is a half way rectifier, employing a UX -281 which delivers approximately
The schematic wiring diagram
450 volts.
The constructor. of
is shown in Fig. 5.
course, cannot build a set exactly similar
to the one shown, but he can employ
ninny of the features shown in the construction of his own set. In order to
assist him the writer is showing several
views of new apparatus that can be employed in transmitters of the UX -210 type.

ance of the plug -in

type-and the socket

unit of the type shown may be
The Inductors are designed to
practically all -air dielectric
corm tnakfng an efficient coil In every
s ect. It Is necessary that the coil plugs
make absolute contact In the base.
is needed a

uiployed.

I.e

New Apparatus
Pig. 0 shows
denser which

a

Short -wave

Fig. 7.

transmitting Induct-

new type of variable eoncondenser
has a tank

built

on a

width
Kilocycles

Meters

in. K.C.

Best use

58,000 to 60,000. 5.00 to 5.36 4000 Experimental
28,000 to 30,000. 10.00 to 10.71 2000 Exp. Daylight DX
14.000 to 14,400. 20.83 to 21.43 400 International DX
daylight k early
evening

941C.

OIr

L

NIT

Re

l'.

Ci

T

Circuit diagram of
a low power, shortwave
transmitter

t

embodying numerous improvements.
A single 281 half wave rectifier supplies the power. No
external power Is
Jacks
required.
are provided for
inscrtinq a mike or
into
the
a
key

4
plsueLD

circuit.

s.

Fig.

3.

mitter

1151149

All -metal short -wave transwhich includes Its own
power supply.
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The Elements of Television Reception
By D. E. Replogle
The Short-Wave Receiver
While any good receiver, capable of
hieing tuned to the wavelength of the
transmitting station, may lie employed, it
has been found that a receiver employing
a stage of untuned It. F., using the screen
grid tube, is generally preferable. In the
accompanying illustration is presented an
ideal receiver for this purpose. (Described
in Julie issue of RADIO l'.N.INEERlNO) It
is built around a single tuning control
and a foundation unit design which permits an efficient layout of parts with n
minimum of connections to be made by the
assembler. As a result of the screen -grid
tube, the sensitivity of the receiver is
better than that of the plain regenerative
detector. Furthermore, the use of this
lt. F. stage ahead of the regenerative detector precludes radiation, which must become an important consideration with the
increasing use of short -wage receivers.
Still another important advantage is the
elimination of tuning "hole' or "dead
spots" commonly encountered with plain
regenerative receivers. Shielding is unnecessary, because of the use of the unI.uned antenna system. The only precaution in assembling the receiver for television reception is to obtain the utmost
rigidity for the coils and mountings, as
well as other parts and the win ug.
-

lu:. r.i:mlwmr.winr,unuuu:ninwn:u

Rear view of the
National Screen Grid
Short
Wave
Receiver,
Note that it Is
virtually a single
control set. Regeneration is
controlled by the
variable resistor
mounted on the
panel. The R. F.
choke is mounted
on the sub -base,
directly in front
of the 11 2 - A
tube. The Inductance Is of the
plug -In type.
c;.u:an:c,:,innnî pllllplpi71111WIIlIII

The Audio Amplifier

TELEVISION is far from perfect.
Nevertheless, it is sufficiently advanced today to provide an interesting and fruitful field for the
radio amateur and experimenter.
In
several localities, there are television signals "on the air," ready to be received
with relatively simple and inexpensive
equipment, while in others television
service is promised in the not distant
future. Therefore, this is an opportune
time for a study of the elements of television reception and experimentation, to
which end the writer desires to present the
following data.
To begin with, It is well to build no
false hopes regarding the results from
present-day television transmission and
reception. The pictures are small, generally 11/2 inches square. and the detail is
but fair. It is possible to recognize the

person televised, see him turn his head,
open his mouth, and roll his eyes. Even
the smoke may be seen to rise from his

cigarette.
While there are several television systems being employed at present, they have
many points in common, and an outfit
designed to receive images from one source
may readily be altered to work from other
transmitting stations. The system employed at WLES, Lexington, Mass., is
typical of that most generally followed,
and therefore serves as our basis.
Because of the relatively wide channel
required for television signals, such trans mission must take place on the higher
frequencies. or short waves. Accordingly,
the following components are required for
television reception: (1) The short -wave
receiver; (2) the audio -frequency amplifier;
(3) the neon tube; (4) the scanning device.

RECEIVER

AMPLIFIER

AUDIO

r

T

I

L3

r-

C3
L2

222

RFC2

C7

C4

240

C8

'R4

I

C9

112-A

8+
45V

SWII

o
B+
135V.

IMP. N2.10 -SHORT -WAVE
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE.
RFCI - 90M.H. P.F. CHOKE
RFC2. 500 M.H. R.F CHOKE

LI.L2.L3-

A

SHORT-WAVE
PLUG -IN COILS

A-

6-

,.-ÿ .
i

I

p5

a

a

CIRCUITING
SWITCH

-" !

180 V

'

'1I+

RH

=
-

A

L4

R10

TYf

R12

1

t5

8+
90V

'17f-AI

SCANNING

OUTPUT
FILTER

II

a

R3

C2

I

'

KINO LAMP

R9

R

t,

CIT

The perfection of the pietu re received
depends upon how good a signal is transmitted in the first place. and how well it
is reproduced at the receiving end. The
audio amplifier, therefore, plays a vital
part. If the signal to be received contains
frequencies of from 13 to 20,000 cycles,
it is obvious that the audio amplifier must
be capable of amplifying all frequencies
within these limits.
The ordinary audio amplifier may be
employed for fair results, although as the
experiments progress it will be necessary
to build a better amplifier than is ordinarily employed in broadcast reception.
'Che amplifier shown in the accompanying
diagram is one of considerably- higher frequency range that the usual broadcast
amplifier, and when employed for television provides ample detail. It is essentially a resistance -coupled layout, with a
240 or 340 high Mu tube for the first stage,
a 112 for the second, and a 171 for the
third. The values of the coupling resistors, grid leaks and coupling condensers are given in the diagram legend.

I

A+

I

E)

C-

_L----I

1.5V.

L4- A.F GRID IMPEDANCE
CI.C2- .5 MF CONE)
C3- .00f MF COND.
C4- .00025 MF COND
C5- .000125 "
"
C6- 1.0 MF CONE)
C7.C8.C9- .5 MF. COND.

B+

200V

C

-

b

B+

9V.

180 V.

C-

I8ÓV

40.5V.
J_

RI-

OHMS.
R2- 6 MÉGOHMS

R3R4.
R5R6R7-

15

2 OHMS.

0 TO 500.000 OHMS.

50.000 OHMS
500.000 OHMS
300.000 "

110V.
A.C.

L

R8- 500.000
R9- 25.000

"

RIO- 0 TO 10.000 OHMS
R I1- 5 TO 10 OHMS.
R12- 0 70 100 "

complete circuit diagram for the reception of television signals. The list of parts shown below are for
operating on short wavelengths.
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with the lamp can be used, however, with
satisfactory results. If this is done, the
D. C. voltage un t 11 lamp should vary
until it will light with a soft, medium
glow. If a variable resistance is used. it
should be of 10,000 ohm maximum resist ance. in series with a one -thousand ohm
The resistance should
lined resistance.
be decreased until the Neon tube plate is
,,,v,mJ with a soft glow.

The grid leak is replaced in the case of
the 1:1 power tube by an audio- frequency
choke in series with a radio- frequency
choke. In the output circuit two 30 -henry
chokes are connected in series. Springsuspended sockets should preferably be
employed in constructing the amplifier in
order to avoid microphonic tube disturbances when motor and scanning disk are
placed close by. Another important point
is to employ high -grade resistors, free
from noises. In television, a "noise" or
current variation is represented by black
spots and streaks that appear in a continually shifting position, unless it is
periodic "noise."

The Scanning Disk

S,nI al different concerns are =nail,-

The Neon Tube
The output circuit is so arranged that
the neon tube is always illuminated. and
when a signal is received. the brilliancy
of Illumination merely varies in accordance with the signal. A resistance must
be connected in series with the tube because, as with all gas conductors, it has
a negative resistance coefficient.
A good background will be obtained if
the current is limited to 10 or 20 milliamperes. More current will cause the tube
to glow brighter and brighter, but there
is no advantage in this so far as the
picture is concerned, and it only serves to
shorten the life of the tube. In fact, quite
satisfactory results can be obtained by
adjusting the D. C. voltage just below the
starting voltage for the lamp. In this
ease a black background is obtained and
the image stands out in sharp contrast.

(I
scantling disks suitable for use with
signals now on the air. A suitable motor,
ach as universal type 1 /10 horsepower,
ou l,l he employed to rotate the scanning
disk. The diagram shows the method of
speed control for synchronizing purposes.
It- 12 is a power rheostat of 75- watt, 4 to
It It ohm rating. while It -11 is a 7 -ohm,
resista nee, shunted by a
lc n Alt
li xed
Im -h billion. The variable resistance is so
adinslc'1 that with the Push- button rethe motor runs nt slightly below
t:a Ir per synchronous speed. Then,
he push -button is depressed, the
Itlds to speed up.
not mount the television receiver in
tite same cabinet with the motor and
scanning disk. Wibration of the motor will
introduce horizontal lines drawn across the
picture.
'o much for the essentials of television
reception. It is left for the experimenter
to develop his own particular version of
the art- and that is precisely where the

scanning disc and driving
motor used in the television receiver shown diagramatically on
the opposite page.
The

I

I

There are two ways of adjusting the
current through the Neon tube once it
has started; namely, by varying either the
C. voltage or the series resistance.
The latter method is more practical. A
fixed resistance of 10,000 ohms in series
D.

fun e

s

in.

The R -P -L A.C. Receiver
By F. A. Jewell

under the Meissner patents.
The outstanding advantages of the radio frequency amplifier are constant energy
transfer on all wavelengths and automatic
stabilization against oscillations.
Tim designing of the Loftin -White tuner
is four full tuned stages, three stages of
radio-frequency ahead of the detector controlled by a single dial. It is single dial
controlled due to its mechanical design,
each stage being absolutely balanced.
Once the knob on the panel adjusts the
antenna secondary circuit to the particular
antenna with which the receiver is to be
used, except possibly for a now and then
refinement adjustment of this knob in
extremely long distance reception, no
further adjustment is required.
Complete double shielding is employed,
each of the three radio- frequency stages
and the detector being incased In its own
fully shielded compartment. but each compartment is no larger than physically

i

226 n

Selectivity
control of plate reaction introduces a
selective characteristic heretofore impossible, which is a most valuable virtue in a
closely shielded receiver, in which absorption losses would otherwise tend to
broaden the set. This circuit has a slight
reverse feed -back through the internal
capacity of the tube. which feed -back is
controlled by a patented device. eliminating all oscillation difficulties and enables

2271

i

SPEAKER
o

,

226

226

250

»»!»»»t__'_"_
114

11.

The Audio Amplifier
The object of an amplifier is to deliver
undistorted electric energy to a loud
speaker to be converted into mechanical
energy, which in turn is converted into
sound waves.
Inasmuch as it is agreed by radio
engineers and exports that the 250 type of
tube is capable of delivering to the loud
speaker the greatest :amount of undistorted
energy, this tube is used. With this tube.
which has an undistorted output of approximately 501 milliwatts. one can obtain any volume desired with minimum
distortion.
However, to be able to obtain the maximum results from this type of tube, a
amplifier will have to be placed
bpotential
etween the output of the detector and
Ille input of the power stage that is
capable of a in pl ifyin g this weak potential
to a point of maximum grid variation.
With this type of tube, the grid swing

This design is extremely selective, and
is ideally adapted for present broadcast
conditions. The Loftin -White principle of

PH0N0GPAPH
ELECTRIC PICK -UP

226

the use of extreme high amplification
ratios and compact spacing per stage. In
the Loftin -White design the non -reactive
circuit allows balancing of the circuits
without regard to the grid to plate
rapacity of the vacuum tube, which allows
the use of any tube in this circuit.

needed to house the necessary parts for a
stage. As a result the four -u ut pa rtmen is
form the interior of a metal box condensed
to the dimensions of 12 long by 6 wide
by 61/2 Idches high. yet by reason of the
Loftin -White Circuit this close shielding is
accomplished without loss of efficiency
from absorption. This double shielding is
most helpful when used with A.C. tubes
and is one of the reasons why the A.C.
"R-P-L" receiver is one of the quietest
operated sets on the market. Also due
to the individual shielding of each stage,
interstage coupling is eliminated, prevent
ing undesirable feed -back which naturally
stabilizes the circuit.

THl
seven tube A.C. or battery operated receiver, which is shown in
the
accompanying
illustrations.
makes use of the patents of Loftin White, Jewell and Meissner. Under the
first is designed the tuner and the radio frequencv amplifiers; under the Jewell
patents the audio- frequency amplifier is designed and the power supply unit is made

The complete schematic diagram for the A.C. operated R -P -L receiver. Notice the use of
through ground, instead of the conventional biasing resistor.
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a

"C" battery, connected
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The interior of
the
radio -frequency and de-

tector portions of
the A.C. operated

receiver.
condensers are operated b y t h e
single drum dial.
The
dimensions
of
the entire
shielded portion
of the set is 12 x
R -P -L

The four

Inches.

6 x 61/2

I

(voltage variation on the grid) should be
at least 81) volts. to be able to utilize the
maximum amperage output of this tube.
Obviously a single stage of transformer
coupling. which only has an amplification
factor of approximately 20 would not he
sufficient to actuate the grids of the power
tube so that this tube would be operating
nt maximum efficiency without overloading
the detector.
It has been found that
where only' one stage of transformer
coupling is used ahead of the power tube
requiring an 80-volt grid swing, distortion
takes place in the detector long before the
power tube begins to overload.
If two stages of transformer coupling
were used the amplification factor would
be approximately 400. This would be entirely too much and the distortion resulting from overloading would make it absolutely worthless as a quality amplifier, but
with two stages of dual impedance feeding
Into the transformer of the power stage
an amplification factor of approximately
200 is obtained, which means that only
four -tenths of a volt is required to how
in the output of the detector to obtain an
SO -volt grid variation on the power stage
and as the undistorted output of the detector is well above the four -tenths volts
required this amplifier is capable of delivering the maximum amount of power
with a minimum of distortion to the
speaker without overloading the detector
cr any of the audio stages.
By placing the transformer between the
input of the power tube and the output of
the 220 the necessary 8O volts grid variation on the 250 tube Is obtained without
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working past the characteristics of the 220,
as this transformer has a 3 to 1 ratio,
which means that only one-third of the
necessary grid voltage (or 27 volts) will

have to flow in the plate circuit of the 220,
which is well within its characteristic
curve.
Use of "C" Battery.
By referring to the schematic diagram
it will be apparent that a "C" battery is
used on all the 226 tubes instead of a
resistance drop in the power pack. to oh
tain the necessary grid bias. By using
a small "C" battery to obtain approximately 9 volte negative "C" bias on the
grid ,f this tithe, it does not present alit'
objection. as this battery has no current
drain and its life is about one year. However, the advantages gained by its ure are
many, for these reasons: when a resistance drop is used so many complications
set up that it makes its use imperative if
a high amplification factor is desired and
still retain the quality of reproduction.
When a grid resistance is used to obtain the grid bias, it is a fundamental
fault of the circuit that when there is a
rise in plate current there is a proportionate rise in grid current which gives an
automatic form of regeneration. This is
not such a serious problem when only one
stage of amplification is used, preceding
the power stage, as the amplification
factor is very low (about 20) and there is
not much chance of interstage coupling,
but when two stages are used giving an
amplification factor of approximately 200
and by the second tube feeding back to
the first tube it makes it necessary to use
a "C" battery to prevent the loss of
volume and the destroying of the quality
of reproduction.

The A.F. amplifier which has
two stages of
dual - impedance
coupling and a

stage of transformer coupling.
Two
226 -type
tubes are used
and a 250 power
amplifier tube is
employed in the
last stage.
IIIIII
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A 250 Power Amplifier Combination
By William H. Fortington
WITH the advent of the alternating-

current tube and tubes having a
low output impedance, together
with the ability to handle an exceptionally high amount Of power at both
input and output circuits, the acoustics
of radio are shaping themselves into new
standards. The introduction of the UX250 and CX -350 tube brings us to the
threshold of a new era so far as broadcast reception is concerned.
Not so very long ago the experimenter
was led to believe that the crux of
the tonal quality situation lay in the
coupling device itself. While this consideration holds good for amplifiers hand-

ling a small amount of power, the coupling device does not by any means determine the ultimate tonal quality where
power of the order of a few watts is concerned. it might be safely said that SO
of the distortion in average receivers today is due to overloading of one or more
tubes, but with the combination of a good
power tube In the output circuit and good
emupling device preceding it. there is no
reason why the reproduction of an amplifying system in a radio receiver should
not be as good as the amplifying system
employed in the transmitter itself.

J

Since the maximum permissible A.C. input voltage at the grid of a 250 tube is
lof the order of 55 to 00 volts, it is necessary to raise the voltage produced at the
plate of the detector tube to this amount.
In order to warrant the use of a tube of
the 250 type.

Voltage Amplification Requirements
Should impedance coupling be utilized
as a means of stepping up the voltage produced at the plate of the detector tube to
the permissible voltage at the grid of the
2511 tube, more than one stage of amplification between the detector tube and the
output tube would be necessary, but with
two intermediate coupling devices and one
tube the necessary results can be attained
when the proper A. F. transformers are
used.
The operation of the UX -250 or CX -3:0
tube necessitates the use of a special
power pack, since a transformer and
rectifying system designed to operate a
310 tube will not usually handle a 350 at
all satisfactorily.
The 350 tube alone
will draw approximately 5.5 milliamperes
at the plate and this load alone is usually
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the maximum limit of the complete 310
power pack. Any atempt to operate a set
as well as a 350 tube from such a rectifier
is apt to prove disastrous both to the
transformer and the rectifier tubes themselves.
Referring to the schematic diagram it
will be seen that two CX -381 tubes are
used in a full -wave rectifying circuit to
supply the plate potential for all the
amplifier tubes. The power pack and the
choke unit are specially designed to fulfill
the outlined conditions. The use of a
voltage regulator tube is optional.
A transformer for use on a Circuit as
that shown will deliver considerably more
voltage on open circuit than it will under
normal load conditions. A good transformer has a small percentage of voltage
drop with current load.
By incorporating a loud speaker of the
electro- dynamic
variety
an
excellent
amplifying system for use in dance halls
and such places may he obtained at a very
reasonable cost. Sum-h an amplifying aystem will usually handle several loud
speakers with their moving coil windings
connected in parallel across the secondary
of the output transformer.
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Filter Condensers and Resistors
The matter of filter condensers for use
in the rectifier and filter systems is one
which must not be regarded in a trivial
the
manner. In view of the fact that tube
voltage produced across the rectifierof the
under very small load conditions is
order of 100 volts, it will be immediately
realized that the filter condensera must
be capable of withstanding these high
voltages, although under actual operation
the filter condensers are not subject to
such an enormous strain. However, in
view of the fact that the filter condensers
of the
themselves draw some little part current,
A.C. component of the rectified
only condensers of the highest order
should be used in this circuit. Here again
condensers designed for use with 210
power packs are not suited for use with
250 power amplifier combinations.
Another important point to be watched
when amplifiers of such power are to be
considered. is the type of resistance to be
used in the plate and voltage divider circuits. The vitreous enameled type of resistance has gained considerable popularity during the last few years and is to be
well recommended as worthy of the place
which it now holds in its fields.
The 84 volts of "C" bias necessary at the
grid of the 350 tube is obtained by insert ing a resistance of 1000 ohms between the
grid return of the second audio transformer and the center tap of the filament
winding of the 350 tube on the power
transformers. In a similar manner the
grid bias for the other tubes may be secured. This provides regulation of grid
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Two 381 rectifier tubes supply
operating

current for an
A.C.
operated
receiver's plate
current and for
that of t h e
power amplifier.
The "A" current for A.C.
tubes is supplied
by the transformer having a
1.5. 2.5 and 5volt output
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SV

INPUT

o
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LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
T2000 Power Transformer.
T30119 Choke Unit
Thordarson 11300 Transformers.
1-- Thordarson T2445 Power Transformer.
1- Thordarson T2002 Output Transformer.
3- Benjamin 9040 Sockets.
1Carter M.W.1 Rheostat.
1- Carter A.I'.20 Potentiometer.
1- Carter 4000 Ohm Vitreous Enameled
Resistance.
1- Carter 10,000 Ohm Vitreous Enameled
Resistance.
-M Variable Resistance.
1- Carter P.W. 10
Carter P.W. 4 -M Variable Resistance.
1Carter H -1600 Resistance.
1- Carter 200 -11 Resistance.
1 -Tobe 250 "B" Block.
1 -Tobe 2, mfd. Filter Condenser.
111 -X -L Binding Posts.
2 -CX -381 Tubes.
1-CX -326 Tube.
-CX -350 Tube.
-CX -374 Tube.

Thordarson
11- Thordarson

'-

I-

R-300

o-

T -2445
110V. AC.

The schematic
diagram of the
power amplifier
and power unit.

with the existing plate voltage at any
given moment.
A volume control is desirable in a circuit of this description, the proper location of it being across the secondary of
the first audio transformer. The total resistance of this volume control should be
between 350,000 and 500,000 ohms.
The primary of the first audio transformer can be used to couple directly in
the plate circuit of the detector tube or
across an electro- magnetic pick -up. When
used under the former conditions the plate
circuit of the detector tube should be bypassed by a condenser of approximately
.002 unfit. This condenser should be connected in the receiver itself rather than
in the amplifier circuit.

o

OUTPUT
DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

1
1

-

The Aero "Metropolitan" Four
By Bert E. Smith
since tuned radio -frequency
amplification has been practical the
most popular receiver and certainly
EVDIt
one
the
which holds all the distance
records, has been four tube sets incorporating a stage of tuned radio frequency, usually neutralized, a regenerative detector, and a good two-stage audio frequency amplifier. This combination
made its initial debut as the "Roberts
Reflex," was closely succeeded by the
"Browning- Drake" and has hung on until
the most popular sets in the whole country
last winter were the "Chicago Daily News
Four" and the "Everyman Four," both of
this type. Probably the major reason for
the success of this particular type of receiver has been its simplicity and comparative inexpensiveness to build. of
course combined with its remarkable
sensitivity.

Neutralization and the 222
The greatest drawback to such receivers
in the past has been the difficulty in properly neutralizing the radio- frequency
amplifier tubes, but the development ofa
the shield -grid tube has opened up
wonderful new field for this receiver. This
tube, which has been especially designed
for use as a radio- frequency amplifier,
eliminates all of the inter -electrode feedback through coupling between the grid
and plate due to the capacity of these
two elements. This makes it possible to
obtain considerably higher voltage amplification per stage than is possible with
an unneutralized tube of the ordinary
three element variety.
Due to the structure of the tube the
plate current does not change to any
great extent with variations in the voltage
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to the plate. As a result the
amplitude of the plate current change.
ea used by variations of the grid voltage.
is to all intents and purposes absolutely
unaffected by any changes in the load
resistance. Therefore it Is possible to use
n tremendously high impedance in the
plate circuit with the resulting high voltage amplification obtainable by the use of
this very large load. ln this tube the
voltage amplification in the final analysis
is only dependent upon the mutual conductance of the tube itself and the load.
The voltage across the output load is
directly proportional to the load, and
therefore when a circuit can be employed,
which will have a large reactance, an
unusual degree of amplification can be
obtained.
At the lower radio frequencies, such as
are ordinarily used for superheterodyne

Applied
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Regeneration and Volume Control
Regeneration is accomplished by a constant feedback through a fixed tickler coil,
:nad a res i st a ove across the tuning condenser of this serves to subtract sufficient
energy from the circuit to stop oscillation
and then become a volume control, permitting the volage ou the grid of the
detector tube to be reduced to zero if
desired. This shunt resistance across the
condenser has the smut action as a series
resistance in the oscillating circuit. The
relation is obtained from the relation

r=-w' C' It
1

where It is the series resistance and r the shunt resistance.
'l'he adoption of this method of regeneration rather than a variable feedback
was caused by the tendency of any variation
in coupling between the plate and grid
circuits to detu ne the circuit slightly and
when a ganged condenser is utilized, this
cannot be tolerated. Furthermore the absorption method used provides an extremely smooth method of control and at
the saine time wakes possible the reduetion of the volume to zero by the same in-

The majority of the wiring in the "Metropolitan 4" receiver is run beneath the sub - panel. There is sufficient room in the metal cabinet for
batteries or a power device.

intermediate amplification. this high load
built up: at broadcast frequencies it is rather difficult to obtain a
very high load impedance and still retain
selectivity. For example, it is possible to
obtain the desired high load by the use of
a tuned -plate circuit, such as would cause
an ordinary- tube to become an oscillator
of the first magnitude. without causing
such disturbances. but there are drawbacks
to this system, which has been very extensively employed with the tube up to the
present. In the first place the selectivity
of this combination is extremely poor
since the large losses incurred in both the
plate circuit of the shield -grid tube and
the grid circuit of the jolluwing tube are
can be easily

adjustment
of the primary inductance to match antenna cha racterist acs. I u order to keep
the radio -frequency resistance at the
lowest possible figure, instead of introducing a separate primary. which. as it
is not entirely connected at all times in the
circuit, would have a shorted turn effect,
portion of the secondary is used in an
audio transformer
arrangement.
For
great selectivity with any type of Hutt-1111a.
the antenna is connected to tap No. 1 while
sensitivity
or
for great
short antennas, tap
is of a type which allows an

an

No.

4

is used.

strument which controls regeneration.
thus simplifying operation considerably.
A new type of audio -frequency amplifying transformer was built into this reeeiver.
These transformers have practically a fiat amplication curve from 30 to
71N0I cycles and then have u sharp cut -oft,
amplifying frequencies above 7500 cycles
not at all and as a consequence their use
to this receiver has resulted in extremely
quiet operation with almost complete
silence when no music is being broadcast.

This kit is supplied in complete form.
The metal cabinet is also supplied and
the kit itself contains every part down
to the soldering lugs and pieces of hookup wire and machine screws necessary for
its assembly. Sufficient room is provided
In the cabinet to use an ".t" eliminator
and "B" eliminator without having leads
running outside.

placed directly across the tuned circuit
and broaden it tremendously. In addition

this direct coupling allows low- frequency
disturbances to pass through the tubes
without a great deal of difficulty and such
a connection very frequently causes motor boating and other similar audio -frequency
oscillations, due to resistance acting as
coupling resistors, and making the radio frequency amplifier effectively an audio-

frequency oscillator.
Use of Attto/ormer
The use of a radio -frequency transformer or a ut ofo ruler of the proper typ.
will block out the transmission of these
low- frequency disturbances. This transformer must be designed with unusual
care, in order that the optimum load impedance may be obtained without too
great a loss of selectivity and at the
same time result in an almost even
transmission of energy between primary
and secondary over the entire broadcast
spectrum.
Another complication enters here. This
Is the matter of coupling the plate of the
regenerative detector to the grid coil as
well as (molding from the plate of the preceding tube. In the case of an ordinary
tube, the self inductance of the primary
oil used is coulpa rat ively small and the
ao multi
itductauoe of the primary and
i,kler is utilized and an entirely different
p htuonuma occurs.
The inductility coup tiu¢ 1.11v001 both the primary and tickler
coil, and the secondary must be in phase.
In this case. of course, coupling between
the tickler and primary would cause volt acIs in each other in quadrature. varythe load impedance of the detector
tube considerably.
In actual practice very to y st i fy in
actions take place until the reason is discovered. For example. it will frequently
occur in an improperly designed coil that
when the Coupling between the tickler and
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ttun is actually minced and vice versa.
A protracted course in experimentation
finally resulted in the design of a toil
whirl ont only places the requisite load
in the plate circuit of the serecn -grid tube.
but nt the Stith` time had an excellent
figure of merit in selectivity and operates
to great adva uta ce as a feedback coil.
The use of this coil has made possible the
excellent results obtained from the .\ere

"Metropolitan Four."
With this coil as

hase, the circuit
a
shown was developed. Tlae antenna coupler

In this

panel.

wiring - layout diagram the dotted connections are beneath the sub All necessary details are given. It is suggested that this layout
be

followed closely.
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"Halldorson Shield Grid 56 Receiver"
1Ltlldorsun

Fhirld -t :rid :.0

1ta-

uses screen -grid tubes in both
Iho radio frequency and first audi..
Tin.:111:
FWges. The first two R. I'. tubes air

screen-grid tubes operating in roujunettaaa
with special It. F. transformers. Loth It. I'.
Mill detector stages bong totally shielded
with polished copper shields.
'l'he screen -grid audio stage has a very
interesting effect iu bringing out weak distant signals that are ordinarily of ¡NO std
Iirirnt strength to actuate the :nnplitiees.
The second audio stage consists "t Iwo 171
tubes in a posh -Ian11 circuit. the output of
which is sufficient for any of the present
speakers to be operated with exeellent
tonal quality.
By an ingenious jack arrangement th.
set may be disconnected and the amplifiers
used for phonograph purposes whit volume and quality equal to the finest eleotrieal phonographs. While the first model
is announced for battery operation. the
utauufaeturers state the kit will also b
available for alteruattug current operation
using standard A. C. tubes.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
1- Ilalldorson escutcheon plate, single window.
1 -Front
panel mahogany finish, 7,21
I1alldorson copper stage shields.
3- inches.
1-- 11alldorson three -gang condenser.
ANT

GANG CONDENSER.
EACH UNIT .00035 MF

Ittltlt

222

I

METAL
SUB PANEL

MF

222

ItijOHM

171A

Ic..r."ti' Midi" Ir:llisfarm-

3cEG"

Ç

»Zal

-

o
B+

45V

C+ GND

BLACK

BLUE

8 +22'/2 B+

TO 90v 135V
GREEN

C-

40y2V

SLATE YELLOW

coupler.
Ilalldorson screen -grid It. F. coils.
1-- Ilalldorson steel crystalyne sub -base
with sockets attached.
1 --7 -wire multiplug and cable.
Ilalldorson drum dials.
I -1 i alldorson trimmer condenser.
1-- I1alldorson volume control and switch.
1- Potter .002 mfd. fixed condenser.
1Potter .5 mfd. by -pass condenser.
1-- Double circuit pl
'ratph jack.
1 -0 ohm rheostats with switch.
1 -7
ohm resistance strip, tapped at 4
ohms.
1- Assortment hardware, wire, screws,
nuts, etc.

-

MINEIDiMErWT

A B-

t-s. push poII 1Upat and enlput.
11n11dorsou I'v-rtoue screen -grid audio

1

SW

6 OHMS

Above: Rear view of the completed
receiver with shield cases removed
Left:
from the tuned circuits.
Schematic diagram of the "Shield
Grid 56 ". The first A.F. stage uses
a 222 as a space -charge -grid tube.
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The Screen -Grid Four
By Robert Frank Goodwin
F late there has been a considerable
number of receiver designs incorporating the new screen -grid tube,
submitted for the constructors' approval. Most of these designs have been
extremely elaborate affairs, which were
not only difficult to construct. but also
rather expensive.
The possibilities of this tube were real ized and also that there were numerous
people who would like to construct receivers incorporating thetn, providing the
design was not too difficult and the outlay not to expensive. Therefore. advantage
was taken of the situation, realizing that
it was possible to design a receiver to
meet these requirements.
'l'he receiver was to be a four tube affair,
using one stage of screen -grid amplification. a tuned detector and a two stage
transformer-coupled audio amplifier. The
reason for the limitation of one stage of
screen -grid amplification was not only for
economy, but because after actual test. it
was found that a single stage screen -grid
R. F. amplifier properly designed, feeding
into a non-regenerative detector with at
gaud two -stage audio amplifier enntpatred
well with a laboratory three stage It. F.
amplifier using 201 -a tubes. In fart the
co HI plet cal design functioned far more
emeient ly than the laboratory three stage
atTair. The overall ampliiiieattion was far
greater and the quality and sell... Hefty
slightly- favored the screen-grid amplifier.
The "Screen -Grid Four,' is the result of
much experimenting. The radio-frequency
portion of this receiver is con plot sly
shielded to prevent coupling between
stages and prevent outside pickup. low -loss
radio frequency transformers being used
for the coupling devices. These were

,'hoses in preference to tuned plate indnrtaurrs,
beeau se with them greater
selectivity is obtainable, and also low frequency disturbances do not reach the
grid of the suecooling tube.
Two single variable condensers are used
for tuning. This adds to the efcleney
and simplicity, for the unbalanced con
experlen red with tandem eon d itions
deusers is eliminated. The antenna roil

stage of
amplification using a
screen
- grid
tube, a detector
and two stages
of transformer coupled
A. F.
amplification is
the make -up of
th e
"ScreenGrid Four."
The layout of
the apparatus is
quite simple due
to the relatively
One
R.F.

few parts used.
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is tapped at three places and with the aid
of at
three -point in duet ante switch,

mounted to the front panel, the value of
OW antenna coil can be corrected for the
various stations. thereby increasing the
selectivity of the receiver. With a broad
signal the value of the antetnut coil inn
be decreased to sharpen the tuning. and
with a weak signal the antenna induetanee
ran be increased, thereby inreasing the
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LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

LOUD

SPOAER

M7!

10 4.7v

e+_

136V

s.

O-

aim

GREEN

B4

GR.

D-

ñiñi.

s.

SOR

Schematic diagram of the "Screen -Grid Four ".
amplitude of the incoming signal voltage.
For a volume control n variable
nce is connected in serles withresistthe
screen -grid and the "B" positive 45 volts.
By varying this resistance the voltage applied to the screen -grid can be increased
or decreased. Therefore, the volume is
controlled by altering the amplification of
the screen -grid tube.
Since the amplification of the screen grid tube is extremely high, it was necessary to shield it from its respective coil,
besides the complete shielding of each
stage. Also, by -pass condensers are used
to prevent feedback
through battery

coupling. In the audio -frequency circuit
it will be noticed that there are four
1 -mfd. by -pass condensers connected to the
filaments and "B" positive returns of each
transformer. These are used to prevent
radio- frequency currents from entering the
audio circuit, which would effect the
quality of reproduction.

These audio transformers were carefully
selected for their fiat characteristic curve,
which is vitally important when quality
of reproduction is desired.
For the detector and first audio stage,
CX -301 -A tubes are used with 45 volts on
the plate of the detector and 00 volts for
the first A. F. stage and a 4% volt grid
bias, whereas in the last stage a 371 -A
power tube is used with 180 volts on the
plate and a negative grid bias of 40%
volts. At this voltage the tube has an
amplification factor of 2.9 and an undis-

torted output of 0.710 watts. Although
it is suggested that this power tube be
operated at the above specified voltages,
it can be operated with 135 volts on the
plate and a negative grid bias of 27.
without a noticeable decrease in amplification, but with a great decrease in undistorted power output. which would be
0.320 watts as compared with 0.710 watts.

1- Thordarson R -300 or R -200 Audio
for first stage
1- Transformer
R -200 for second stage
1- Thordarson
Thordarson Speaker Coupling Transtype
2-former,
Hammarlund
1- ML-17
Hammarlund

R -76

Variable Condensers, type
R. F. Choke, type ItFC250
1- FG
Iammarlund Screen -Grid R. F. Coil,
P-17
1- Hammarlund
Screed -Grid Antenna Coil,
type AC -17
1- 11ammarlund
-Q Box Shield
1- Carter Tube Iii
Shield with armour lead,
type No. 322
1- Carter Adapter Ring, type No. 332
1- Carter 500,000 Ohm Volume Control
Potentiometer,
No. 55
1- tarter 15 Ohm type
Tapped Resistance, type
U5 -15
1- Carter Three Point Inductance Switch,
type No. 110
1-Carter Power Switch
4ltadiall Amperites, type 1 -A
1 -Eby Socket
1 -Eby Binding Post (Ant.)
1- Dubilier .00025 Micadon with Grid Leak
Mount, type 640 -G
2-Dubilier .25-mfd. Condensers, type 907
4- Dubilier 1 -mfd. Condensers, type 907
1- Yaxley Seven Wire Cable Connector,
670
2- type
Yaxley Pup Jacks, type 416
2Kurz -Kasch Dials
1 -Roll Solid "Braidite" Wire
1- Westinghouse
Micarta
Fabricators
Panel, 7" x 18"
1 -Davon 5 -meg. Glastor Resistor
2- Cunningham CX-301 -A Tubes
1CX -371 -A Tube
1- Cunningham
Cunningham CX-322 Tube
1- Corbett Cabinet
(7" x 18" x 12" deep)
Screws, washers, solder, etc.

A New High Quality Resistance -Push -Pull

Audio Amplifier
By Joseph Morgan

FOR many purposes the 210 -tube is
almost ideal for the last stage of a
resistance- coupled amplifier. However. if It is desired to obtain good
volume in even a medium sized room, a 210
tube will overload quite perceptibly if it
is used in the last stage of an amplifier
which is capable of amplifying frequencies
as low as 30 cycles. Especially now that
phonograph pick -up devices are coming
into common use it is necessary to handle
large power since many of the new process phonograph records include frequencies as low as 30 cycles.
As shown in the diagram, the input may
come from any suitable detector, [which. of
course, may be preceded by a radio -frequency amplifier. The primary of the
plate
transformer T is connected to theproper
of the detector tube and the
positive "B" voltage for that tube. in the
usual manner. The primary of the transformer is shunted by a mica condenser
which should have a value not exceeding
0.0001 tad.. and a radio-frequency choke
should be placed in series with the debe
tector plate. The secondary should
shunted by n resistance of not less than
50,000 ohms nor more than 500,000 ohms.
The best value may be determined by trial.
The transformer must be of the finest
all frequality and capable of passing cycles
to
quencies from approximately 30
0000 cycles equally.
is
a
amplifier
It will be noticed that the
double push -pall type; that is, both the
first and second stages are push -pull
perstages. This is necessary to securestages
fect balance and symmetry between
of
and further to insure the elimination
second harmonic distortion in both stages.
The two tubes of the first stage are the
240 type having an amplification factor of
30. The grid bias of 1.5 volts for these
megohm
tubes is fed through two 2 The
plate
metallized grid leaks as shown.
voltage of 180 volts is fed through two
metallized plate resistors of % megohm
that
each. It is exceedingly important
these resistors be noiseless and constant
in value.
Two type 210 -s are used in the second
or output stage. The grid bias of approximately 35 volts. used in this stage, isa
fed through two resistors, each having
value of 0.5 megohm. The plate current
is fed through two resistors, each 8,000
he
ohms. These metallized resistors must
tunable of dissipating 2.5 watts continu-

ously.
The most advantageous plate
voltage for this stage is between 500 and
700 volts although voltage as low as 400
may be employed. However, if less than
500 volts is used, it is best to use plate
resistors of 6,000 ohm rather than 8,000
ohm units as specified.
The entire amplifier may be operated
from a good ''B' eliminator.
The filaments can be operated from raw A. C.
from the "B"- eliminator transformer, but
D. C. is recommended for the filaments of
the first stage. A rheostat should be inserted in one of the filament leads of the
first stage to reduce the voltage across the
filaments to 5 volts and the voltage across
the filaments Of the second stage should
be 7.5 volts. The variable center -tapped
resistors across the filament of the first
and second stage should be at least 30
ohms. If a storage battery is used to
light the filament of the detector tube it
sh told also be used to light the filaments
of the first push -pull stage.
t is not advisable in this amplifier to
obtain the C biases from the "B" elimi-

nator since it complicates matters and reduces stability.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
R1 -1 Durham 100,000 ohm resistor.
lt2-2 Durham standard 1 meg. resistors.
113-2 General radio 30 ohm center- tapped
var. resistors.
R4-2 Durham standard % meg. resistors.
1:5-2 Durham standard % meg. resistors.
116-2 Durham 8,000 ohm, 2t watt power ohms.
('1 -1 Dubilier 0001 mfd. fixed condenser.
('2-2 Dubilier 1. mfd. fixed condensers.
('3-2 Dubilier 0.1 mfd. fixed condensers.

-1 Samson No. 85 R. F. choke.
1.2-2 Samson No. 3 A. F. chokes.
T -1 Samson symphonic A. F. transformer.
Ill -1 C battery, 1.5 volts.
B2-1 C battery, 35 volts.
VI -2 UX -240 or CX -340 tubes.
L1

V2-2 UX -210 or CX -310 tubes.
4 Benjamin UX sockets.
0 Durham resistor mountings.
(Note: A. F. chokes are unnecessary
with a good ''It" supply unit.)

The schematic diagram of the resistance -coupled push -pull A.F. amplifier.
VI are 240 -type tubes and V2 are 210s. T is a low -ratio transformer.
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POLYMET PRODUCES NEW
COLORED RESISTANCES
The Polymet Manufacturing Corporation
has just placed on the market strip resistances made in various bright colors. A
request for this new feature came from
the Assembly Departments of several of
the largest radio manufacturers who are
now using the new Polymet colored resistances and report complete satisfaction
with the increased speed in assembly male
possible through this color method of distinguishing the different resistances that
go into a particular set.

NOVEL RECORD TO DEMONSTRATE NEW SPEAKERS
Potting a miniature broadcasting pro-

gram on a Victrola record is the unique
idea used by United Radin Corporation of
Rochester, N. Y., to free dealers from the
limitations of broadcasting hours in
demonstrating Peerless Speakers. The
record gives a program that is a sample
of the Sunday Peerless Half Hour.

NEMA FALL MEETING
The National Electrical Manufacturers
Association will hold its Fall meeting
during the week of October '21. P128. at
Briarcliff Iodge, Briarcliff, N. Y.

LEKTOPHONE LICENSES
JENSEN CO.
Lektophone Corporation, who own and
control basic patents on controlled edge
radio cone speakers, have issued a license
to the Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company, Oakland, California, for the manufacture and distribution of their new
dynamic and other speakers.

EBY LICENSED BY R.C.A.
License to manufacture ander patents
held by the Radio Corporation of America
and its associated companies. was granted
to the H. II. Ehy Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia.
This license according to Mr. F. C.
Trimble, sales manager of the Eby organization. covers the manufacture and sale of
power audio amplifiers and power units.
This arrangement heralds the entry of the
manufacturer of the smallest radio
accessory, the binding post, into the power
audio amplifier field.
Development of a combination power
audio amplifier and power pack by the
Eby engineering staff has been In progress
for the past year. The perfection of the
unit was climaxed by the patent negotiations and granting of the license.

SOVIET COMBINE AND R.C.A.
FORM COOPERATIVE
AGREEMENT
Mr. M. G. Gurevitch, acting chairman of
the board of directors of the Amtorg
Trading Corporation, 105 Broadway, made
recently the following announcement:
An agreement calling for technical cooperation has been concluded between the
Soviet State Electrotechnical Trust of
Weak Current Factories and the Radio
Corporation of America. The agreement
provides for exchange of patent and
engineering information in regard to
varions radio equipment. Techoienl assistance with reference to the manufacture of
certain radio apparatus is also provided
in the agreement.

DEJUR ABSORBS AMSCO
The DeJur-Amsco Corporation is the new
name of an organization resulting from
the absorption of the, facilities of the
Anise() Products Corp., by the DeJur
Products Co., Inc.
According to Mr. Rain', A. Dedur.
President of the new firm, the organize-

lion will maintain quarters in two buildings, occupying a total floor space in excess of 411,1100 square feet. An entire floor
with an operating area of approximately
20,1011 square feet will be devoted to the
manufacture of variable condensers of
single, double, triple and quadruple section type. The remaining space in the
other building will be devoted to the
manufacture of power resistances. rheostats. potentiometers. variable resistances
of all types. radio frequency chokes, tip
jacks and sockets.
A new development laboratory-, equipped
with the latest condenser and resistance
measuring devices will be installed to
au gilent the equipment now at hand.

E. H. McCARTHY APPOINTED TO
MAJESTIC SALES
The Grigsby Grunow Co., announces
the appointment of E. II. McCarthy as
distributor contact man in Metropolitan,
New York, formerly with Symphonic Sales
('n., who will work out of the New York
nflice of Herbert E. Young, 33 West 42nd
Street. Mr. McCarthy was for Ove and a
half years in charge of Columbia Graphaphone Company's advertising and Dealer
Service Dept. at Boston during which time
he supervised Retail Sales Campaigns for
Columbia healers employing thirty -three
salesmen in this division.

SCOTT TRANSFORMER CO. MOVE
TO LARGER QUARTERS
The Scott Transformer Company recently
moved to new and larger quarters at 4450
Ravenswood Ave., Chicago. Ill. This company manufactures the well -known Scott
Transformers for the Scott World's Record

RADIOVISION CORP. APPOINT
NEW REPRESENTATIVES

Superhetrody-ne Receivers
power amplifier packs.

including the

MASTER ENGINEERING CO.
ORGANIZED
The Master Engineering Company,

122

South Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill. was
recently organized by Leroy Eschner, well
known in radio. to manufacture and merchandise the Master Voltage Control.

ADDITION TO FORMICA PLANT

An addition to the plant of The Formica
Insulation Company. Cincinnati. is now
well under way and will be completed and
ready for occupancy by October first.
The new building will add 18.000 feet of
floor space to the facilities of the Company.
'l'he Formica Company was one of the
first producers of phenol fibre insulation
and has concentrated on this one product
product is
for the past 15 years. The
well known to all makers of electrical and
radio apparatus. Shipments during the
past year have been reported as running
about 40 percent ahead of 11127 -snaking

the new space necessary.

DETROIT ELECTRIC CO. OPENS
KALAMAZOO BRANCH

The Detroit Electric Company, Detroit,
Michigan, distributors of products of A. H.
Grebe & Co., The.. in the Detroit area and
surrounding territories, announced late in
August the reopening of its Kalamazoo
Branch at No. 132 North Rose Street,
Kalamazoo, Michigan. The new branch is
under the managership of S. Kenneth
Shull. Mr. Shull has associates) with him
H. P. Lockwood assisting in the territory.

H. B. HOLMES WITH DE FOREST
RADIO COMPANY
li. B. Holmes. recently vice- president of
Henry L. Crowley & Company, Inc.. East
Orange. N. J.. has been made general sales
manager of the heForest Radio Company,
Jersey ('ity. Ile was formerly secretary
and general malinger of the Isohuuitc
Company of America, Belleville, N. J.

ROLLER -SMITH APPOINTS E. E.
VAN CLEEF AS CHICAGO
DISTRICT SALES AGENT
'rhe Roller -Smith Company. 233 Broadway. New York. N. Y.. announces the
53
pointment of Mr. Elliott E. Van Cleef, apW. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. Ill., as its
District Sales Agent in the Chicago terri tory.
Mr. Michael B. Mathley. who las been
cou nett ed with the Chicago office for many
years will be associated with Mr. Van
('leaf.
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The Cooley Rayfoto, which is being
merchandised by the Radiovision Corporation of 02 West 39th Street. New York,
will be represented on the Pacific Coast by
Lombard J. Smith. who is to take over
the Southern ('a lifo rn inn territory running
north to Bakersfield and including Los
Angeles. A. J. Anderson, who lias just
associated himself with Alex Kelly. will
sponsor the Itayfoto kit in San Francisco
end south to Bakersfield.
Isadore A. Margulies, well -known to the
Pliiladelphiia trade as the Tobe- I[entschmana ratan, has taken on the agency for
the Cooley Itayfoto in Philadelphia and
Camden.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC APPOINTS
RADIO SALES REPRESENTATIVES
The Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 120 So.
Sagamon St., Chicago, has appointed radio
sales representatives, to contact radio
redistributors and manufacturers in their
spective territories. as follows: A. Irving
Witz, 611 Widener Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
as far West as the North and South line
through and including Harrisburg; the
State of Delaware and the cities of Baltimore and Washington. Brower Murphy,
214 Red Rock Building, Atlanta, Ga., the
States of Georgia, Alabama. Florida, Tennessee. North Carolina, South Carolina.
and Virginia. lt. J. Fitzner Company, 159
E. Elizabeth St., Detroit, Michigan. the
State of Michigan excepting the northern
peninsular, and the city of Toledo. Otto
E. Hellmann Co., 0_0 Chemical Building,
St. Louis Mo., the State of Missouri.

E. C. CARLSON APPOINTED R.C.A.
ASSISTANT ADVERTISING
MANAGER
The Radio Corporation of America announces the appointment of Mr. E. C.
Carlson. who until August 1st, was District Advertising Malinger of their Chicago
District, as Assistant Advertising Manager in charge of sales promotion with
headquarters in New York.
Ile has charge of all Sales Promotion
activities and will coordinate the functions
of the District Advertising Divisions with
those of the General Advertising Depart ment.
Mr. Carlson was formerly connected
with Pillsbury Floor Mills, Cheney Talking Machine Company, Rue Motor Comand the Chicago and Northwestern
Ruanv
ailway-.

ARMSTRONG ELEC. CO. MOVE TO
NEW QUARTERS
The Armstrong 1.,ectric & Mfg. Co., Inc..
ma nn furl a re rs of vaeu n nt tubes, have
moved into larger iunnters at 147 -103

Sylvan Ave.. Newark. N..I. The new plant
provides three times
es the former floor -pace
and increased facilities, The :\rnist rong
Co. is going into production on all types
of vnounn1 tubes.
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NEW BODINE

RADIO MOTOR GENERATOR SET

The Bodine Electric Company. 2254 W.
Ohio street. Chicago. III., announce an improved model of their standard motor generator set. The principal improvements
are the in ci rporat ion of an improved filter
system, and a change in general design
permit ing the filter and regulating
rheostat to be enclosed in the base of the
set, thereby protecting them from damage.
The Bodine Radio \totoGenerator Set
converts direct current to single -phase. 00
This enables
cycle alternating curr,tit.

LINCOLN 101 MANUALLY TUNED
INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS
The Lincoln 101 T. F. Transformer,
manufactured by the Lincoln Radio Corp..
329

Wood

So.

St.,

Chicago, contains

in

A
new intermediate
f re quency transformer for super -

(power) detector, and one stage of power
audio -frequency amplification.
Rectification of the current for the "B" and "C"
requirements is accomplished by a 11X -280
radiotron. A voltage switch is provided
to take care of variations in line potentials
of 105 to 125 volts. Both receiver and
power supply unit are housed in a two tined walnut cabinet. In the center of the
panel is a bronze escutcheon plate framing the selector dial and concealing the
bulb which illuminates the dial and tuning
control. t)peration of this new superheterodyne has been reduced to its simplest
form by means of a single tuning control.
In addition there is a power switch and
volume control.

heterodynes
which is manually tuned by a
variable
con-

NEW ARCTURUS A -C AMPLIFYING
TUBE
.l new amplifying tube for use In radio

denser.

and audio -frequency :unpliuers has been
placed on the market by the Arcturus
Itadto Company. of Newark. N. J. This
new' tube, type 4S. is
the 15 -volt heater
design and is similar in matt'- respects to
the No. 28 amplifier. However, the new
tube is designed to operate with a 4.5 -volt
bias. at a plate potential of 135 volts, instead of the 1.5 -volt bias required by the

if

New Bodine Radio Motor -Generator
dealers in direct current districts to successfully demonstrate and test :l. t'. radio
receivers and accessories. The filter system prevents any electrical disturbances
from bring ,-a rrieil to the set and producing noises in the loudspeaker. The rheoStat is provided to correct variations in the
I). C. supply. The set delivers 2511 watts,
auffeient to operate any radio or radiophonograph combination. It is small. compact and easily handled. Suitable extension cords are furnished. ready to plug in.
No wiring is necessary.

addition to the primary and se
la ry. n
small tuning condenser. which tunes the
primay to exactly the desired frequency.
The knob of this tuning condenser protects through the case of the transformer
and is always available for retuning, after
a set is built incorporating two, thrts
uucre of these transformers, it is placed
in operation and then the transformers
are tuned individually by the builder to
exactly the saute frequency, thereby compensating for all differences in wiring.
tube characteristics, etc.
l'he Lincoln l01 transformer is housed
in a copper shield can, 100% shielded, the
Bakelite tuning knob with pointer lint
Jeitiug through the top. Size is 2r) in.
wide. 31%. in. long and 31,x. in. high.sConvenient mounting lugs are provided on
rash side, equipped with solder lugs for
riureni,uer ill w'iring.
List price. $7

LINCOLN 105 AND 106 "REVOLUTIONARY" AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

new
hioh
impedance audio
frequency transformer employing the Clough
System of amA

plification.

huh
1.1 -t

I'lid. . #Uni
Second Flame .l. l'. Transl 'rire. m'7 INI

a

general amplifying tube.

BALDOR TELEVISION MOTORS
The Interstate Electric Co., 4339 Uuncan
Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.. announce a series of
single phase induction motors especially

adapted for television transmitting and
receiving. Induction motors are best for
this type of work as there is no commutator and therefore no sparking to set up
any interference. A speed control mocha
uism in the form of a switch. variable
resistance. reartanee
a 1.1111111111:1110f1 of
-

RECEIVERS AND
LOUDSPEAKERS

A new line of Radiolas including superheterodyne
receivers
utilizing A. C.

rtdiotrons throughout, for simplified

..le('

rie n Aeration with self -enclosed loudspeakers of the improved dynamic type.
and a new loudspeaker of artistic design.
is amnia need by the Radio Corporation of
t

.lmeriea.
The new A. C. superheterodyne receivers
are introduced in three models to be
known as Radiola 00. a popular priced
table model. Radiola 02. a console cabinet
enclosed
veil h
dynnnily speaker. and
Radials IN. a larger ('Onsole cabinet with
a iIy niani ie spea her of greater power.
The table type A. C. sulienceterodyne.
model NI. in('ludes wcru lY -_!7 radios roils
nud one UX-171-A power radintrin. The
i-iceuil rumprises Iwo stages Of limed
radio frequency. :uupliti :u ioil. ti rst drier
tor. oscillator. two stages of tuned inter
mediate I requeuoy :Ili plitication, :I sIoi

Standard

type Baldor Television
Motor.

the foregoing eau be easily incorporated
in motors of this type. Needless to say
this is an important factor in television
reception.
This type of motor was designed to
meet
thi requirements when constant
-steed which may be varied at will, is
needed. Ilue to features of design and the
absence of switching mechanism in conic etiun will' the rotor, the motor can be
...unrolled so that any speed from 50 to
1111 R.1'.:i.
up to synchronous speed can
be obtained when eutme,led to a suitable
lead.
ntagmt ie anion is similar to a
polyphase motor. the usual hum being

'l'li

ahsrat.
Type YlV. i,, I1.I'.. 110 volts. 60 eyries,
-iu_h phase. 1.8111 lt.1'.\t. Recommended
ended
television
receivers employing a

fr

ii

st

its value as

R.C.A. ANNOUNCES NEW

The inn; second stage Iransfo ruler is used
between the first and sec
stage audio
I
tubes. ;nn,I provides an effective transformation ratio of :t.7 lu I.
111 l.incolu 'l'r:nrsfnrui,rs are emased
in a sat incopper li noshed ...Ise :tt_ in.
high. 2d, in. wide. :nid 3 3 iii in. over
mounting feel. l're% ided with solder lug
teruuiinis for ro n' 'uirurr
wiring.
l.iucobi 1113 first Mage A.F. TransI

to accommodate a ouch larger grid swing
raising the voltage input the tube can
handle vv it hoot distorting and i ni,reas i ng

it

-

former.
f.iecoli,
former.

Redesign of the tube makes it possible

it

each.

The new Lincoln 105 (first stage) and
106 tsee,,nil stage) audio- frequency transformers Ilse the system designed by Kendall Clough.
The new 1115 first stage transformer is
designed fur Ilse het wrru any standard
detector :nul first singe audio tubes. and
provides an effective transformation ratio
of 4.4 to 1.

earlier tube.

uI inch seamning disc.
Speeds between
and 1711.1 It.I'. \I. ea,oly maintained
111íh :
5 b. 43 ohm
variable resistance.
.

New R. C. A. Radiola 60
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$311,151.
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If y ou don't Like

SM

"THE BRUTAL TRUTH"

better not read this!

.

IMO I
MIMI!

s1112smn1

-

Contrast this straight-from- the-shoulder guarantee with
not
the advertising phrases used by other manufacturers
one dares offer the guarantee that S-M has given for two
consecutive years ever since the first 220 transformers
were produced.
Not all radio fans have been able to attend the public
comparative tests that S-M engineers have been making
at the R.M.A. trade show and in the larger eastern cities.
These are the very surest proof that the new transformers
are far superior to any and all other types. If you find it
hard to believe that any transformers can be so far ahead
of the audio equipment which you have been using, we
can only say to you: "Buy 225 and a 226, or a 255 and a
256; hook them up properly and test them. Then, if you're
not satisfied that they are better than anything you've
ever heard, return them to the factory for full credit."
The fan unwilling to accept such an offer content with
transformers now far outclassed is not the open-minded
and progressive type to whom S-M appeals, and who will
find in(the new S-M transformers a quality of reproduction
beyond his fondest expectations.
1.

-

New S -M Kits Using
730 Short Wave Kit
All the thrills of code and
voice reception from many
countries you can get night
after night with the new S-M
730 " Round- the-World " Four.
Bee picture at lower right,. It
has one screen-grid r.f. stage,

710
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the Clough Audio System

Sargent -Rayment Seven

Grid Six

Here is a set worthy in every way to stand with
factory products selling for several times the price.
Build one and test it see how these three screen grid r.f. stages cut past a powerful local and reach
out after feeble signals a thousand or two thousand
miles away on adjacent channels, and deliver them
with loud- speaker volume! Theaudio amplifier uses
two Clough system stages. The complete
kit is only $72.50 (two-tone metal shielding
cabinet $9.25 extra). or -sactory wired complete with cabinet $102.00.

The S -M Authorized Service Station located
t you will construct any S -M set. If you
yourself build sets professionally, ask about our
Service Station Franchise. Send the coupon for
a sample copy of the "Radiobuilder."

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.

No
Wave Sets
No 4. :225, 225. 226, 215. 216. 211 Audio

,.

formers
Co. ti. 720 Screen Grid Six Itereteer
e
Grid Four
l. 7411 -Coast -to -r 'oast- Screen
Nu 7 71AIIC Power Supply and 076 Dyhao..
Speaker Amplifier
No. S. Sorcent- Ila ) mom Seven
Na

I.

854 W.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U.

1
1

I
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follows, at 2c each:
L :'4011 07ABC Itrsrrrnlr fusser Units
o0, Public Add re-s t ninth
Short
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A precision laboratory instrument for the
veteran fan -- with single -dial tuning feature
and separate stage verniers. There are four
screen grid t.r.f. stages
five circuits in all are
tuned by the single illuminated drum. One
knob controls volume. Each circuit is individually shielded, bypassed, and isolated from all
others by heavy plates integral with the satinsilver- finished aluminum cabinet. Incorporates
new Clough system audios with output filter.
The kit is $130.00 complete with cabinet; wired
and tested, $175.00.

regenerative detector (non radiatingl. and two of the S-M
Clough system audio stages.
Four plug -in coils fit a 5-prong
socket accessible on cop of the
aluminum cabinet. The complete 730 kit, including cabinet,
is $51.00; the 731 Adapter, the
same kit without the two audio
stages. $36.00, converts any set
to long-distance short -wave
reception. The 732 Essential

1115111

Research engineers - eminent designers men who
know, not guess all acknowledge the supremacy of S-M
audio transformers. This is a strong statement to make.
but we back it up with a gu trance,. such as no other manufacturer has offered on audio transformer equipment.
S-M Clough System audios are, in absolute fact, two years
ahead -as truly as were the S-M 22(1's when, two years
ago, they introduced the high frequency cut -off only
recently adopted by other manufacturers. Remember this
when selecting audio amplifying equipment remember
that S-M is the only manufacturer that has ever dared to
make public comparative testa in comparison amplifiers
open and accessible to minute, detailed examination by
all listeners and remember the above quoted positive
guarantee!
In the chart above, E is the two-stage curve for the largesize transformers (S-M 225, 1st stage; and 226, 2nd stage,
$3.00 each); D is that of the smaller ones (S-M 255 and 256.
$6.00 each). Note the marked advantage over A, B and
C -all standard eight and ten dollar transformers under
equal conditions.
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" Silver-Marshall unconditionally guarantees the
new S -M Clough system audio transformers to give
greater amplification, finer tone, and less distortion
than any standard transformers marketed by any
other American manufacturer."
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Type Y2V,
-H.P., 110 volts, 6'I- cycles.
single phase, %
1_00 R.P.M. Variable speed
and range with 30 -ohm rheostat. 500 to
1100 R.P.M. Price, bare motor, $33.00.
Type M2V, 1/15 H.P., 110 volts, 60- cycles,
single phase, 1800 R.P.M. for receiving
sets using 9 to 18 -inch scanning disc., also
resistance controlled; 1700 R.P.M. full
load. Variable spew) range with 60 -ohm
rheostat, 7511 to 1450 R.P.M. I'rice $23.00.

are now offering the same chassis housed
in a handsome two tone russet bronze metal
cabinet as illustrated. With these two jobs
Pierce -Airo dealers will be able to meet the
demands of their customers for either a
high class chassis or a fine receiver at a
moderate price.
)Teri a -Airo chassis are
manufactured by Pierre -Airo, Inc., 117 4th

KNAPP "A" POWER

NEW EBY 171 POWER AUDIO

The Snapp Electric, Inc., of l'ort Chester, N. Y., announce a new "A" power
unit which is now being sold through the
established trade channels and has several
very interesting features:
Four or 6 volts from seine unit. Thus
it is possible for dealers and jobbers to
stock but one item. On the panel are
located three taps: A-I-; A -4\ A -6V.
Absolutely dry. Oversize filter system
;

Avenue, New York City.

AMPLIFIER

A

new combination power audio ampli-

fier and power pack, operating directly
from the A. C. house supply circuit, with
an output of approximately 1.5 watts, and
known as the 220 Power Audio Amplifier,
has been announced by the H. H. Eby
Mfg. Co.. of Philadelphia, Pa.
According to Mr. F. C. Trimble, sales
manager of the organization, this, the first
of a series of combination power packs
and audio amplifiers, is a two -stage transformer- couplet) unit. employing a 226 type
A. C. tube in the first stage and two 171
tubes connected in push -pull fashion as

the output stage. A three stage amplifier
utilizing a 227. a 226 and a pair of 250s will
be ready shortly.
The units are designed for complete A. C.
operation, A, B and C voltages being obtained from the power unit which utilizes
a 280 full wave rectifier tube in the power
amplifier equipped with 171 tubes, and
two 281 half wave rectifiers in the power
amplifier equipped with the 250 type tubes.

Knapp "A" Power Unit.
consistimz of three dry Elkon Condensers
and two large choke coils. Total eapacity
4,500 inf.. insuring freedom from hum.
Elkon rectifier delivers 2
amperes at 6
volts, and proportionate current at 4 volts.
Operates on 105 -120 volts A.C. 50 to 60
cycles. List Price, $37.50.

NEW ELKON

BRIELLE LOUD SPEAKER MOTOR
The G. It. Penn Manufacturing Co.. 34
3rd Street. New York City, announce
A. Motor, which can be installed

W.

their B.

METALLIC RECTI-

FIER

Elkon, Inc., of fort Chester, N. Y.,
nounce a new type of rectifier, which anis
made of the same elements as the more
familiar Elkon rectifiers is shaped like a
tube and has a standard tube base.

,119111CI.19urLl

Electrically it has the same characteristics as the standard 1111 type tubes, but
with a guaranteed life of 5.000 hours. It
is designed solely as a replacement unit
and fits all types of tube sockets. List
Price, $6.00.

PIERCE -AIRO CHASSIS NOW
AVAILABLE IN CABINETS
Pierre-Airo, Inc., manufacturers of the
tube fierce -Airo chassis which has become so popular with the trade and public
7

New U.S. Disc Sander

Care has been given to make the new
disc sander fully as sturdy and powerful
as the other tools in this broad line. A
fan -cooled Universal motor of well known
make operates the 9 -inch disc at 3600 r.
p. m. under load, the most widely accepted
speed for this work. Ball bearings also
of a favored make are used throughout.
The familiar two -pole trigger switch in
the handle, one of today's many electrical
tool features introduced by U. S., is Included.
Thought has also been given to the
"heft" or balance of the U. S. Disc Sander.
It handles easily, making for maximum
ease and speed in operating.
Fine, [medium and coarse sanding discs
are furnished. Also twelve feet of flexible
rubber covered cable, two -piece attachment
plug and armored cable guard are regular
equipment. Weight is only
twelve pounds.
Tho price complete is $85.

DRESNER SHORT -WAVE
VERTER

11.11.

The new Elkon
Metallic Recti
fier which will
replace the usual form of full wave rectifier in
a "B" supply
unit.

NEW U. S. DISC SANDER
The United States Electrical Tool Company, Cincinnati, pioneers In portable
electric tool making, announce a new and
improved disc sanding tool.

Bridle

Loud

Speaker Motor.

in any type of cone speaker.

The unit is
large and powerful and has laminated pole
pieces that provide maximum efficiency to
the A. F. energy generated by the coils.
This feature also eliminates eddy currents.
Price of motor alone, $10.00; with complete kit of 24, 30 or 36 -inch cone, $15.25.

NEW ANSONIA REPRODUCER
The Radio Foundation, Inc., 1 Park
Phi-e, Now York City, announce their new
cone square-type reproducer which is encased in a beautiful walnut cabinet with
rounded corners and gold inlay, the finish
and design harmonizing with many of
the new 1928-29 receiving sets.
)'sing the new Ansonia chassis. the
Ansonia square type reproducer possesses
the same pleasing tone quality and rugged
construction as found in other Ansonia
models. height 12", width 12 ", depth 6 ".
1.1st Price, $20.50

CON-

The Dresner Radio Manufacturing Co.,
of 642 Southern Boulevard, New York
City, announce a Short -Wave Converter,
which can be plugged Into any type of
broadcast receiver, and pick up stations on
the lower bands of wave lengths.
The entire apparatus of the Converter Is
housed in a cabinet 8% x 5% x 5'4
inches, the weight being 3 pounds. Tuning is accomplished by the two dials on
the Converter's front panel, the dials of
the receiver itself not being used for shortwave tuning. Five plug -In type coils make
it possible to cover a wave -band of 15 to
550 meters with this Converter Unit.
The
coils are fitted with prongs such as are
used on vacuum tubes and are readily
distinguished by the different colors of the
forms on which they are wound.
The lead from the Converter is plugged
into the socket of the detector tube, which
is plugged in the socket on the top of the
Converter. The only other changes necessary are the transferring of the antenna
and ground leads from the receiver to the
binding posts of the Converter. The circuit of the Converter is regenerative. Two
knobs on the top of the cabinet control
the sensitivity and signal strength. Price,
$22.50.

NEW TRANSFORMER COIL WINDING MACHINE
The Chicago Transformer Co, announced
recently that its Chief Engineer, Wilmer

New P:erce -Airo

7

-TUhe Receiver

.7. Leidy, has invented n
vindine machine
which accomplishes interspaced winding in
approximately the same time required for
winding ordinary- transformer coils. By
the use of this machine it is said that the
company- will be able to produce a
"straight line" A.F. transformer at a reasonable price. No licenses to other manufacturers have yet been granted.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Power Supply Transformers
These transformers supply full
wave rectifiers using two UX -281
tubes, for power amplifiers using
either 210 or 250 types power amplifying tubes as follows: T -2098 for two
210 power tubes, $20.00; T -2000 for
single 250 power tube, S20.00; T -2950
for two 250 tubes, $29.50.

Double Choke Units
Consist of two 30 henry chokes in one
case. T -2099 for use with power supply transformer T -2098, $14; T -3099
for use with transformer T- 2900, $16;
T-3100 for use with transformer
T-2950, $18.

Tt1OR1P5 ON

Power Compacts
A very efficient and compact form of

AUDIO TRANSFORMER
UPREME in musical performance, the

new Thordarson R -300 Audio Transformer brings a greater realism to radio
reproduction. Introducing a new core material, "DX- Metal" (a product of the Thordarson Laboratory), the amplification range has
been extended still further into the lower register, so that even the deepest tones now may
be reproduced with amazing fidelity.
The amplification curve of this transformer
is practically a straight line from 30 cycles to
8,000 cycles. A high frequency cut -off is provided at 8,000 cycles to confine the amplification to useful frequencies only, and to eliminate undesirable scratch that may reach the
audio transformer.
When you hear the R -300 you will appre-

ciate the popularity of Thordarson transformers among the leading receiving set manufacturers. The R -300 retails for $8.00.

CO
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
1895
Transformer Specialists Since

- Chicago.11l.

WORIIIS OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS

`?Huron and Kingsbury Streets

CCSA.

power supply unit. Power transformer and filter chokes all in one case.
Type R -171 for Raytheon rectifier and
171 type power tube, $15.00; Type
R-210 for UX -281 rectifier and 210
power tube, $20.00; Type R -280 for
UX -280 rectifier and 171 power tube,
$17.00.

Speaker Coupling Transformers
A complete line of transformers to
couple either single or push -pull 171,
210 or 250 power tubes into either
high impedance or dynamic speakers.
Prices from $6.00 to $12.00.

Screen Grid Audio Coupler
The Thordarson Z- Coupler T -2909 is
a special impedance unit designed to
couple a screen grid tube in the audio
amplifier into a power tube. Produces
excellent base note reproduction and
amplification vastly in excess of ordinary systems. Price, $12.00.

r

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 W. Huron St., Chicago, Ill.

assn -K

Gentlemen: Please send me your constructional
booklets on your power amplifiers. I am especially
tubes.
interested in amplifiers using
Name
Street and No.
Town

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ARCTURUS
TUBES

A -C

LONG LIFE

Radio Tubes
Manufacturers of a fall line
of radio tubes including the
new A.C. types. 226 and 227.
Armor tubes are fully guaranteed

BY THE elimination of the ceramic
between the heater and the cathode
of A -C tubes, Arcturus engineers achieve
two important results:

Armstrong
Electric & Mfg. Co., Iuc.

First, the elimination from the internal
tube structure of an insulating material
that is extremely difficult to degasify.

187-193 Sylvan Avenue
Newark, New Jersey

r

PHOTO -ELECTRIC
THE

DR. ROBERT C. BURT
Manufacturing and Consulting Physicist
Michigan
327 S.
Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

PATENTS

TRADEMARKS

Fact.
!lase a

LONG LIFE

COPYRIGHTS

EUGENE E. STEVENS

lility
Significance

Attorney at Law
Registered Solicitor of Patents

Washington, D. C.

905 F St., N.W.,

to 'he

ilititati

WIRE

.kdner

STRAND- Antennae
He Galvanized.

ARCTURUS
A -C
TUBES

-

Special Attention to Radio Inventions

t

t

CELLS

CELL

We
also
manufacture
the STABILIZED
OSCILLOSCOPE -the only VISUAL OSCILLOGItAPII having a linear time axis and no
inertia -giving an accurate picture of high frequency wave forms.
Write for Bulletin 273

-

255 Sherman Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

BURT

Without Fatigue- Highly Sensitive
Absolutely Reproducible -Instantaneous in Response
The BURT -CELL is made by a new method and should
not be confused with any other photo -electric cell. By a
special process of electrolysis, the photo -electric metal is
introduced into a highly evacuated bulb directly through
the glass wall of the bulb, giving photo -electric material
of absolute purity. The superiority of the BURT -CELL is
due to these features. making possible results never before
obtainable. Described in Bulletin No. 271.

-

ARCTURUS
RADIO CO.

r phvnh. r,

ARMTOR

NEW and Different
Construction
Brings
New and Better
Results

Secondly, the cathode now heated by
radiation rather than by conduction
eliminates the thermal capacity of the
ceramic separating the heater from the
cathode, thus making an appreciable reduction in the thermal lag of the tube.
These are only two facts in the design
of Arcturus tubes. But, they are characteristic of the engineering consideration that make Arcturus tubes
both
standard fifteen volt and low voltage
tubes
outstanding in performance,
quick action and long, uniform life. The
result
the finest
A -C Tubes that can
Engineering
be made!

l :nginr. rilnf.

(plain or enameled)

-Dou

WIRE-Antennae (plain or

enameled). Connecting and Ground (Rubber covered, braided or

plain).

BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop.

MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).
t.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.
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PHOTOTRON
KN 2

Photoelectric cells and cell units
for industrial purposes

PHOTION

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

i

574 Southern Boulevard, New York City

KH PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
Oldest and best obtainable

TELEVISION is now an accomplished fact.
Experimenters will welcome the Raytheon KinoLamp, the first television tube developed commercially to work with any system.
Uniform glow over the entire plate, without
the use of mirrors or ground glass, gives it

perfect reproduction
qualities.
Kino -Lamp is the latest
achievement of the
Raytheon Laboratories which have made
so many original
contributions to

radio science.
Write for
information

Neon Television lamps, low starting voltage, high milliampere
capacity and long life.
Special gas filled tubes made to order.
Thoriated, pure tungsten, and oxide coated wires.
High voltage electro-static voltmeters from 200 -100,000 volts.
Caesium and rubidium metal and salts, barium, strontium, and
calcium azides produced in our own chemical laboratory.
Complete plants for the manufacture of radio tubes, incandescent
lamps and neon luminous tubes, high vacuum laboratories, etc.

RADIO ELECTRICAL WORKS
150 West 22nd St., New York City

(Raytheon)
Foto-Cell

TELEVISION KITS AND PARTS

Complete Kits ready to assemble; Neon Tubes. Discs, Photo
Electric Cells. Motors. etc. Write for new catalog.

RADIO PANELS, TUBING, RODS, PARTS
Drilling.

Popular
Materials.

All
Engraving and Machining to Specifications.
Complete line of Insulating
Panels in Stock.

Write for neri catalon.

4

INSULINE CORPORATION of AMERICA
78 -80 Cortlandt St., N. Y. C.

Available in both hard vacuum and gas -filled extra sensi-

tive types -each in two
sizes. Write us for special
speci fications.

RAYTHEON MFG. COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

Raytheon

Photoelectric Cells-Neon
Lamps-Special Relays
Write for our price list and bulletins
PHOTO ELECTRIC DEVICES, Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
594 Fifth Avenue

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DEPENDABILITY

ROi
B
&ONE--

BEE CEE

/

CALUMET AVENUE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

2317- 19 -21 -23

«

p E CIS I l

Jr

FIXED CONDENSERS

1 al »

NATIONAL
Velvet Vernier Dial
Type N, Solid German
Silver Dial, 4" dam.
Bakelite Knob, ture
ranges of Divisions with
Vernier for factional

'
Y

i67

SURGPROOF CONDENSER

readings. Attaches to face
of panel at three points.

Price $G.50
..rk a Bakelite Av'..n to
',rote,' the
barpflnaersfrnn,
a,J;ei.",1 ,rdedaea.liakt

Precision measuringinstrumentsrequireprecision
parts. It is for these and for more precise logging
of short -wave receiving and transmitting apparatus that NATIONAL CO. INC. has produced
its new Velvet Vernier Dial Type N. This solid
German Silver dial has a REAL VERNIER permitting accurate reading to I 10 division. The
movement is the original and the unexcelled
Velvet Vernier mechanism.
We Isnow of no finer dial for use on oscillators, wave

/

nutters, tulle testers and osier accurate radio apparatus.

A new type condenser with a fiG

year guarantee.
The test of a manufacturer's faith in his product,
is how long will he guarantee them?
SURGPROOF CONDENSER carries an immediate replacement guarantee if defective within
one year.

SURGPROOF CONDENSER has a safe working voltage of 1300 volts D. C. and is recommended for any high -voltage amplifier using two
210 Power Tubes in Push Pull or the nnv 250 or
280 Tubes. Encased in a familiar TOBE S1
VERED CASE

Write for Bulletin I2S R. E.

NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS
NATIONAL CO. In..

\i

.

A.

It,:al, Pre,ide

r

4/"

MALDEN. MASS.

Type

x 5" x PZ,".

-2
1304 -4

Type 1302

Mfd.. $5.00
Mid.. $9.00

Write for new catalog of TOBE products.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CO.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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EBY
Top

TRUE A. C.
CONSTANTS
of Radio Tubes can now be obtained

stew showing

By Means of a

built -in -guide for
tube prongs

DIRECT READING
INSTRUMENT
Known as The Weston Model 526

Bottom view without

hose showing contacts

RADIO TUBE TESTER
ITS principle

-

SOCKETS
Eby Sockets have
1-Good looks that will improve the appearance of any set.

2-Grooved tops to

guide tube prongs.
and improved prongs providing
long tight spring contact. High current carrying capacity and low interelectrode
capacity. Ideal for use with A.C. tubes.
40e
List price: UX type
50.
UY type

3 -New

BINDING POSTS
Eby Binding Posts are all that
binding posts could be.
Completely insulated with non
removable tops engraved in popular markings.

-

n

Eby Tip Jacks have countersunk
tops so that the pin can't wobble.
Equipped with red and black
Bakelite washers for insulating
from metal panels.
List price
25c per pair

The H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
4710 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Weston Model 526 will measure:
Voltage amplification factor : plate impedance in ohms ; mutual conductance
in micromhos ; plate current-as well
as plate, grid and filament voltage.

The values indicated are the true A. C. values
of the tube constants which are obtained by
applying to the plate and grid circuits an alternating current. This current may be from an
ordinary lighting circuit, and the values obtained are independent of variations in voltage
of the A. C. circuit used.

For complete information write direct to

TIP JACKS

I.itr1

of operation is based upon the
fundamental definition of the tube constants
and thus it becomes an absolute tester, affording quick and accurate measurements without
the use of telephone or other complicated auxiliary devices. These values could be obtained
formerly only by means of complicated bridge
methods.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
Newark, N. J.
612 Frelinghuysen Ave.
WESTON

GN.

WESTON
RADIO
1

NSTRUMENTS
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ENGINEERING ABILITY

.5of1
micromicrofarad at minimum

/

capacity and % at maximum capacity are
the tolerance values of the AMSCO "Bathtub" gang variable tuning condensers.
.
Such perfect "matching" at the low end of
the scale makes the AMSCO "Bathtub" the
ideal tuning condenser for good receivers.
1

.

.

AMSCO "Metaloid" resistances need never be
replaced
Their scientific design assures permanency of resistance and physical characteristics
Accurately calibrated
conservatively
rated
moisture proof and acid proof
AMSCO "Metaloids" are available for perfect
operation as grid leaks
coupling resistances
grid bias resistances and power resistances
Available in all sizes
. Made under U. S.
Patents No. 1034103, 1034104, 1635184.

-

-

-

.

.

Write for descriptive literature.

AMSCO PRODUCTS

418 Broome Street

New York City

May we see you at the show?
Booth 2
Section Z, Mez.

THE YYROHM IS BUILT
TO CARRY THE LOAD!
Aerovox Fixed and Tapped Vitreous
Em 'lied Pyrohm Resistors are
made in a wide range of resistance
values and wattage ratings to suit
every power supply requirement.
They are built to the same high
standards as Aerovox Mica Condensers, Socket Power Condensers
and Filter Condenser Blocks.
The August issue of the Aerovos
Research Worker contains :Ill nteresting and instructive article u, lion to
ngc His iders for Power
Calculate
sup pl,r fites ices. A copy will loe sent
on reg liest.

For best results in all

power work use
ELMENCO Resistors.

s

.

NOTE TO MANUFACTURERS-Special tapped resistors can be supplied on order to manufacturers
only. In ordering please specify number of taps resistance per section and current drain. Write us

ii,

today.

`

tee

Electro- Motive Engineering Corp.

WASHINGTON ST.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

127 W. 17th St.
1.11.1009"
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Quality Tells.

All
the claims in the world do
not affect the judgment
of engineers.
;ca11i

RESISTORS

t

lots
specla settee
tba

p $lgv
eYSttiedto
a
<<t15

tp v11o
t p ti

11

aye ausere

edpOtte x

FOR AC CIRCUITS
Center Tapped Resistors
Grid Resistors
"C" Bias Resistors

A

We manufacture Resistors for every
requirement

A

se

ag8 M ""

In Canada:
Carter Radio Co., Ltd.
Toronto

Carter Radio Co.
CHICAGO

} gMPLION
Line for 1928-1929
With a background of 41 years' successful manufacturing experience, Amplion invites comparison of
NEW DYNAMIC CONE UNITS, SPEAKERS and
the New Amplion Microphone.

Amplion Microphone

Amplion Giant
Dynamic Air
Column Unit
Largest ever mud..

This microphnm is equal to
the finest scientific
made and c, pst ìng four
limes the Price.
signed in operate

It

is

de-

volts

n

tu 311 volts. withnut:
tt
car him noises.
\1'ith the n -r of :lmplion
\I ie r o phone the signal

strength

is.

List

greatly

creased.

$100.00

For public address or the:utrBuilt tor 30 watt
disturted power with

use.

¡NrtLS

rame

and vola tnc.

For those who cannot call at our laboratory for
demonstration-Our New Catalog is Now Ready

AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
133 W. 21st St., New York City
Telephone Chelsea 5257

a

On the Byrd Antartic Expedition no chances could
be taken with faulty condensers in their radio
apparatus. It may be a
question of life and death.
The lines of communication must be kept open.
Dubilier Paper Condensers will do their part to
bring the expedition to a
successful termination.

Dubilier
CONDENSER CORPORATION
4377 Bronx Blvd.
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PUSH -PULL 250!
...ti.etame.,.

Includes every essential feature of
the famous standard Midline model
-only simplified to
better meet the set
manufacturers' requirements.

-'

i

The New

HAMMARLUND
Manufacturers' Model

MIDLINE CONDENSER
SO MANY manufacturers have
asked us why we didn't make a
simplified Midline Condenser, designed for receiver production in
large volume.
The answer now is:-"We DO!"
And the new manufacturers' model
illustrated here is a real achievement. For not only does it embody
every essential technical characteristic of the standard Midline
model, it will give the same high degree of precision accuracy and faithful service.
Die-cast frame of new design -built
for hard usage. Soldered brass
plates with tie -bars.
Smoothly
operating bearings. Positive spring friction contact. Convenient ter minal lugs.
Your receiver sl
Id have the extra
prestige of using Ilammarlund
Condensers-famous for quality the
world over.
The price is unusually attractive.
May we quote on your needs for the
current season?
Write for Huai
literature and
ask for quotations on your requirements
HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
424 -438 W. 33rd St., New York, N. Y.
4r3orc.

3eüaJt. T2m.d i a

ammarlund
PRODUCTS.
PRECIS /ON

The features (reduction of hum on AC operation and
large overload capacity) of the push-pull amplifier circuit
render its use with the new type UX 250 (CX 350) power
tubes the natural solution for installations demanding the
delivery of unusual power to the speaker.
Sufficient power is obtained to operate several reproducers, and to fill a small hall or out -door space.
Output transformers are furnished either for high impedance or low impedance (dynamic) speakers. The 541
transformers are supplied in two combinations each containing an input and an output transformer.
Type 54I -A and Type 541 -B (for 2000 -5000 ohm speakers)
Type 541 -A and Type 541 -C (for 10-15 ohm speakers)
Price (either combination of two transformers) $25.00.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY,
30 STATE STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
274 BRANNAN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

L. M. C. RESISTORS

Vitreous
Enameled

Wire

Wound

The wide acceptance and increasing use of
"L.M.C." RESISTORS by the electrical and
radio industry is attributable directly to the
following facts--

We
We
We
We

are not merely assemblers.
are Metallurgists, making our own Alloys.
are Ceramists, making our own Enamels.
are Electrical Engineers, prepared to work out
any problems pertaining to controlling devices.
We know there are other good resistors on the
market, but invite manufacturers to judge the
"L.M.C."
Our engineering department is at your service.
Send in your problems.
In fairness to yourself, let us quote on your requirements and send you samples.

LAUTZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.
Electrical Alloy Products -Controlling Devices
Newark, N. J.

245 N. J. R. R. Ave.

IIIIIIIIIIIIUUUUUUUUUIf
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CARVING AN ENDURING MARK OF QUALITY
Polymet Elecir:c
Set Essentials

¡

Condensers

/'r1

mark that is
-a
recognized by radio

manufacturers,

Filter

Block

Mica

Molded
Resistances

dealers, set builders and consumers
alike, as standing
for dependable
electric radio set
essentials made by
a dependable manufacturer.

Strips
Metalized
Wire -Wound
Filament

Filter Block

l'iltrr

(

Assent Ay

oudcnacr

a
Small )tolled
Bakelite Condenser

POLY MET

MANUFACTURING:

0:1Rt'.

Wire-Wound Resistance

601 Broadway, New York

POLYMET PRODUCTS
Certain Proof
of Resistor Worth
-

s no better proof of the real worth of
Har -fieldi Resistors than our records, which sho c
that, after two seasons of actual service, Har -fiell
-i.:urs are being purchased in greater quantiti
:a.rre manufacturers than ever before. A few of

l

7`hlliRI;

'

more prominent we list below

:

Union Telegraph

Stromberg- Carlson Tel.Mfg.

Western

Kolster Radio Corporation
American Transformer Co.
Fansteel Products Co.
Martin Copeland Co.
Zenith Radio Company
Crosley Radio Corporation

A. H. Grebe & Company

Co.

Co.

Splitdort Electric Co.
Magnavox Corporation
Electrical Research Lab's.
Samson Electric Co.
Philadelphia Storage Bat.
Co.

liall be glad to design a resistor to meet yourspecific need, and forward samples for testing with:
prices. Write to

We

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC.
rle
Sales Office:
122 Greenwich Street,

Factory:

íDAR.FIE10

215

Emtt

Street,

Newyork

J.

City
RESISTORS

NN

Completely wired Push -Pull

\4

Power Stage
HANDLES ample power to faithfully reproduce full frequency
range without tube overloading. Eliminates hum caused by raw
AC on filaments of Power Tubes. Increases clarity, reality and volume.
AmerTran gives you a unit in 4 types designed for practically any
combination of speakers [including the new dynamic types], and power
tubes. For complete information sec any authorized AmerTran dealer
r.r write to us direct, mentioning the speaker and tubes you intend using.
Price completely wired and ready to
install in set $36.00 without tubes.
Lknned under Parents owned or controlled by R. C. A.
be bought with tubes

and may

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
185 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.
Transformer 'Builders for over 28 years

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Sensitive Tapping
is

CONE SPEAKER PAPER

Faster

1

1,

II

.4

3/ B Ii I
gires AB-

PAPER
'OLL'TELP
T

OR3I

the cone speaker is
supreme in radio reproduction, ao also

UNI-

ItRSO-

is

NA\'CE. It has no
resonance point of
its own. Just as

The ETTCO High Speed Tapping Attachment will tap a good thread in BAKELITE
as well as other materials. If you are experiencing trouble try one out for 10 days.

ALHAMBRA

supreme in imparting the utmost in

tone quality.

The small clock and Interior cah.mt cone do not equal In soft, natural
tone the Separate cone made of AI.IIAalBltA which Is used by high class

maker,.
cone speaker manufacturers are Invited to communicate with us concerning their requirements for the coming season. ALHAMBRA Is furnished
In sheets suitable for cone speakers of 13 inches to 36 Inches diameter
special elses to order.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

-

The SEYMOUR CO., 323 W. 16th St., New York City
ETTCO Tappers eliminate
tap breakage, whatever the
cause. A "green" operator
can bang the bottom of a
tapped

h o

l

e

using

r--

CONDENSER PAPERS

an

ETTCO and still not break

-he

the tap
to adjust.

has no

friction

OF

High Dielectric Strength
LINEN AND CELLULOSE

Where

ETTCO Tappers
been installed all
breakage has been eliminated and production increased 100 to 500%.
Try an ETTCO TAPPER
for ten DAYS. No obligation for the Trial.
have

No. 1. ETTCO Tapper

Capacity

1ÿ -inch
Tapper
Capacity % -inch
ETTCO
Tapper
No. 3.
Capacity rx -inch

No. 2. ETTCO

IN

FRED C. STRYPE

Eastern Tube & Tool Co.
600 Johnson Ave.

ALL CALIPERS

LIBERAL STOCKS CARRIED IN NEW YORK
ROLLS FOR TESTING ON APPLICATION

140 Lafayette St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York City

t.

For More Accurate
Voltage Control!

A. C. Line
Voltage Control
For Radio Set Manufacturers

`Ihiuiliüiüiüiüiüiülh

remarkably convenient and
etllcient des ice tvhieh auto (icaily handles A. C. line
fluctuation over a b r o a d
ranee.
Cost surprisingly loin,
A

TR UVOLT
All -Wire
Resistances

Pat. 1,676,Sv)
and Pats. Pendis_

U.

S.

For information,
Write Dept. R.E.

9

RADIALL CO.

50 Franklin St.,
New York, N. Y.

r INDING
quantity

a much greater
of larger resistwire of comparatively low
csistance into a small space
assures a finer regulation of
voltage and greater capacity.
'l'ruvolt
Variables
simplify
t- Eliminator
construction by
eliminating difficult calculation
:md making adjustments easy.

PERITO
gbe "SELF-ADJUSTING" R/,

ance
r

I

'

Stock Sizes $3.50 each.

Tatvolt Fixed resistances arc
adjustable

Write for

Free Circulars
and Full In-

formation.

different

to

(liNnnite

set

values by the use of sliding
lit) taps -an exclusive TruIt feature! Made in all de-irablc
resistance values and

rocicu:ls Corp.

nrrent ratings.

27-29 Vest ry qS'treet

'lectrad specializes in a full
line of Controls for all Radio
l'urposcs including Television.

Vew Yó.14.,

8crefr`Vacltinc `Jroducts
7(eta[ cSlá.n:pings

Dept. L -9, 175 Varick St.
New York

ESTABLISHED

ELECTRAD
l
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CENTRALAB
GIANT POWER

RHEOSTAT

SMALL in diameter but
large in capacity, this
rheostat will safely carry
any power load of 70
watts. Constructed of heatproof materials throughout. No fibre to warp or
burn out. Wire is wound
on a steel core insulated
with asbestos. Extra wide
core assures large area for

quick heat dissipation.
This unit is ideal for
primary control o` "AC"
receivers or "A" Power
Units. It will keep the
average, keeping the
workable
line at a constant
secondary output well within rated limits. These
units connected in series across the output of a Rectifier and Filter system for "B" Power will provide all
necessary voltage taps.
These units can be used in any power circuit position
without any danger of burning out -the capacity is
only limited by the capacity of the were.
Manufactured with either two or three termini's.
Diameter 2 "; Depth PA". Write for new Booklet
on "Volume Controls and Voltage Contro :s-their
use."

ZINC -FOIL
(MIKROFOIL)

FOR CONDENSERS
STRONGER, BETTER
FOIL AT A LOWER PRICE
A

Zincfoil is not only much stronger and
tougher than 83 -15 -2 composition foil but
its cost is substantially less.
It solders readily, has high conductivity,
and from every angle is an ideal foil for

condensers.
In coils of all thicknesses up to

.0004 inch.

Reynolds Metals Company, Incorporated
Division of United States Foil Company
LOUISVILLE

SAN FRANCISCO

BROOKLYN

ALL

agliatia

Write

Samples gladly submitted for test.
for them and for prices.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
25 Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

53

GRADES

OF

FOIL

Independent Laboratories
Newark, N. J.

A concentrated colloidal solution of

Acheson Electric Furnace Graphite in
distilled water.
Manufacturers of grid leaks, other re.
sistances, "getters," and those interested
in the establishment of positive contacts
are consistent users of Aquadag.

Oxide Coated Filament
for

All Tubes

Acheson Oildag Company
Radio Division

t

P. O. Box D, (Hillside Station)

Special Getter

Elizabeth, N. J.

CORE LAMINATIONS
for Audio & Power Transformers
Chokes

-

for
Amplifiers
A.C. Tubes
Detectors
Gas Rectifiers
Power Tubes

- - -

Cerium Alloys

A large variety of standard shapes carried in stock.
Special designs stamped to your order.

Our BOOKLET on LAMINATIONS (sent on re-

-

Exclusive Sales Representative

quest) gives specifications of Stock Standard Shapes,
and contains much data of value to the designer
and buyer.

Lamination Stamping Company
764 Windsor Street, Hartford, Conn.

50

A. U. HOWARD
East 42nd St. New York City
Phone: Murray Hill 0342 & 0343

www.americanradiohistory.com
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-

STANDARD PRODUCTS AT SPECIAL PRICES-

-

TIMMONS Combination Power Amplifiers and "B"
Supply Units -List $70.00 each without Tubes
OUR PRICE, $18.50 each
'OTHER ITEMS

TIMMONS Power Amplifier

1

:i V

Strom,
0 ln'Uublier)utl'A,

ad. Pilier Condenser.
Piler Condenser.
1
tord. 1h Pas. t'ondense,.
Itrsdleystst Tax' E.210 for
Freshman Fu Henry Choke
I

mtlf.

2

01111

wkg
wkg

111'

1

l'art.)

Arnie A 2 Audio Transformer iwire leads)
All - American Andin Transformer Iwi n tradsi
Freshman Power Transforn er (fur Power Amplifier
Transndt ter)
Precise S. 1.. F. Emdenser .011035
I lamina riund
Type I'. rlmdensrr .01111.,
Preeise

Merise

8
4

gang (Lndrnern
gang Condensers

1.51'

.tu

1

Ar line voltage regulator
roil; 511 initio

!

of

(without tubes)

SPECIAL AT
ea.

$11'50

nualìty ettttt

rt !Mile use n I .S. ,I.;11
201 tulle fe
rrrtitying
s an aumplifierw ieti gives d sn,rtilnlless
and irae natural
leptimt with wonderful nume Duality ani volume.
No adjustments Ite';11ited and no oulpnt transformer or s milar auxil'ary euuu:iill

wl

2111

X.

i

.

2111

sillar (lower andin tube

.

1

:e

a o0

.75

r

td

Witit entier litait.
For lise with a el oaring current 105--120 volts, 50 -GO cy lea.
Even unit is br:nid new. parked In tiri ginnl tailor .. Ird
gllaranlerd.
They have heurt ablouved 11)' l'opnla r Radio and
Ou-ut

--5

n

11

1.05

.111111-t

List $45.00

Ideal for
Dynamic
Speakers
and
Phonograph
Pick -Up

PROFESSIONAL SET BUILDERS"
Gourd follower; "A" -Power
nit In volt with built -in relay. $:175
mid. Filter Condenser. n u IM' wkg iOubli er)
" FOR

Iabnl.u"l o

c

-.

non and fur n
Popular Science

W. K. SKIDMORE & COMPANY, 233 Broadway, New York

You Can Build and Own the

Finest Custom -Built Radio Receiver
OUR instruction pamphlets are complete in every detail, giving step -by -step data for building the new 1929
model radio receivers. Diagrams are unusually clear and explanations are in concise, everyday, plain English.
We design, build and thoroughly test every set described, so that you are absolutely
standard, easily -obtainable parts are specified. The following Circuits are available: assured of success. Only
I. The "Find -All" Sis.
11. The Supreme A. ('. Si'.
2. The
ersolile Four.
12. The Vacation A. C. Four.
:i. The "Fenil -All" PIve.
I:t. The Ad's need f It ru -SIs Super -flet erady ne.
'I. The ('ustom -Built Robert's Knockout.
N. The "Optimum" Five.
5. The "lnlertrnl" Flee.
15. The "Rhodes" Four.
0. The 1928 Standard l'arts Sis.
HL The Nee' A. ('. Optimum l'Ise.
i. 1'he i)uo -Sonie Super -Il et crud y ne.
17. The Ali -Electric Intertrol Fhe.
8. The "Find -All" Four.
18. The Poor Nun's A11- Ele,Iri,' Set.
9. Nrec 210 Push -Pull Power Amplifier and "B" Supply.
19. An A. ('. Siegen Grld Rooster.
10.

The lieglnner's Find-All.

211.

The Aero Shield Grid

The above instruction pamphlets are priced at $1.00 each, or any eight will be mailed post paid for $5.00. We
guarantee that you will be immensely satisfied with this radio constructional series.

ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
30

CHURCH STREET

Room

Est.

429

NEW YORK, N. Y.

1921

Send for New Radio Book

r3 :&
t^,
-'
;41..1iiritt»it; Inc!,:
.'"")

{

..

..

_

Manufacturers' Export Dldndgr rsPh
116 Broad Straaq New Vors, N. Y-'

'1!'

Srirntiñcalrr reaip/rd to
.wnomicatly e+porr dependable
teetring endnal..miet/.,F
.

'I

radio appareille.

'

duedtum a:::.:.; 2n,paauw0

1

r

'...` IJ
.

Ji,

-

It's Free

New bunk -ells.
'l'tns lasuk shows how to make short
hurt x
ad:ua, -rIlnw to use the new ilantn aril tulle in D.
A. 1'. etn-uits.
Dow to build tower annutliers. .1111' eliminators.
information on all new radio drvelopnlent s.
It's free.

ter ropy naia).

e'
I

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY
4036 J N. Rockwell S
, Chicago

Sanie
Street and nuallar
City and State

f

.:*,-1

4I/

J

Custom Work in Super Hets

a

Specialty

H. & F. RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.
Radio Engineers
168 Washington St., New York City
Consulting Experts to Manufacturera

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Permeability and Hysteresis Curves of iron samples.
Condensers tested for life, voltage breakdown, leakage, etc.
Input and output curves of socket power devices- Oscillograms.

I

80th St. at East End Ave. ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES New York City, N. Y.

a.
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OVákeli fi

Laminated Insulation,
The

CORTLANDT PANEL
ENGRAVING CO.
its facilities to care for
greatly increased business and

has enlarged

a

SUPERIOR CONDENSERS
A More Effective and L'
fo:
pendable Condenser
Less Money

-

Type RM 14-For 171
Li 1 Price 513.50

By -pass 250 V

1500 V
2000 V

3000 V

650 V

Midgets 500 V

High Tension
1000 V

FOR THE MANUFACTURER

STAMPING
ENGRAVING

Transmitting

Filter 450 V
High Voltage

FOR THE
COMING SEASON

IS READY

--

F LECHTHEIFI

Blocking 2000 V

PUNCHING
MACHINING

Type FAIO -For 210
List PI ce 516.50

Send Blue Prints for Quotation

Custom Set Builders: Use
Flechtheim Superior Condensers
in your power packs, amplifiers
and radio sets, -you will save
money and get the best results.
Send for the new fall catalog
describing functions of various
types of condensers and listing
complete line from 250 V to

FOR PROFESSIONAL SET BUILDERS

All Latest Circuit Panels in Stock
Special Panels Made to Order
You are assured of prompt service

at the height of the busy

CORTLANDT PANEL ENG. CO.

Type

1553 E. Everett

Lyons Radio Sales Co..
150 N. Ott St..

Frank H. Deardort Co.,
SOO N. Spring St..
Los Angeles.

St.,

A. M. FLECHTHEIM & CO., Inc.

Portland. Ore.

('tical.. Ill.

Philadelphia. Pa.

t'alti.

3000 V DC.

Write for our interesting proposition

DEALERS:

D. H. Bonham.

Aaron Sledman Co..
N. Michigan Ave..

307

DX25-For 250

List Price $20.00

165 Greenwich St., New York City

136 Liberty St., Dep't XX

New York, N. Y.

Universally Accepted Where the Best is Standard
Amplifier hit

I'Ile Lynch Deek
Suitable for Short Wave and Television experimental work; is a sub panel of Westinghouse Micarta on
which all the sockets and audio
amplifying equipment for a five
tube receiver have been assembled
ready for wiring. An aid to simple,
inexpensive and efficient receiver
construction. S12.50 complete.

LYNCH PRODUCTS
Include Filament Equalizors. Melnllizeel and Dynohmle Resistors. Sup pressora, Leak Proof Sangle and
Ito u hie Moo nt ings.

Send for Free Booklet.

New York City

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.

1775 Broadway

DRESNER

The Complete Kit foi

THE

METROPOLITAN
SCREEN -GRID
Price

Containing the es -,'nli il parts for
building a high grade 3 -stage resistance coupled amplifier, which
authorities agree is the most satisfactory type for quality Television
reception and reproduction of
images transmitted by radio.
$9.00 complete.

I..
Lot

nom
Don't

Is
,

a -d

COMPLETE

$ 22.50
(SPECIAL )

with

tea moments' mote.

to S50 noatisi.
miss the excellent

15

Get
wi`
th isrli nnü.

GRAYMORE RADIO CO.
142 Liberty St., New York City

CONVERTER

WAVELENGTH
RANGE
15 to 550
Meters
ihr detectors socket in the

$45

SHORT -WAVE

comic,
ic,ti.1

'onterter.
Fin
intend:am:ea tilt coils fumiste
your ile:der can't supply you_ call on us direct.

Jinsnrr

it

Easily

Nimbly Plugged
mphca oat .ninny.
N..
set. t'racers the chore range or w
Ienerh.
Ma viuuuu sot i(action (non sup to Ionic.
proanuns lost hang broadcast on the shor

.

Write for booklet

Dresner Radio Manufacturing Corp.
640 Southern Boulevard
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The New

AMPL

Radio Service Man's
Tester and Tool Case
Just what the Set Builder and
Service Man has needed at a
price he can afford to payl
4 -Meter Set and Tube analizer.
Finest quality case with handle.
Guaranteed. Easily worth dou
ble our special price of $26.46.
Orders filled promptly.
Wholesale Radio Catalog
Free to Set Builders

Brimful of all that's new in
radio. Write for it.

SETBUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
201

I

P A C K

Complete A. C. Power Supply

"A ", "B" and "C"
MAKES ANY

SET AN
A.C. POWER RECEIVER
MO 210

I

Iu.h-Pnil:
250

cal

.

on

tones in

tTIM

or
INN.'

re u_ e.

the

ot

1'n1l

101100.

.tdvanced-

Itrla9plahp.

Can

necmbled ill one evening.

TRANSFORMEZ CORP. of AMERICA
1128.32 Orleans St.. Chicago. III.

Romberg Bldg., CHICAGO

the

Latest

A

1'.

t'unrenintt.

Peoples of

China
Cuba
Denmark
Dutch East Indies

Equador
England
France
Germany

Holland
Jamaica
Japan
Johannesburg
(So. Africa)

Philippines
Rhodesia
Roumania
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United States
Venezuela

Mexico

Panama
Peru
Portugal

have ordered and are reading copies of John F. Rider's Laboratory Treatises. . . . These laboratory Treatises have been
acclaimed by radio magazines and newpapers, and YOU TOO
will find them sources of valuable, vital information.

Acclaimed by the New York Sun, New York Herald Tribune,
New York Telegram, Washington Herald (Dist. of Col.) Radio
News, Radio Dealer, Radio Retailing, Radio Engineering and
many others. . . . If you are seeking information about B
Battery Eliminators, Service Units and A. C. Tubes, you will find
the required data in these treatises.

"A Labor a t o r y
Treatise on B Battery Eliminator Design and ConstruetlOri "
88 pages 82" x 11" 71

"A Treatise on 25
Testing Units for
Service Men"
28 pages 81/2" x 11" 30
illustrations. Price S.50
Postage extra 10e

C Tubes-How
to Use Them"

"A

76 pages 81/2" x 11" 50

illustrations. Price $1.00
Postage extra 10e

illustrations. Price $1.00
Postage extra 10e

RADIO TREATISE CO., 270 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
--- -- -LSE THIS COL I'tl\
-

Kindly send me John F. Ridtr'.
B Eliminator Treatise

Nacre

AC Tube Treatise
Service Treatise
for which I am enclosing $
¡Add $.10 postage for each book)

Address...........
City

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Word

Power Amplification

READ THE WORLD OVER
Australia
Argentina
Austria
Bahamas (B.W.I.)
Brazil
Belgium
Canada
Czecho-Slovakia

-

Send for

Free Booklet

Manufacturers of the T. C. A. Line of Power
Transformers. and Audio Transformers. Chokes.
.over Packs and Power Amplifier Packs.

all
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Examine any of these

RADIO BOOKS
for ten days FREE

Peters

1.

-

pages,

226

6 x Y.

I

IO

tions. $3.00

The

u m

illustra-

223

6

232 illustra-

x 9.

tions. $5.00

Second Edition

thermionic vacuum tubes
with proper consideration of
the applications of these principles.

4. Davis

The

Revised and Enlarged

THE
PRINCIPLES
OF
RADIO

-

Law of Radio
Communication

206

x 8.

illustrations. $2.50

ZEH

Vacuum Tube

A complete description of
the principles of operation of

Moyer and Wostrel
Practical Radio

Third Edition. 378 pages. 5r.í

Thermionic

papes.

391

detailed discussion of
thermionic vacuum tube circuits that develops conventions and methods which may
be used in treating electrical
networks and systems containing trielectrode devices.
A

2.

Bijl

3. Vander

Thermionic V a c u
Tube Circuits

"MORECROFT is the finest enof
gineering interpretation we
Radio's first quarter century
have."
BOUCK

pages.

9,

6 x

$3.00

An authoritative and detailed analysis of the laws
governing radio communication in general, and radio
broadcasting in particular.
The book determines upon
what basic legal rules depends the relationship of
broadcasters and other users
of radio communication to
the Government and to each
other.

A thoroughly revised edi-

tion of this practical book
on radio fundamentals. the
book gives a clear explanation of radio receiving principles and apparatus. In this
revision chapters have been
added on Loud Speakers.
Eliminators and Chargers for
teries and Vacuum Tubes.

COMMUNICATION
By

McGRAW -HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
MrGRAW -HILL BOOK CO.. Ins.. 370 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y.
agree
You pray send toe oit approval the hook checked below.
return them iostpaid. in ton dais or to remit for them at that time.
Peter,' Thermionic Vacuum Tube Circuits. $3.00.
D Moser and Wost rois Practical Radio. $2.50.
Vander kill's --The Therm ionic Vamnun Tube. $5.00.
oasis' The I.aw of Radio Communication. $3.00.
Name

JOHN H. MORECROFT

1

Assisted by A. PINTO
and W. A. CURRY

Position

L.

Name of Company
Home Address
l'In. .n4 State.......
- - -

-

New Bakelite In-

sulated X -L
Push Post

Tho

most

per-

fect binding post
made. Push down
with
insert wire, remove
pressure.

thumb.

N

STATIC
TUNE MORE SHARPLY

vac..- a.....e

is

wire

LESSEN

Marl

\IoreCroft's famous book has been
completely revised. The Second Editioa is practically a new book. Notaf; by 9
ble additions occur in Chapter 1,
.5.11 illustrations
where new data on coils and couClolh
densets at radio frequencies are
riven. Chapter 1V deals with the
.7..;o
general features of radio transmission: and new material on field
ctII measurements. reflection and absorption,
fading. short-wave propagation, etc., has been introduced. In Chapter VIII much has been added on voice
analysis and the performance of loud -speaking telephones: frequency control of distortionless simplification
has been thoroughly dealt with, some of the information
being published for the first time. Radio frequency
amplification. balanced circuits, push -pull arrangements. have also been explained.
ZEll: BUI-( K. Prominent Radio Engineer. says iu the
Mot pagcx

Bring your set up to maximum sharpness
with X -L Vario Densers.
Endorsed by leading radio engineers, designers and
builders and used in all high -grade circuits or receivers
today. Broad and positive capacity range that assures
exact oscillation control easily obtained with both
31ode1 "N" and Model "G" Vario Densers.
genuine Irakelite easing. dust and moisture proof.
All metal parts phosphor bronze nickel plated.
Or
the best imported India mica used. Extreme micrometer capacity advance, exceptional accessibility In close
quarters. Model "N" has variable capacity adjustable
Price each $1.00.
from 1.8 to 20 micra- microfarads.

X -L RADIO LABORATORIES
Chicago
Dept. K. 1224 Belmont Ave.,

held

firmly. Vibration
will not loosen
but releases instantly when sot
wish.
Positive.
permanent. Also
and
in
all-

met al
Price

ira:

design.
earli.

New York Sou for November 5. 1927:

x -i, Push Pest

CONDENSER SPECIALISTS

we make one thing and one thing only -wax
impregnated paper Condensers in medium and
large capacities. We make no set hardware, no
eliminators no transformers, no parte, no sets.
Our entire concentrated effort is on one product
alone. Such specialization saures highest quality.
economical production and dependable service.
Millions of Fast Condensers now in use in leading
sets and eliminators.
Sand
us
your

Ì FAST

"No radio hook lta, eyrr been of greater utility to the
engineer said student than this classie -the only reliable
reference of its kind six \t'911'4 ago and today the W rt
astounding collection of answers to technical questions
from the analysis of radio frequency phenomena in
terms of complex formulae t.. rtllt a particular amplifier howls."

--A Wiley Book --

specifications

,OdN

3982

Barry

ti

ve.,
Ave..
U.S.A.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
& SONS CO.. 430 Fourth Avenue. New York City
Kindly send me 00 10 da;s' free eX::uunation. 3lonrmft's
Principles of Radio Couuumticatian...
agree to remit the price 1$7.501 of the book within ten days after its
leeeipt or return it postpaid.

JOHN WILEY
G.

Offer for Laboratories!
Special
(3a in. diameter, Switchboard mount)
3/4
a

Radio frequency Ammeter (o -20 Amp.)
Thermo Coupled AC and DC.

l

0 -3 Kilowatts AC and DC.
Radio frequency Ammeter (0 -10 Amp) Hot Wire
Numerous other special offers!

Wattmeter

LEEDS RADIO COMPANY
45 Vesey St.

I

$5.00
each

New York City

miewen:

1
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We Unconditionally gguarantee
The
LOFTIN -WHITE
JEWELL and MIESSNER

PROVISION
IS MADE

A -C

FOR

ELECTRIC
PHONOGRAPH
PICKUP

"R -P -L"
Receiver
to be the

Manufactured Under Loftin -White
Jewell and Miessner Licenses

World's Greatest
RADIO BROADCAST

ti

RECEIVER
REGARDLESS OF PRICE
Sold Only Through Authorized Representatives
Complete or in Unit Form

SPECIFICATIONS

LOFTIN -WHITE TUNER

THESE SPECIFICATIONS MEAN SOMETHING TO ANYONE
WHO KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT RADIO

JEWELL DUAL IMPEDANCE
POWER AMPLIFIER

Distributors for Loftin -White
Tuner R. F. Amplifier, Jewell Audio
Amplifier, CeCo Tubes, Airehrome,
and J
Loud Speakers

FIELD

REPRESENTATIVES

WANTED

RADIO PRODUCTS LABORATORY
1931 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Kindly send me, without obliga-

tion, your Field Representative Plan.
Name

Three stages of Loftin -White constant coupled tuned radio frequency amplification, giving practically a straight -line amplification factor over the entire broadcast wave hand.
Giving 10,000 cycle separation, and due to new design of
coupling in each stage it has an unusual sensitivity factor. True single dial
operation with tuned antenna input and full volume control. Automatically
adjusted below the point of oscillation. Non- regenerative detector feeding the
audio amplifier that has an amplification factor of over 750, which is from
three to five times greater than any commercial types that are now on the market.
Two stages of Jewell Dual Impedance audio amplification. assuring straight -line
amplification over the entire band of audible frequencies, feeding into a 250 -power
tube that has an undistorted output of over 4500 milli watts. This amount of
power is capable of overloading any of the commercial loud speakers now on
the market. In other words, nothing has been left out in the engineering of
the receiver that could be desired by the most discriminating radio critic, and
also due to the fact that the Miessner system of A.C. operation is employed the
A.C. hum is reduced to an absolute minimum.

Mr. Radio Fan and Professional Set Builder!
Why not capitalize the prestige and distinction that goes with being our local
representative in your territory by selling the most remarkable radio receiver
that has ever been offered to the American public? This receiver was designed
and engineered by the most prominent radio engineers in the world today.
Write us NOW for our EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE PLAN.

Unconditional Guarantee - - -You
\e

RADIO PRODUCTS LABORATORY

Address

F.
City

Being the Judge

unconditionally guarantee this receiver to be the best radio broadcast receiver
that can be built under the present known theories of the science and if, for
any reason. it does not come up to your every expectation. it may be returned
to us. in good condition. any time within thirty days and your money will be
refunded in full.

State

A.

JEWELL- GENERAL

1931 BROADWAY

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Advanced Construction Ideas
Feature New Halldorson Kits

ln s
_
't

Halldorson
Shield-Grid 56

THE Halldorson Shield -Grid 56 is a marvelous six
tube kit, unusual in selectivity, sensitivity, and
volume, and an unheard -of value at the price for
Specifications: Handsome
which it is offered.
bronze escutcheon plate on mahogany finished steel
panel; all parts mounted directly upon steel subbase; two stages shield -grid r.f. amplification with
shield -grid first audio; copper shields; push -pull
audio system; and phonograph switch. Price, $59.85
A.C. job in same style, using 226 and 227 tubes,

After long, and particularly exacting tests, a new Victoreen.
Transformer is announced which. we believe is
literally years ahead of its time in its many vital im-

Super

a knockout at $63.85. A.C. Power Supply, $37.50.
Ask

your

jobber- Catalog

of

Halldorson

provements.
The new 1929 Victoreen circuit and transformers are an:
Using
outstanding achievement in Radio Engineering.
them, you can assemble a receiver uniquely alone in'
quality performance. Better can neither be built or bought..

Radio

Products sent upon request -write today.

THE HALLDORSON COMPANY

Build the Perfect Receiver for 1929 with the
Following Remarkable Features

Chicago. III.

Ave.,

Dept. E, 4745 N. W

II!'.I'.::IIII

lll,Tnourd'.:uc'

,I

.;.rr

TYPE

UNITED
SCIENTIFIC

Radio

A,,,erNow
QyToAStí//
Gívee¡Áchievement
G,t

UXB

IST. AN IMPROVED METHOD OF DETECTION
st tl. 1.\D SMOOTH VOLUME CONI N
TROL

2ND. AN
I

3RD, A SI'F:(

I.tI.

dtsC11.1.ATOR, ELIMINATING 011-

JECTION:IItI.L -REPEAT" POINTS
4TH. A SIMPI.II MD C'IRC'UIT, MAKING ASSEMBLY
EVEN MORE I:.ISY.
5TH. A SPEC! I. FIXED ADJUSTMENT IN OSCILLATOR TO rl)IPLIFY TUNING.
6TH. A NF:Dt.I(tNED AND NEw TYPE R. F.
TRANSFUIt)tl.It. PROVIDING GREATER SELECTIVITI t s il sIiNSITII'ITY.
7TH. A Sll.11tl'I:NEI) LOOP CIRCUIT, WITHOUT
USING REG Fi\I:RATION.
3T71. NO HI M. THEREFORE NO HUM ADJUSTMENT NE('F:I.sARY.
9TH. VARIABLE ADJUSTMENTS REDUCED IN
NUMBER.

Unmatched Ease of Assembly
JOBBERS and DEALERS
Can make money stocking this universal precision instrument.
which is adaptable to any circuit. It can be mounted for all
sorts of drives and ganged in any number.

Characteristics:
1. Patent leveled brass rotor and stator.
2. Precision spacing that assures accurate calibration.
3. Removable shaft can be adjusted to any desired length.
Adaptable to ganging in any number.
4. Universal mounting permits clockwise or counter clockwise
rotation. Provided with integral frame lugs for sub -panel
mounting.
5. Modified straight -line frequency curve to take care of all
present day broadcasting wavebands.
This new condenser is made in .00035 and .0005 sizes.
See Our Display at New York Radio Show, Booth I, Sec. Z

United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.
New York City

117 Fourth Avenue

BRAN('ll

BRIN( II
I IFFI I'F:
.I. I.noi.

OF FI('1:s
Cincinnati

Los Angele,

l' h ¡mg,.
Boston
M inn,',I polis
Canadian Offices:
>.II

IIIIIIIIIIIIII,Iilllll!II..III:III

IIII

.I

1.1'

Philadelphia

Francisco
London. Ontario
San

.'II1I'.'.,;:II:I!'.

:'.I

'.,

III',"I'IIIIII

..,

1.1111!l'JIII

I

Jmll!Il;r!IInrR:nu:,.,

Every feature of the 1929 Victoreen A.C. Circuit has been
planned for the set builder's convenience. The placing
of parts and binding posts -the careful testing of each
instrument -the sound engineering policies back of Victoreen design -are as near 100% perfect as modern science
has been able to obtain.
Blue Print FREE-- together with complete assembly instructions. Write for it toda).

Another New Development Victoreen "B"
Power Supply
Supplies 15.90.180 and 450 volts, using a UX 210 or 250
in the last stage. Contains two voltage regulator tubes so
that the 90 and 180 volt taps are supplied with a constant
volt potential. It is the last word in "B" supply. For
the most satisfactory results you mast have it.
Free Blue Print, with list of parts ac. complete assembly
instructions will he sent upon reque -l.

l

The Geo. W. Walker Company
M1lerchandisers of Victoreen Radio Parts

2825 Chester Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio

Victoreen
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Buyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements -see
index on page 70.
ADAPTERS:
Carter Radio Co.
ALUMINUM:
Aluminum Co. of America
ALUMINUM FOIL:
Lehmaier and Schwartz Co.
U. S. Foil Co.
AMMETERS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
ANTENNAE, LAMP SOCKET:
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Electrad, Inc..
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
BASES, VACUUM TUBE:
Formica Insulation Co.
BINDING POSTS:
Arrow Automatic Products
Corp.
Eby, H. H., Co.
General Radio Co.
X -L Radio Labs.
BOXES, PACKING:
Tuft Bros.
BRACKETS, ANGLE:
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Electrad Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
BRASS:
Baltimore Brass Co.
Copper and Brass Research
Assn.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
BROADCAST STATION

EQUIP'T:

Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
BUTTS:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CABINETS, METAL:
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
Asan.
Crowe Nameplate Mfg. Co.
CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:
Burt, Robert C.
Photiun Instrument Corp.
Photo -Electric Devices Co.
Radio Electrical Works.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
CERIUM:
Independent Labs.
CHARGERS:
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Elkon Co.
CHASES:
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
Assn.
United Scientific Laboratories,
Inc.
CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
American Transformer Co.
General Radio Co.
General Transformer Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.

Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.

CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
CHORES. B ELIMINATOR:

American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc,

CLAMPS, GROUND:

Electrad, Inc.
Fahnstock Elec. Co.

Scovill Mfg. Co.
CLIPS. SPRING:
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Fahnstock Elec. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
COIL FORMS:
Cross Paper Products Corp.
General Radio Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
COILS. IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, INDUCTANCE:
Aero Products Corp.
Cardwell, Allen, D., Mfg. Co.
Dresner Radio Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
COILS, MAGNET:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, RETARD:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
COILS. SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Corp.
Dresner Radio Mtg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.

COILS, TRANSFORMER:

Dudlo Mfg. Co.
CONDENSER PARTS:
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.

CONDENSERS, BY -PASS:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen -Bradley Co.
Automatic Electric, Inc.
Brown & Caine. Inc.
Burt, A. G., Jr.
Carter Radio Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Deutschmann, Tobe Co.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc..
Fast. John E. & Co.
t'lechtheiut Co.
Muter, Leslie Co.. Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, FILTER:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Automatic Electric, Ise.
Brown & Caine. Inc.
Carter Radio Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Deutschmann. Tobe Co.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Fast. John E. & Co.
Flechtheim Co.
Muter. Leslie Co., Inc.
Polymet Mtg. Co.

CONDENSERS, FIXED:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen-Bradley Co.
Automatic Electric, Inc.
Brown & Caine, Inc.
Burt, A. G., Jr.
Carter Radio Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Deutschmann, Tobe Co.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.

Dubilier condenser Mfg.
Electrad. Inc.
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Fast, John E.. & Co.
Flechtheim Co.
Muter. Leslie Co.. Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Co.

Co.

ELIMINATORS, A BATTERY:
Radio Receptor Co.
Webster Co.
ELIMINATORS, B BATTERY:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.
Radio Receptor Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Webster Co.
ELIMINATORS, A -B -C:
Acme Elec. and Mfg. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.
Radio Receptor Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Webster Co.
ELIMINATORS, UNITS FOR:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.
Radio Receptor Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Webster Co.
ESCUTCHEONS:
Crowe Nameplate and Mfg. Co.

CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
CONDENSERS, MULTIPLE:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
CONDENSERS,
NEUTRALIZING:
X -L Radio Labs.
CONDENSERS. VARIABLE
Scovill Mfg. Co.
TRANSMITTING:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mitt. Co.
EXPORT:
General Radio Cu.
Ad. Auriema, Inc.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
FILAMENT, OXIDE COATED:
Independent Laboratories. Inc.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
FILAMENT CONTROLS. AUTODeJur Products Co.
MATIC:
General Radio Co.
Radiali Co.
Hammarlund Alfg. Co.
National Co.
FOIL:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Lehmaier and Schwartz Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
U. S. Foil Co.
CONNECTORS:
GALVANOMETERS:
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
General Radio Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Fahnstock Elec. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Co.
CONTROLS. ILLUMINATED:
GETTER MATERIAL:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Acheson Oildag Co., Inc.
Independent Laboratories, Inc.
CONTROLS, VOLUME:
American Mechanical Labora- GRAPHITE:
tories
Acheson Oildag Co., Inc.
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
GRID LEAKS:
Aerovox Wireless Corps.
CONVERTERS:
Allen -Bradley Co.
Cardwell, Allen D.. Co.
DeJur Products Co.
Deutschmann, Tobe Co.
Electrad. Inc.
COPPER:
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Baltimore Brass Co.
Hardwick. Field. Inc.
Copper & Brass Research
International Resistance Co.
Assn.
Lantz Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
CURRENT CONTROLS. AUTO- HARNESSES, A -C.:
MATIC:
Carter Radio Co.
Radian Co.
Eby, H. H., Co.
DIALS:
HINGES:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
HORNS:
Silver- Marshall, Inc.
Anti-Ilion Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories
Temple, Inc.
DIALS. DRUM:

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
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Operadio Co.
Racon Elec. Co., Inc.
Temple. Inc.
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When
It Comps To
Service

fto

CONDENSER;

TISSUES
NO Radio set is any better than its

Pattern
No. 199

A.C. -D.C.

Set
Analyzer

weakest link, and the weakest link is
often a filter Condenser. No Condenser is any better than the thin strips
of Insulating Tissue which separate the
layers of metal foil. A pinhole or a speck
of metal in the Condenser Tissue means
a break clown of the Condenser, with the
entire set put out of commission.
Dery

DEXSTAR Condenser Paper is regarded
by Radio experts as being the highest

When it comes to service it is quite likely
that you will have to look a long time before finding a service instrument that so thoroughly fills the
requirements for radio service equipment as does
the Jewell Pattern No. 199 A.0 -D.C. Radio Set
Analyzer.
This set was designed to take care of the
service needs of the many new A.C. operated radio
sets as well as those of the battery operated type.
Features that have made it a favorite with experienced radio service men are given below.
Easily portable leather covered case with removable cover.

Five prong plug with four prong adapter.
Four reading A.C. Voltmeter 0- 4 -8 -16 and 160
volts.
Six reading D.C. Volt -milliammeter 0- 7.5- 75 -300600 volts and 0 -15 -150 milliamperes.
Accurate tube test.
Positive, silver contact push button switches for
taking readings.
New cathode voltage test.
All ranges brought to binding posts for continuity tests.

grade Insulating Tissue ever made -the
freest from defects, the most uniform in
quality, the most lasting under exacting
and unusual requirements. DEXSTAR
Condenser Tissue is the specialized product of a paper mill which has excelled
in Tissue Paper production for three
generations.
RADIO designers and builders should
have the assurance that Condensers which
they use are made with DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues. It is insurance against
many radio troubles. The leading Condenser manufacturers are now using
DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues exclusively.

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.
Makers 0/ Highest Grade Thin Papers
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.

These features are all described in descriptive circular No. 2002 which tells in detail all about
this set analyzer. Write for a copy.

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St., Chicago

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Allen-Bradley
e - Bradley
Resistors
for

Experimental Work
in Television

Bradleyunít-B
IF you are doing experimental work in

television, use Allen-Bradley resistors, both fixed
and variable. Bradleyunit-B is the ideal fixed
resistor for resistance-coupled amplifiers as plate coupling resistors and grid leaks because:

I. Resistance values are constant irrespec-

tive of voltage drop across resistors.

Distortion is thus avoided.
2. Absolutely noiseless.
3. No aging after long use.
4. Adequate current capacity.
Ç. Rugged, solid -molded construction.

6. Easily

soldered.

NDUCTANCES,
TRANSMI1TING:
\ero Produce s. Inc.
General Radio Co.

PACKING:
TIRt Bros.
PANELS, COMPOSITION:
Cortlandt Panel I:ncracin,4. Co.
Formica Insulation Co.
General Plastics Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

NSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
INSULATION, MOULDED:
PANELS, METAL:
Bakelite Corp.
Crowe Nameplate and Mfg. Co.
Formica Insulation Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
General Plastics. Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.
PAPER, CONDENSER:
Dexter, C. H. & Sons, Inc.
JACKS:
Schweitzer. Peter J.. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Strype, Fred C., Co.
Electrad. Inc.
General Radio Co
PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
PHONOGRAPH MOTORS:
Eby, H. H., Mfg. Co.
(See Motors)
KITS, SHORT WAVE:
PHOSPHOR BRONZE
Aero Products, Inc.
Baltimore Brass Co.
Dresner Radio Mfg. Co.
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS:
KITS, TESTING:
(See Cells)
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
PICK -UPS:
Gordon, L. S., Co.
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products, Inc.
PLATES, OUTLET:
Carter Radio Co.
LACQUER:
Zenon Co., The
PLUGS:
Carter Radio Co.
LABORATORIES:
General Radio Co
Electrical Testing Labs.
k'OTENTIOMETERS:
LAMINATIONS:
Allen-Bradley Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
Lamination Stamping Co.
I

DeJur Products Co.
Electrad, Inc.
General Radio Co.
United Scientific Laboratories

LEAD -INS:

Electrad. Inc.,
Fahnstock Elec.

Co.

RECEIVERS, ELECTRIC:
United Scientific Laboratories.

LOCK WASHERS:

Arrow Automatic Products Co.
RECTIFIERS, DRY:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co

Benwond- Liuze, Inc.
Elkon, Inc.

LUGS:

Arrow Automatic Products Co. REGULATORS, VOLTAGE:
Fahnatock Elec. Co.
DeJur Products Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Muter, Leslie Co.. Inc.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Itadiall Co.
Webster Co.
MAILING TUBES:
Cross Paper Products Corp.
RELAYS:
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
MAGNESIUM:
RESISTANCES. FIXED:
Aluminum Co. of America.

Radiostat
This remarkable graphite compression rheostat,
and other types of Allen- Bradley graphite disc
rheostats provide stepless, velvet -smooth control
for scanning disc motors.

Aerovox Wireless Corp.
Allen- Bradley Co.

MAGNETS:

Thomas

and

Products

Co.

Skinner

METERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
MICROPHONES:
Amplion Co. of America

Laboratory Rheostat

-

Write for Bulletins!
ALLEN-BRADLEY CO.,

Ilene ßraci

279 Greenseld A.e., Milwaukee, Wk.

r

Resistors

Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
De Jur Products
Electrad. Inc.
Rinnt r., ]lotise Eng. Co.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
International Resistance Co.
Lantz Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.

RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
Allen -Bradley Co.
American Mechanical Labs.
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
Eleet ra d. Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
International Resistance Co.
MOTORS, ELECTRIC PHONOLautz Mfg. Co.
GRAPH:
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Gordon, L. S., Co.
RHEOSTATS:
Carter Radio Co.
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
Central Radio Laboratories.
DeJur Products Co.
De Jur Products.
Electrad, Inc..
Electrad, Inc.,
Fahnstock Elec. Co.
General Radio Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
NAMEPLATES:
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
Fahnstock Elec. Co.
SCHOOLS, RADIO:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
National Radio Institute.
Radio Institute of America
NUTS:
Arrow Automatic Products Co. SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
OSCILLOORAPH:
Burt, Dr. Rob't C.
SHIELDING, METAL:
General Radio Co.
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
OSCILLOSCOPE:
Assn.
Burt, Dr. Rob't C.
Crowe Nameplate Co.
MOLDING MATERIALS
Bakelite Corp.
Formica Insulation Co.
General Plastics Co.

Type E-2910 for general laboratory service.
Capacity 200 watts. Maximum current 40 amperes. A handy rheostat for any laboratory.

Steel
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SHIELDS, TUBE:
Carter Radio Co
SHORT WAVE APPARATUS:
Cardwell Allen D., Co.
General Radio Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories.

Ferranti, Ltd.
General Radio Co.
General Transformer

Co.

Muter. Leslie, Cu., Inc.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Sliver -Marshall, Inc.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.

Transformer Corp. of America.
SOCKETS, TUBE:
Viet on,'n Corp.
Webster Co.
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS. POWER:
Silver-Marsball, Inc.
American Transformer Co.
Pongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
SOLDER:
Ferranti, Ltd.
Chicago Solder Co. (Kesler).
General Radio Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Transformer Co.
SOUND CHAMBERS:
Muter. Loslle, Co., Inc.
National Cu.
Amplion Corp.
Samson Electric Co.
Temple. Inc.
silver-Marshall, Inc.
United Radio Corp.
Thordareon Electric Mfg. Co.
SPEAKERS:
Transformer Co. of America.
yietoreeu Corp.
Amplion Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Temple. Inc.
Webster Co.
United Radio Corp.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F.,
STAMPINGS, METAL:
TUNED:
Arrow Automatic Prod. Corp.
Fahnstock Elec. Co.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mtg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
TUBES, A. C.:
STRIPS, BINDING POST:
Arcturus Co.
.\ rmst row Elec. Co,
EL Radio Laboratories.
Ceeo Mfg. Co.
SUBPANELS:
Cunningham, E. T., Co.
Formica Ins. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. TUBES, RECTIFIER:
.Arcturus Co.
SWITCHES:
Armstrong Eli's. l'o.
Corn Mfg. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Cunningham. E. T., Co.
Electrad, Inc..
l lays loon >Ifg. l'n.
(;'i al I :adin Cu.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. TI Itr:S, TELEVISION
TAPPERS
seo Cells. Photoelectric.)
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
TUBES. VACUUM:
TESTERS. B- ELIMINATOR:
Arcturus Co.
Armstrong Elmo. co.
General Radio Co.
I

Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
TESTERS, TUBE:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mtg. Co.
Weston ISlee. Instrument Corp.
TESTING KITS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.
TINFOIL:
Lebmaier and Schwartz Co.
U. S. Foil Co.
TOOLS:
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti Ltd.
General Radio Co.
General Transformer Co.
Inter. Leslie. Co., Inc.
National Cu.
Samson Electric Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Co. of America.

Cerro Mfg. Co.

Cunningham. E. T., Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
UNITS, SPEAKER:
Amplion Corp.
Temple, Inc.
United Radio Corp.
VOLTMETERS, A. C.;
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
VOLTMETERS, D. C.:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mtg. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
WASHERS:
Arrow Automatic Products Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
WIRE, ANTENNA:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Holyoke Co.
Roebling, .1. A.. Sons. Co.
WIRE. BARE COPPER:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Holyoke Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
WIRE. COTTON COVERED:
Dudlo
Mfg. Corp.
United Radio Corp.
Holyoke Co.
Vietunrn Corp.
Itoebling,
J. A.. Sons Co.
Webster Co.
TRANSFORMERS. E- ELIMIN- WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER:
In,llo Mfg. Corp.
ATOR:
Holyoke Co.
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
American Transformer Co.
Elec.
Mfg.
Dongan
Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Ferranti, Ltd.
Mfg. Corp.
Pullin
General Radio Co.
Holyoke Co.
General Transformer Co.
Roebling.
J. A., Sons Co.
Muter. Leslie, Co.. Lie.
WIRE, PIGTAIL:
Samson Electric Co.
Silver -Marshall. Inc.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Thordarson Electric Mtg. Co.
Holyoke Co.
Transformer Co. of America.
Itoebling J. A.. Sons Co.
Vietorwro Corp.
WIRE, SILK COVERED:
Webster Co.
Mfg. Corp.
Pullin
TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT
Holyoke Co.
HEATING:
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
WIRE. TINNED COPPER:
General Radin Co
Thordarson Electric Mtg. Co.
Pudlo Mfg. Corp.
Transformer Corp. of America.
Holyoke Co.
Roebling. J. A., Sons, Co.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
ZINC, FOIL:
Amerlean Transformer Co.
United States (toil Co.
Pongan Elec. Mfg en.

dio
Tubes

A \i\

G.
CAC() blazes the trail
in radio engineering achievement by introducing the popular
Screen Grid Tube in an A.C.
type : -the AC22.

The CeCo line of A.C. tuba
most complete, embracing practically every existing type.
I

CeCo Tubes are carried in stock
by dealers everywhere.
Write
us for unusual and interesting
booklet entitled "Getting the
1(o.rl out of Your Radio.''

CeCo MANUFACTURING CO.,
R.
-

PROVIDENCE,
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SMALLER CONDENSERS occupy less space and with our special lightweight foil, you
are now able to keep abreast of the trend towards compactness of all radio parts. \Ve manufacture
foil in all thicknesses down to a minimum of .0002 inch.
Our ample manufacturing facilities enable us to provide that super- service so
basically important to all manufacturers of condensers during the "peak of the
season."
We also supply HEAVY LEAD or
ALUMINUM FOILS for Dry or
Chemical "A" Condensers.

ESTER
\l.1-.II.I,I

ESTABLISHED IN 1878, we are proud of
the fact that since the inception of paper condensers, we have
supplied the major portion of all the foil used in their manufacture: whether these
condensers were for RADIO, TELEPHONE IGNITION OR PO \ \'ER FACTOR
CORRECTION.

"Lchmaier, Schwartz

&

Company's Condenser Foil Is the Standard by Which All Other
Condenser Foil Is Judged"

LEHMAIER, SCHWARTZ & CO., INC.
511 to 541 West Twenty -fifth Street, N. Y. C.
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TELLVISION
CLAROSTAT
and a satisfactory'
kino -lamp or neon glow tube, the heart of
successful television reception is the scanning
This member
disk.
should have the proper
arrangement of holes
necessary
for
the
"lines" of the television
image being received,
and it should be revolved at the proper
speed and also in perfect step with the transmitter scanning disk.
The
TELEVISION
CLAROSTAT has been
serve
to
developed
both proper speed and
perfect step functions.
It provides a perfect
speed control for the
universal or the condenser motor, operating on A.C. or D.C.,
up to 1/8th horsepower,
together with a phase
shifting push -button to
bring the disk into step.
Note the neat, compact, practical appearGRANTED a good signal

anee of this device. A special power type Clarostat of 80 -watt rating is contained in the sturdy,
ventilated iron casing
with ntouutina feet.
Conner
s are made
to screw terminals, protected by removable end
plate. Motor speed is
controlled from dead
stop to practically full
speed. so that any
small motor may be
used if its rated speed
is above that required
for television purposes.
Practical television
is only posible with
stepless, adjustable resistance for scanning
disk motor control. In
combination with the
CLAROSTANDARD
STAT for controlling
the voltage applied to
the kinolamp for necessary contrast between
lights and shadows, the
TELEVISION CLAROSTAT spells television
success.

There's a CLAROSTAT for Every Purpose
From the delicate grid leak function served by
the GRID LEAK CLAROSTAT, to the grid bias
and plate control functions of the -50 type
power tube, served by the POWER CLAROSTAT,
you will find a Clarostat available for every radio
purpose. From the requirements of remote
volume control, served by the TABLE TYPE
CLAROSTAT, to the precise fixed resistance

arrived at by actual trial as provided by the
DUPLEX CLAROSTAT, you will find a Clarostat available for every radio purpose. From a
resistance range of a few ohms to a resistance
range of many megohms, you will find a Clarostat available for every radio purpose. Think of
CLARO.STAT, and you have the entire resistance
field in mind.

other Clarostat products.
for data regarding the Television Clarostat
radio company,
if
Write
are the radio engineer or production manager of
help
often
data
bulletin,
our technical
our mailing
placed
as well as

you

list to receive
on
solve your resistance problems.

a

issued every so

Also,

ask to be
you
to

CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
285 -7

Specialists in Variable Resistors
North Sixth Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CLAROSTAT
www.americanradiohistory.com
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NEXT!
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Muter Dynamic Typ";)
Speaker

L

.

.
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saa

Other
MUTER DEPENDABLE
Products
Dynamic Speakers
Power Condensers
Fixed Condensers
Rheostats
Tubestats

DEPENDABILITY after all is the true measurement of the value of
any radio part or accessory. It is Dependability that keeps a unit
working at full efficiency month after month and year after year without trouble or repair.
Muter products have always been dependable. Through the years that
Muter has been a foremost manufacturer of radio equipment this fact
has been definitely proven to thousands who have used Muter apparatus
with absolute assurance that Muter Dependability would not fail them.
The new products of Muter measure up to the highest standards of
engineering design, workmanship and quality of materials. They are
built in the new Muter Factory which is the most modern and largest
of its kind in the world devoted to the manufacture of radio parts.
We will be glad to send you some very interesting information on
radio. Drop us a card or letter and we will keep you constantly in
touch with the latest developments of the industry.

"B" Eliminators

Resistance Amplifiers
Phone Plugs
Antenna Kits
Lead in Insulators
Panel Switches
Knife Switches
Ground Clamps

Interference Eliminators
Clarifier and Tone Filter
Cable Markers
Soldering Lugs

Neutralizing Condensers

Trimming Condensers
Sockets

Audio Transformers
Choke Coils-A.F. and R.F.

Grid Leaks

Power Resistances
(tapped and variable)
Antenna Plugs
Lightning Arresters
and many others.
The Complete Quality
Popular Priced Line

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY
8440 South Chicago Avenue

"

qq

Chicago

\V,L,.I
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A complete power Supply for A. C. tubes. Will supply
all necessary "A." "B" or "C" voltages for sets using up to eight A. C.
tubes, including single or pushpull power stage.
Easily connected with wide range
of intermediate voltages from45 to
280 volts. Use 280 type rectifying
tube. Price
cemplet,
less tube. Serial No. 4000 t7lM/R/

-

A New Muter
Dependable Product

.'

C).'r

I"

.

°I.\\ luiA

New and Improved Power Amplifier

TRANSFORMER
for use with

UX 250 Tubes
destined to:
This newest Dongan lranstormer
full wave rectification using two UX 281 tubes to
supply B and C power to receiver and power for
two UX 250 tubes.
There are two low voltage windings. one for 226
tubes and the other for 227 tubes so that you can
build a power amplifier for either the radio receiver or for phonograph pick -up.
With No. 8529 Transformer use one No. 6551
double choke in filter circuit. Approximate D.C.
output from filter. 525 V 130 mils. Secondary
voltages 650 -650V, 170 mils. 71/2V 21/2 amp.
C.T. 71/2V 2 %2 amp. C.T. 21 V 13/4 A C.T.
IV, V 4.2 A.

No.

8529-$16.50

Approved Parts for UX 250 Tubes
Double Choke. May be used where current does not exceed 250 mils $15.00
No. D -600 Power Amplifier Condenser Unit has been designed for use with the
CX 281 rectifier tubes, and CX 210 or 250 power tubes. Having a
working voltage of 1000 volts, and mounted in crystal lacquered steel
cases, they will be found unsurpassed for reliability and stability.
$16.50
Unit contains sections of 2 -2 -4 Mfd.
of
voltage
working
with
a
sections
-I
Mfd.
4
-2
-I
No. D-307 contains condensers of
$10.00
400 volts for use in connection with D -600
No. 6551

No. 1177

A splendid straight power amplifier output transformer designed for
$12.00
with UX 250 P. A. Tube
$12.00
Similar to No. 1177 but of the Push Pull Type

use

No. 1176

Set Manufacturers and Custom Set Builders
You are cordially requested to take advantage of Dongan's very complete engiveering facilities. All approved parts are

in production now. Prompt attention will
be given to any special design in which you
are interested.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2995 -3001 Franklin St.,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

TRANSFORMERS of MERIT

For

FIFTEEN YEARS

www.americanradiohistory.com

Sonic of the Carter Radio parts in which Bakelite

Molded and Bakelite

Laminated are used.

Made by Carter Radio Co., Chicago, Ill.

Millions of Carter radio parts
have been formed of Bakelite Molded
OVER a period of years, an
o d established manufacturer such as Carter Radio Co.,
must test and retest many insulation materials. During all this
time Bakelite Molded and Bakelite Laminated have remained the
standard for Carter radio parts,
because of their i n h e r en t
superiority.
Like the large majority of radio
set and parts manufacturers, the
Carter Radio Co. has found that
the use of Bakelite Materials,
both laminated and molded, improves the performance and the
appearance of radio products.

Their dependable uniformity is
also a distinct manufacturing

1

advantage.

Bakelite Engineering Service

Intimate knowledge of thousands

of varied applications of Bakelite
Materials combined with eighteen years' experience in the development of phenol resinoids
for radio uses provides a valuable background for the cooperation offered by our engineers and
research laboratories. Write for
Booklet No. 38, " B a k e l i t e
Molded."

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 635 W. 22nd Street
BAKELITE COMP. OF CANADA. LTD.. 163 Dufrrin St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

B AK LITE
REGISTERED
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